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ADVERTISEMENT 
The publications of the Museum of Zoology, University of Michi- 
gan, consist of two series-the Occasional Papers and the Miscel- 
laneous Publications. Both series were founded by Dr. Bryant 
Walker, Mr. Bradshaw H. Swales, and Dr. W. W. Newcomb. 
The Occasional Papers, publication of which was begun in 1913, 
serve as a medium for original studies based principally upon the 
collections of the Museum. The papers are issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, and, when a sufficient number of pages have 
been printed to make a volume, a title page, table of contents, and 
index are supplied to libraries and individuals on the mailing list 
for the entire series. 
The Miscellaiieous Publications, which include papers on field and 
museum techniques, monographic studies, and other contributions 
not within the scope of the Occasional Papers, are published sepa- 
rately, and as it is not intended that they will be grouped into vol- 
umes each number has a title page. 
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THE CYPRINODONT FISI-IES OF THE DEATH VALLEY 
SYSTEM OF EASTERN CALIFORNIA AND 
SOUTHWESTERN NEVADA* 
INTRODUCTION 
THE fish fauna of the arid American West is characterized by relict popula- 
tions limited in number of species but rich in material for the student of 
evolution. I n  order to understand the present distribution of this fauna it 
is necessary to study the Pleistocene geology of the region, for the Recent 
fish life reached the now widely separated springs and creeks when the desert 
was a well-watered land. I n  what is now one of the driest parts of the Great 
Basin, in eastern California and southwestern Nevada, several deep lakes 
and large streams existed, connecting the many isolated basins which now 
characterize this region (Maps 1 and 2) .  This former drainage basin has 
been named the Death Valley system (Miller, 1943b : 69). I t s  continuity is 
demonstrated not only by the physiographic evidence but also by a study of 
the relict fish populations scattered throughout the area. The segmentation 
which the drainage has undergone has resulted in the separation of these 
populations, and since the basins were cut off from each other a t  different 
times, the fishes have been isolated for varying periods, and all the minor 
syste~natic categories-races, subspecies, and species-are now represented 
among the remnant populations. 
The present work has a dual purpose: first to classify the cyprinodont 
fishes of the Death Valley system and discuss their ecology, distribution, 
speciation, and probable relationships; and second, to correlate the Recent 
distribution of the fish fauna with the Pleistocene hydrography of the area. 
A detailed discussion of the Pleistocene connections and their zoogeograph- 
ical significance has already been published (Miller, 1946), and only a brief 
summary is given herein. The fossil fish fauna has been treated separately 
(Miller, 1945). 
Only 3 genera of cyprinodont fishes are represented in the Recent 
fauna of the interior and the Colorado River basins: Cyprinodon, Empe- 
trichthys, and Crenichthys. Two species of Pundulus are known from the 
Pacific coast, and fossils referable to this genus have been found in the 
western Great Basin. The present study treats in detail the species, sub- 
species, and races of Cyprinodow and Empetrichthys inhabiting the Death 
Valley system. Two new species and 7 new subspecies are recognized. The 
remaining genus, Crenichthys, diagnosed by Hubbs (1932) and briefly re- 
* A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy in the University of Michigan in 1944. The material presented 
here represents approximately two-thirds of the original. 
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viewed by Hubbs and Miller (1941 : 1-2), remains to be analyzed for sub- 
specific and racial variation. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This systematic study of desert fishes is based almost wholly on the 
collections deposited in the University of Michigan Museum of Zoology 
(U.M.M.Z.). Between 1936 and 1942 more than 10,000 specimens of 
Cypri?zodo?z and Empetrichthys were collected during personal trips, ex- 
peditions from the University of Michigan, and by Ralph G. Miller. Speci- 
mens deposited in the United ~ i a t e s  National Museum (U.S.N.M.) and in the 
Stanford Natural History Museum (S.N.H.M.) have also been examined. 
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To enable others to use the measurements and enumerations of characters 
and to allow the accumulation of comparable data, the methods of counting 
and measuring which have been employed in the present study are stated in 
detail. 
METHODS USED IN COUNTING 
FIN ~Ays.-The last ray of the dorsal and anal fins is always regarded as 
a double ray, divided to the base of the En. I n  this respect, my counts for 
these fins of Cyprhodon are 1 less than those given by Wales (1930), who 
counted every element. All of the rays of both pectoral fins are counted, 
including the often minnte rudiments along the lower edge of the fin; the 
lowermost ray is frequentIy joined to its neighbor and some dissection may 
be necessary to reveal it. Similarly, each ray of both pelvic fins is enumer- 
ated, with special caution to note the innermost one, which is rather fre- 
quently represented as a mere sliver of cartilage or a very minute stub. The 
count for the caudal fin is the number of principal rays, the branched rays 
plas 2 ( 1  unbranched ray on either side). 
I n  samples from salty water or those inclnding breeding males, removal 
of the surface mucous on the fins greatly aids in counting the rays. I have 
found that by keeping the fins wet and using reflected daylight very accurate 
results are obtained. 
SCALES.-The scales in the lateral series are counted from the first 1 in 
contact with the shoulder girdle to the 1 at the structural base of the caudal 
&. The first scale counted lies just above and a little behind the opercalar 
angle (Fig. 1). The last 1 is determined by moving the tail back a i d  forth 
and noting where the crease so formed is in contact with the scale. If the 
flexure lies near the middle of the scale or posteriorly, the scale is included in 
the count; otherwise i t  is excluded. Care should be exercised to note 
whether a scale is regenerated, for I have found in Cyprinodon that a single 
regenerated scale often occupies the space formerly covered by 2 scales. 
Counting such a scale results in a count that is too low. 
I n  the cyprinodonts, which lack a definite lateral line, the dorsal to pelvic 
co~liit is made from the scale (usually small) lying just in the angle of the 
pelvic fin to the 1 just beside (but not anterior to) the origin of the dorsal 
fin. The dorsal to anal count is made from the small scale (or scales) lying 
in the angle of the anal fin to this same scale (Fig. 1) .  
The predorsal count involves the scales which intersect a straight line 
along the back between the snout and the origin of the dorsal fin. The 
first scale (or, usually, a pair of 2 very small scales lying side by side and 
occasionally difficult to see) lies on the snout, the fonrth scale (usually en- 
larged and nonimbricated) almost invariably lies partly over and partly 
behind the posterior rim of the orbit. All scales which definitely, unequivo- 
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cally overlap the niid-line of the back on their exposed surfaces are counted. 
If i t  is not certain that 2 closely approaching scales definitely overlap and 
hence cross the mid-line, they are not counted. Certain modifications are 
followed when necessary, such as shifting the mid-line when otherwise an 
obviously incorrect count (usually too high) would result. 
The scale count around the body begins with the eighth scale of the 
lateral series (the seventh i11 C. radiosus), and is made in a zigzag fashion, 
FIG. 1. Sketch of 2 species of C?yprinodon, to illustrate methods of counting scales 
in lateral, dorsal to pelvic, and dorsal to anal series. Drawn by Grace Eager. A. Cy- 
prinodon nevadensis nevadensis: 26 lateral scales. B. Cyprinodon salinus: 33 lateral 
scales. 
passing over the back about 1 scale row in front of the dorsal fin, and over 
the abdomen about 1 scale row in front of the pelvic fins. 
The scales around the peduncle are counted according to the method 
followed for the count around the body; the count is started with about the 
sixth from the last scale in the lateral series. 
SCALE RADII.-T~~ scale radii are enumerated on the seventh to ninth 
scale of the lateral series on the right side, of adult specimens only. All 
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radii are counted, including the very minute ones. Injured or regenerated . 
scales are not used. 
GILL =~~s.--The gill rakers of the first branchial arch are enumerated 
without a separate tabulation for the upper and lower limbs. All rudiments 
a t  either end of the arch are included in the count, even those that require 
high magnification and bright illumination to see. 
HEAD PORES.--The lateral line system of pores on the head is of some 
taxonomic value in cyprinodonts. The preopercular pores are those lying 
along the lower and upper arms of the preopercle ; the preorbital, those along 
the preorbital bone on the side of the snout; and the mandibular, those along 
the mandibles. The counts are recorded separately for each side, but are 
added together in the final presentation. 
Reliability of Counts 
All of the fin-ray counts are clear-cut, after due care is exercised in dis- 
cerning the minute rays of the pectoral and pelvic fins. There may be some 
error in the counts for these 2 fins, but it is believed to be insignificant. The 
scale counts are generally precise, the least accurate being those of the pre- 
dorsal and dorsal to anal series. The dorsal to anal count was mainly in- 
cluded as a basis for comparison of species of C y p h n o d o n  with C. dhbolis ,  
which lacks pelvic fins. Only rarely is there some question of the number of 
scales in the lateral series in Cyprinodorz, but this count is more difficult in 
Empetrichthys.  Gill raker and scale radii counts offer no real difficulty if 
the precautions of proper light and sufficient magnification are exercised. 
The preopercular and preorbital pores are usually readily distinguishable 
when quickly dried by a jet of compressed air after the head of the fish has 
been dipped in liquid. The pores are best seen on larger individuals; fish 
smaller than 25 mm. in standard length were used only when necessary to 
fl1 the series. Rather uncommonly, it is difficult to tell whether a pore is 
open or not, and hence whether it should be counted. 
The higher of 2 possible counts was always recorded, except in the pre- 
dorsal scale count of Cyprhodon .  
METHODS USED IN MEASURING 
All measurements are made on the left side of the fish except the follow- 
ing : the preorbital margin to preopercular angle, eye margin to preopercular 
angle, upper jaw length, and mandible length, all of which were measured 
on the right side. On occasion it is necessary to measure a structure on the 
right side, for example, when the left pectoral is injured. The longer pelvic 
fin is measured. 
The fish is not allowed to dry out, but is kept in good condition by occa- 
sionally immersing or spraying i t  with fluid. This practice is particularly 
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important with fin measurements. All fins are dipped in fluid just before 
they are measured. Good light is used, and the measurements are made, 
with very few exceptions, under a binocular microscope at  a magnification 
which just includes the distance to be measured. 
The calipers used are a precision instrument distributed by Glogau and 
Co. and record distances to 0.1 mm. Estimates to 0.01 are possible. Each 
fish measured is tagged. Considerable practice is required for accurate 
work, and all measurements on any particular genus should be made during 
one period. Thus, unconscious changes in techniques of measuring will be 
avoided. 
STANDARD LENGTH.--T~~ distance from the tip of the snout to the struc- 
tural base of the caudal fin. The anterior limit of this measurement is the a 
tip of the premaxillaries, in retracted position. Whenever the length is 
mentioned in this paper i t  refers to standard length. 
PREDORSAL L E N G T H . - M ~ ~ s u ~ ' ~ ~  from the base of the first dorsal ray to 
the tip of the premaxillaries. 
PREPELVIC L E N G T H . - - M ~ ~ S U ~ ~ ~  from the' inner base of the pelvic fin to 
the tip of the premaxillaries. 
ANAL ORIGIN TO CAUDAL BASE.--T~~ distance between the origin of the 
first anal ray and the structural base of the caudal fin on the mid-line of the 
body. 
BODY, GREATEST DEPTH.--The greatest vertical distance between the back 
and the ventral surface of the abdomen, usually measured over the pelvics. 
BODY, GREATEST WIDTH.-The greatest horizontal distance between the 
sides of the body, measured over the back usually just behind the head. 
HEAD, LENGTH.-Measured from the posterior margin of the opercle (of 
the opercular flap when present) to the tip of the retracted premaxillaries. 
HEAD, DEPTH.--The greatest vertical distance from the isthmus to the top 
of the head directly above the upper corner of the opercle. 
HEAD, WIDTH.-The greatest horizontal distance across the opercles, 
measured from above. 
CAUDAL PEDUNCLE, LENGTH.-The distance between the base of the last 
ray of the anal fin and the structural base of the caudal fin on the mid-line 
(in the fishes studied there is little or no membrane behind the last anal ray) .  
CAUDAL PEDUNCLE, LEAST DEPTH.-The vertical distance across the den- 
derest part of the caudal peduncle. 
INTERORBITAL, LEAST BONY WIDTH.-The least distance between the bony 
rims of the orbits (in Cyprinodon, and Empetrichtlzys the interorbital is 
narrowest between the middle of the pupils). The tips of the calipers are 
firmly pressed against the bony rim on each side. 
PREORBITAL, LEAST WIDTH.-T~~ least distance between the fleshy rim of 
the preorbital bone and the fleshy rim of the orbit. 
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PREORBITAL M RGIN TO PREOPERCULAR  measured from a point on 
the preopereular margin about midway between the pore a t  the angle of 
the preopercle and the next one above, to the border of the preorbital a t  the 
corner of the mouth. A jet of air was used to remove the alcohol from this 
border just before measuring. 
EYE MARGIN TO PREOPERCULAR ANGLE.--T~~ distance between the angle of 
the preopercle at  the level of the angular pore to the nearest point on the 
fleshy orbital rim. Both this and the preceding measurement are made on 
the right side of the head. 
OPERCLE, GREATEST LENGTH.-The greatest distance across the opercle 
from the preopercular rim, which is marlied by the series of preopercular 
pores, to the edge of .the membrane (when present). Usually measured near 
the upper angle of the opercle. 
SNOUT, LENGTII.-The distance betwcen the fleshy orbital riin and the 
retracted premaxillaries. This is one of the most difficult of all the mea- 
surements because the premaxillaries are so often out of position, and i t  is 
frequently difficult to estimate how far  back they should be pressed. 
ORBIT, LENGTH.--The greatest horizontal distance across the fleshy orbital 
rims. This is a very precise measurement. 
MOUTII, WIDTH.-The greatest distance between the fleshy corners of the 
lips with the mouth closed and the premaxillaries in the retracted position. 
UPPER JAW, LENGTH.--The distance between the distal end of the right 
maxillary and the tip of the retracted premaxillaries. 
MANDIBLE, LENGTH.--The distance between the posterior end of the right 
mandible and the fleshy tip of the lower jaw. 
DORSAL FIN AND ANAL FIN, BASAL L E N G T I - I . - M ~ ~ S U ~ ~ ~  forward to the 
structural base of the first ray. This point is determined by sliding the tip 
of the calipers anteriorly along the prolongation of the dorsal origin until 
they "hoolr" into the structural base. 
DORSAL FIN AND ANAL FIN, LENGTH.-The length of the depresscd fin from 
the structural base of the first ray to the tip of the longest ray or rays. 
MIDDLE CAUDAL RAYS, LENGTII.-The distance between the structural base 
and the tips of the middle caudal rays. 
PECTORAL, ENGTH OF LONGEST it~u.-The distance between the base of 
the pectoral fin and the longest ray or rays. To determine the basal start- 
ing point, the fin is bent forward, and the marked crease at  the base is noted. 
The measurement is talren from this crease. 
PELVIC, LENGTH OF LONGER ~1~. - -The  distance between the structural 
base, determined by bending the fin forward and noting the crease, and 
the tip of the longest ray or rays. Unless i t  is obvious which 611 is the 
longer, both are ~neasured to determine this point. 
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Reliability of Measurements 
Considerable practice was necessary before accurate results i11 measur- 
ing were obtained. When preliminary trials were made, checlred, and re- 
checked over a short period, most of the measurements gave consistent 
values. Some of the most difficult of the measurements, in my experience, 
were the length of the snout, the width of the mouth, and the basal length 
of the dorsal and anal fins. When the disagreement in readings on these 
measurements was notable, I often made 3 readings and took the average for 
the result. I t  was only after 3 months of more or less continual measuring 
that I attempted to record the values for Cyprilzodon diabolis, as in this 
dwarfed species the specimens measured averaged only 19 mm. in standard 
length. I t  was, for instance, difficult to measure the width of the preorbital 
on a fish of this size, for this distance is only about three-fourths of a milli- 
meter. 
CHARACTER INDEX 
Because of the varying degree of differentiation undergone by certain 
populations of Cyprinodon, and Empetrichthys, i t  is not always possible to 
distinguish the subspecies on the basis of single traits. Some forms differ 
significantly from others on the average for a number of characters, but 
each character alone is not sufficient to malre certain their identity. The 
combinations of such characters lead to more precise determinations, and 
for this reason the character index is used. 
I n  any combination of traits, whether they be counts or measurements 
or both, the total index is obtained by summing each particular value for 
each individual. Thus, a character index (Table X) based on the scale 
counts of 2 races of C y p A o d o n  newadensis shoshone shows the relations 
between these 2 populations much more clearly than does any 1 of the 
meristic characters considered alone (Tables XXII-XXIV). This index 
greatly decreases the amount of overlap which occurs when only a single 
trait is considered, and, consequently, gives a truer picture of the actual 
differences which exist between these 2 races. 
A historical review of the character index and a justification of its use 
was recently presented by Hubbs, I-Iubbs, and Johnson (1943 : P 6 ) .  
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS 
The statistical computations used in the biometric analyses made in this 
study are given in Hubbs and Kuhne (1937). The formula for t is the 
conventional one, 
t -  - M ,  
d ( ' J M 1 ) 2  $ ( u M : ) 2 '  
in which M ,  is the mean value of the particular character of one sample, and 
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M ,  that for the sample which is to be compared. This formula is adequate 
when the number in each sample is approximately equal ( N ,  = N , )  and the 
standard deviations (u )  are similar, as has been recently pointed out by 
Hubbs and Perlmutter (1942 : 588-92). However, if the number of speci- 
mens in the samples to be compared differs markedly, and the standard de- 
viations are dissimilar, the followiiig formula, favored by Simpson and Roe 
(1939 : 192-94), is to be applied : 
t =  MI - M2 
N2 
" M . ~  +K ( 1 ~ ' ~  
A t value of 2.5 is regarded as trustworthy, with the odds of significance 80 
to 1. A value of 3.0 gives odds of significance of 369 to 1, and when the 6.0 
level is reached there is only one chance in 500,000,000 that the result is 
due to chance alone (Hubbs and Perlmutter, 1942 : 586). The t values below 
2.5 although less reliable, may be taken as evidence, valid to the degree indi- 
cated. 
The calculation of the standard error of the mean (k a,) was not made 
for data which presented a markedly skewed or asymmetrical curve, since 
the derivation of this basic statistic assumes that the frequency curve is a 
"normal" one. Almost without exception, the pelvic fin rays in Cyprinodon 
nevadensis yielded frequencies which were asymmetrical (Table XVII) .  
Hence, the standard error for these samples and the species as a whole was 
not computed. Such abnormal curves in biology might lead statisticians to 
view the systematic conclusions with suspicion, since, ordinarily, curves of 
this type indicate that one is dealing with combinations of different kinds of 
organisms or objects. There is, however, no reason to doubt that all of the 
fish analyzed in Table XVII  belong to a single species. Moreover, that the 
frequency distributions as given are descriptive of each population is testi- 
fied by the fact that repeated collections from the same locality give remark- 
ably similar curves (Tables XLV-L) . 
On the evidence that these unusual curves are characteristic for these 
populations, one might justify the calculation of the standard error of the 
mean, if a formula for its computation could be devised, or if empirical tests 
should show that the observed fluctuation of the mean is consistent with 
expectations derived from a standard error computed by the standard for- 
mula. Wales (1930 : 63-65) apparently considered such a computation 
permissible, and i t  is significant that his "P.E." (probable error of the 
mean) for the highly asymmetrical curve of pelvic rays a t  King's Spring 
(=Point of Rocks Spring), and the values I later obtained, are remarkably 
alilre. My values lie within the error calculated by Wales (Table XLVII) .  
The evidence of consistency, however, in periodic samples is not entirely 
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conclusive, because more samples are needed for statistical reliability. 
Therefore, I have thought i t  unwise to calculate the standard error of the 
mean for such types of curves. 
DESCRIPTIVE PHYSIOGEAPIIY AND RECENT EIYDROGRAPHY 
The parts of California and Nevada included within the hydrographic 
boundary of the Death Valley system lie in the Great Basin division of the 
Basin-and-Range Province. This system is bounded on the west by the 
rugged crest of the Sierra Nevada, on the north by the hydrographic rim 
of Pleistocene Lake Lahontan and smaller adjacent interior basins, and on 
the east by the Spring Mountains, New Porlr Mountains, and other isolated 
mountain blocks near the California-Nevada line. To the south i t  is sharply 
separated from the coastal drainage by the east-west Sail Gabriel and San 
Bernardino ranges of southern California and indefinitely set off from the 
Colorado River system (Map 2). 
This desert region, embracing an area of approximately 30,000 square 
miles, is made up of arid basins, separated by steep, parallel, fault-blocIr 
ranges which trend in a north-south direction. The basins and ranges are 
largely bare and have very few surface waters. Elevations vary from 280 
feet below sea level in Death Valley to 14,495 feet at  the peak of Mount 
Whitney, the lowest and highest points, respectively, in the United States. 
Crests of the major desert ranges generally vary in  elevation from 6,000 to 
8,000 feet, and the basins range from below sea level in Death Valley to 
4,000 feet in Omrens Valley. The higher parts of the ranges support re- 
stricted stands of pifion and juniper, and so-called "forests" of the Joshua 
tree occur in favorable localities, generally between 2,500 and 3,500 feet. 
The creosote bush, usually in pure stands, covers great expanses of the broad 
desert basins and is the most widely distributed, and hence the most con- 
spicuous, plant in the desert, ranging from below sea level to 5,500 feet. 
Other areas, usually in the lowest parts of closed basins, are entirely devoid 
of vegetation. These flat, bare stretches are the sites, after storms, of shal- 
low ephemeral lakes and are generally referred to as playas, dry lakes, or 
alkali flats. 
The climate is characterized by high summer temperatures but com- 
paratively cold winters, low humidity, and low rainfall. Over the desert 
the average annual precipitation is about 6 inches, varying from 35 or 40 
inches in the higher mountains to 1.5 inches in Death Valley. At Bagdad, 
on the central part of the Mohave Desert, 36 consecutive months without 
a trace of rain have been recorded (Thompson, 1929: 69). Most of the 
precipitation falls as rain during the winter and early spring, but summer 
thunderstorms occur on the Mohave Desert. A moderate sizowfall is not 
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unconlmon in the higher ranges, and snom7 occasionally falls on the higher 
slopes of the southern Mohave Desert proper. 
The much restricted natural water supply of this desert expanse co11- 
sists largely of 2 categories : permanent streams and perennial spriiigs (Lee, 
1906 ; Mendelihall, 1909 ; Waring, 1915, 1920 ; Thompson, 1929). There are 
3 major, permanent streanis in the Death Valley system (Map 2) .  Owens 
River, the largest of these, rises in snow-fed lalies 9,000 to'10,OOO feet high 
along the eastern escarpnient of the Sierra Nevada and receives niany tribn- 
taries during the 130-mile course south to its sump, Owens Lake. Much of 
the water of this river is diverted into the Los Angeles aqueduct long before 
i t  reaches this lalie, but under natural conditions Omens Lake was a larger 
body of saline water, without Recent outlet. The Mohave River rises on 
the northern slopes of the Sail Bernardino Range and follows a winding 
course northward on the desert for about 120 miles, where i t  finally sinlis 
into the porous sands. I n  the headwater region, above 3,000 feet in the 
East Fork (Deep Creek), and 3,250 feet in the West Fork, its tributaries 
are generally permanent, but Mohave River becomes intermittent as soon as 
it debouches from the mountains onto the Mohave Desert. The third major 
stream, the Amargosa River, contains the smallest water supply, though its 
catchment area is greater than that of the Mohave. I t  rises above the old 
mining town of Beatty, i11 Nye County, southwestern Nevada, and its wash 
continues south for about 100 miles, where i t  makes an abrupt about face 
to terminate some 50 miles to the north in Death Valley. I n  the headwater 
region there is permanent water of good quality, but a t  the few other 
perennial flows of this "river," the water is of poor quality. The name 
Amargosa, meaning "bitter," is very appropriate for the middle and lower 
parts of this stream. At  intervals, however, the Amargosa is fed by many 
large, warm springs, most notably in Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada 
(Map 3) .  These springs support many forms of life and provide a welcome 
water source for the thirsty desert traveler. The few clear streams and 
small springs in the higher mountain ranges contain no native fish life and 
are not important to this paper. 
The widely scattered springs of this desert region are the most important 
source of refuge for wild life, and they have saved the life of many 'an old 
prospector. Long before the advent of the white man they marlied the 
camp sites of Indians and the watering places for the desert bighorn sheep. 
The lowland springs, largely on or near fault lines, are warm or hot, varying 
from 20" to 42" C. (Table XLI), but fish do not permanently inhabit those 
having a temperat~~rc much above 34" C. The temperature 05 each spring 
is remarkably constant. The springs vary from I foot to 50 feet in 
diameter and from a few to 30 or more feet in depth. None of them is bot- 
tomless and none contains blind fish-popular desert myths. Some have no 
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visible inlet or outlet, but nevertheless maintain a relatively steady flow and 
water level. Nearly all of the springs abound in plant and animal life, 
and most of them (at least 30) support fish populations. Those which do 
not are too hot, too saline, or too alkaline to contain fish, or they are above 
the level covered by Pleistocene waters and hence were never populated, or 
they lie in mountain canyons subject to irresistible floods. 
PLEISTOCENE HYDROGRAPHY 
During the latter part of Pleistocene time there existed in this desert 
region an integrated river system (Map 1)  named the Death Valley system 
because Death Valley formed the sump for this drainage. The physio- 
graphic evidence for this river system is unmistakable, but the detailed his- 
tory of the drainage appears to have been very complicated, and much of 
the story remains to be deciphered. The present knowledge of this past 
hydrography has been presented in detail elsewhere (Miller, 1946), and the 
present account is a condensed review. 
The streams, rivers, and lakes portrayed on Map 1 were not all con- 
temporaneous. At  least 2 stages were represented, which Blackwelder 
(1933; 1941) has tentatively correlated with the Tahoe and Tioga stages 
of glaciation in the near-by Sierra Nevada. These stages in turn are 
thought to have been nearly coincidental with the earliest and latest stages 
of the Wisconsin or last continental glaciation of eastern North America 
(Blackwelder, 1931: 918). Still earlier phases were almost surely repre- 
sented, but i t  is seldom possible to do more than speculate on conditions 
which may have existed during middle or early Pleistocene times. 
Gale (1914) and Blackwelder (1933) have established that Owens River 
formerly overflowed its present sump, Owens Lake, and filled successive 
basins southward and eastward until it entered Lake Manly, the former 
body of water that covered most of Death Valley (Map 1). At the same 
time, Death Valley probably received the discharge of both the Amargosa 
and Mohave rivers, whose conjoined waters entered from the south. Lalre 
Manly was about 100 miles long and 600 feet deep (Noble, 1926: 69-70; 
Blackwelder, 1933). 
At this period, which Blacl~welder has tentatively correlated with the 
Tahoe glacial stage, a continuous waterway probably connected Owens Val- 
ley with the Amargosa and Mohave river basins. It was, therefore, possible 
for fish life to move between these now isolated basins. Whether the lake 
in Pahrump Valley, in southern Nye County, Nevada, was also connected 
with this drainage is not known, although Free (1914 : 4344)  claimed that 
this valley was tributary to Amargosa River during the existence of Pleisto- 
cene Lake Lahontan. The presence of the genus Empetrichthys in Pahrump 
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Valley and in Ash Meadows (of the Amargosa drainage) testifies to a con- 
nection at  some time. 
During the succeeding Tioga glacial stage, Blackwelder believed that  
Owens River was no longer tributary to Death Valley, and no doubt the 
flow from both the Mohave and Amargosa rivers had greatly diminished. 
I t  is even questionable if Mohave River then reached Death Valley a t  more 
than infrequent intervals. As a result, Lake Manly rapidly disappeared. 
Fish life in the Mohave and Amargosa drainages was isolated from that 
in Owens Valley long before isolation was effective between and within those 
drainages. Within historic time, Mohave River has not overflowed its 
extreme sump basin, Silver Lake, but in  January, 1916, a great flood filled 
that playa with 10 feet of water and raised its level to within 30 feet of 
overflowing through the old outlet of Lake Mohave (Thompson, 1929 : 494, 
564). I t  is obvious that a slight increase in rainfall would make i t  possible 
for the Mohave River to reach Death Valley again. 
A hydrographic connection between Death Valley and the Colorado 
River has been suggested by geologists (Blackwelder, 1933 ; Blackwelder and 
Ellsworth, 1936). A series of troughs, which contained Pleistocene lakes 
(Map I), extends south and east from Death Valley and may represent the 
route dong which such a connection once existed. There is, however, no 
clear-cut physiographic evidence that these structural troughs were in the 
,course of such a hydrographic connection, but there is good indirect evi- 
dence that a waterway once connected Death Valley and the Colorado River 
or its antecedent. The genus Cyprinodow is elsewhere known in the West 
only from the lower Colorado River basin, and the species of that drainage 
(C. macularius) was obviously derived from relatives to the east, where the 
genus reaches its maximum development. A fossil Cyprinodon (Miller. 
1945) from late Pliocene or early Pleistocene beds in Death Valley indicates 
that the genus entered the valley from the lower Colorado River or its ante- 
cedent a t  an early time. When i t  is realized that the Grand Canyon prob- 
ably has been cut since mid-Pleistocene time, it is not difficult to understand 
how the physiographic evidence for such a connection might have been 
erased. The occurrence of Cyprkodon in the Death Valley system demands 
a connection with the basin of the Colorado River. 
There is also some direct and indirect evidence to indicate that the 
Death Valley system was united, for a time a t  least, with the basin of Lake 
Lahontan to the north by way of the Mono basin. Although Russell (1889 : . 
300-301) found no evidence that the Mono and Lahontan basins were con- 
nected during the existence of Pleistocene Lake Mono, i t  seems quite likely 
that a waterway united the 2 basins during pre-Pluvial time by way of what 
are now the East Fork of the Walker River and Aurora Valley. After fish 
life entered the Mono basin, a connection was probably established, prior 
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to the formation of the Mono Craters, with the Owens River in Adobe Valley, 
and the species spread sonthward. W. C. Putnam, of the University of 
California a t  Los Angeles, who has studied this area, wrote (personal letter) 
that there is good physiographic evidence for such a connection. The pres- 
ence of tlie cyprinid genus Siphateles in Owens Valley strengthens such a 
view, for this genus (also present in Mohave River) is unknown from the 
Colorado River basin, but is abundantly represented in the Lahontan basin 
and other systems to the north and west. In  explanatioii for its presence 
ill the Death Valley systein i t  must be assumed that the Lahontan and Death 
Valley systems were once united. 
Physiographic evidence for a stream capture between the Amargosa 
lZiver basin and the upper part of Las Vegas Creelr, a flood tributary to the 
Colorado lZiver, has been described by Gilluly (1929: 682). An area of 
about 150 square miles between Charleston and Point of Rocks in Nevada 
(see United States Geological Survey, Las Vegas and Furnace Creelr quad- 
rangles) was formerly tributary to Indian Springs Valley, a northwestern 
extension 01 the Las Vegas trough, but has been captured by a tributary 
of Amargosa 12iver. Minnows of the genus Eltinichthys inhabit both Las 
Vegas Creek and Amargosa River, and i t  is very possible that the ancestral 
Amargosa stoclr came Prom the Colorado 12iver basin rather than from 
Owens Valley, the only other drainage in the Death Valley system in which 
this gelius occurs. Owens River almost surely received its stoclr froin the 
Lahorltan basin. That Cyprinodofi also entered the Death Valley systein 
by the Las Vegas-Amargosa transfer is most unlikely, for this genus is not 
adapted for life in the current and never seeks the higher tributaries. 
GENUS CYPRINODON LACBPBDE 
Cyprinodon Laobpi:de, 1803: 486. l'ypc, Cyprinodon variegatz~s LacCpi.de. 
Lebia (Cuvier) Oliea, 1817: 1.182. Type, Cypvinodon va~iegatzis Lae6pi.de. 
Trifarciz~s Poey, 1860:  306. Type, l'rifarcius ~ iverendi  Poey. 
The following generic diagnosis of Cyprinodon has been compiled after 
a stndy of nearly all of the known species and of the literature. 
DIAGNOSIS.-Teeth tricuspid, incisor-like, i11 a single series in each jaw. 
Scales large, 20 to 34 from angle of opercle to caudal base, usually 25 or 26. 
Hlnineral scale slightly to greatly enlarged. Preorbital area below the level 
of the nostrils usually scaly, except in rubrofizcvia2ilis, sali~zz~s, dia.bolis, and 
some populations of nevadensis. Free edges of tlie preorbital scales directed 
~~pmrard. Anterior edge of squamation of top of snout formed of several 
scales which are usually somewhat i r reg~~lar ,  leaving a variable (often rather 
narrow) naked strip between them and the premaxillary groove. Scaly flap 
separating pelvic fins usually short and somewhat irregular, coniposed of 1 
or 2 distal scales and 2 to 5 basal scales (exceptions in radiosus), all of which 
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are somewhat asymmetrical. Prepelvic scales about 15 to 30 or more (ab- 
sent in rubrofluvialilis), usually 20 to 25. Dorsal moderate, rounded, with 
8 to 13 rays. Anal short to very long (when depressed), with 8 to 12 rays. 
Caudal slightly ernarginate, truncate, or lobate (diabolis). Pelvics usually 
present and 6- or 7-rayed in most species (range 0 to 9, absent in diabolis 
and frequently missing in nevadensis and laciniatzcs). Body rather chubby, 
usually short and deep in the males, slenderer in the females, the back ele- 
vated. Predorsal profile usually curved or angulate (long and straight in 
bondi)  . Intestine much longer than body, extensively convoluted. S e x ~ ~ a l  
dimorphism commonly pronounced. Scales of nuptial males with contact 
organs or ctenii; those of females entire. Breeding season from May to 
September, probably throughout the year in warm-spring populations. 
Small fishes, generally between 30 and 50 mm. long but reaching 60 to 66 
mm. in nevadensis, variegatzcs vasiegatus, and Dondi, and only about 20 
mm. in diabolis. 
Rn~~E.-JZastern, southern, and western United States to northern south 
America and the West Indies; replaced by Aphanius i11 Europe, Africa, 
and Asia Minor to India and by Tellicc in North Africa. 
E ~ A B I T A T . - ~ ~ ~ s ~ ,  brackish, and salt waters, including saline desert warm 
springs. Cypriinodon prefers quiet water, as these small fishes are not 
adapted for swimming against a strong current. They sclect the bacli- 
waters i11 streams and do particularly well in springs, marshes, and sloughs 
or ponds. 
The only other lrnown New World genera of cyprinodoiit fishes having 
tricuspid teeth are Ploridichthys of Florida and Yucatan, Jo~danella of 
Florida, and Carnmnella of Yucatan (EIubbs, 1936: 212-23). Of these, 
Jovcianclla and Garmanella can be immediately distinguished from Cyprino- 
do% by the greater izuniber of dorsal fin rays (15 to 18). Ploridichthys 
differs from Cyprinodoa in having: (1) 2 large, wide, regular scales in 
tandem order between the pelvic fills, the posterior 1 elongated; (2) the 
free edges of the scales about the head directed downward; (3) the anterior 
edge of squanzation of the top of the siloat formed of a single, large scale, 
leaving a rather broad naltecl strip anteriorly; (4) sq~~amation heavy and 
very regalar ; (5) prcpelvic scales fewer than 15 ; and in a few other details. 
Most of these characters were first pointed out by Myers (1935 : 202-3) and 
have been discussed receiitly by Hubbs and Miller (1942 : 203). Otherwise. 
Bloridiclzihys is very similar to Cyprinodon, and the type species (carpio) 
was origiiially placed in that genus. 
The Old World genera, Aphanius (formerly called Lebia or Lebias, a 
synonym of Cyprinodon) , Tellia (which laclrs pelvic fins), and Anatolic7ztkys, 
resemble Cyprinodon iii possessing tricaspicl teeth. They differ markedly, 
however, in general shape, squamation, position of dorsal and anal fins, and 
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probably in  other features. As represented by its genotype (A. calari- 
tanus), Aphanius differs considerably from Cyprinodom in having (1) the 
pelvic fins inserted well in advance of the dorsal, which is more posterior ; (2) 
the scales between the pelvic fins and the isthmus larger and weakly imbri- 
cated, only 9 to 12 between insertion of pelvics and isthmus; (3) the body 
more elongate; (4) the coloration different in both sexes; (5) the scales be- 
tween the pelvic h s  much as in Ploridichthys; and in other details. I have 
examined specimens of calaritafius, iberus, desioi, and hrrorensis (all 
deposited in the National Museum) and dispar (at  the Uiiiversity of Michi- 
gan) and find these to be readily separable from Cyprinodon by some or all 
of the above characters. AnatoLzkhthys (Kosswig and Sozer, 1945) is an 
aberrant form with degenerate squamation. These Old World types and 
Cyprinodon may have been derived independently through parallel evolu- 
tion. There are numerous instances of similar ecologic types of animals that 
have developed in widely separated regions of the earth from unrelated 
stocks. 
Despite the work of Garman (1895: 18, 29-34), Jordan (1917: 121), 
Hubbs (19263 : 16), and Myers (1931 : 12 ; 1935 : 303), species of Aphanks , 
are still referred by some authors to Cyprinodon. 
The kinds of Cyp*cFom herein considered are the western American 
species : macularius (of the lower Colorado River basin), nevadensis, diabolis, 
salinus, and radiosus. The last 4 occur in the isolated basins of the Death 
Valley system, and radiosus is described for the first time in this contribu- 
tion. The diagnostic characters distinguishing these 5 species are given in 
Table I and are based on an examination of large series of each species. 
Additional characters, based on measurements, of the 4 species inhabiting 
the Death Valley system, are given in Table XXVIII. 
Cyprinodon macularius Baird and Girard 
The systematic status, range, and synonymy of this species has been 
discussed recently in detail (Miller, 1943a). As now understood, Cyprino- 
d m  rnacula~ius is confined to the basin of the lower Colorado River, from 
southern Arizona to eastern Lower California, and the Sonoyta River of 
northern Sonora, Mexico. It is discussed herein only for comparative pur- 
poses, since this species and rwvadensis have been confused for years. The 
principal characters distinguishing mcularius from the other western 
species of Gyprhodon are set forth in Table I. These characters do not 
necessarily distinguish i t  from the many eastern species, to which macularius 
is probably more closely related than i t  is to those of the Death Valley sys- 
tem. 
Cyprinodow nevadewsis Eigenmann and Eigenmann 
A preliminary account of this variable species (Miller, 1943a) indicated 
the specific distinctiveness of nevadensis and macularius and included a 
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detailed synonymy of mewademis. The primary purpose of that paper was 
to clear up the confusion which existed concerning the validity and range 
of neva,densis. No attempt was made to analyze statistically the many 
populations of this species which are scattered throughout the springs and 
creeks of the Amargosa basin in eastern California and southwestern Nevada. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF FIVE WESTERN SPECIES OF Cyprinodon 
CHARACTER AND SPECIES 
Scale structure : 
macularius .............. : ........ Circuli with spinelike projections; interspaces between circuli 
without conspicuous reticulations (Miller, 1943a: P1. V and 
P1. VII, Fig. 1 )  
nevadensis ...................... Circuli without projections; interspaces between circuli densely 
reticulate (Miller, 1943a: P1. VI  and P1. VII, Fig. 2)  
diabolis ............................ Like nevadensis 
................................... salinus Like nevadensis 
radiosus .............................. Lilre nevadensis 
Size of scales: 
macularizcs .............. Large and regular; usually 26 in lateral series; average, about 
28 around body 
nevadensis ...................... Like macularius but somewhat larger in many populations; 
usually 25 or 26 in lateral series; average, 24 around body 
diabolis ............................ Largo and regular; usually 24 or 25 in lateral series; average, 
about 26 around body 
salinus ................................ Small and much crowded; usually 28 or 29 in lateral series; 
average, 39 or 40 around body 
radiosus ......................... .Like macularius; usually 26 or 27 in lateral series; average, 
about 28 around body 
Tricuspid teeth: , 
macularius ..................... Ccntral cusp broad, spatulate; outer cusps much narrower, more 
pointed, with shallow incision; shaft constricted basally 
(Fig. 2A) 
nevadensis ................... Central cusp moderately to very much narrower, truncate or 
pointed; outer cusps relatively broader, more rounded, with 
deeper incision; shaft gradually tapering (Fig. 2B) 
diabolis Like some populations of nevadensis; central cusp not much 
larger than lateral cusps, bluntly to sharply pointed 
salinus .................................. Outer face with prominent, median ridge ; central cusp slightly 
to moderately broad, spatulate to bluntly pointed (Fig. 2C) 
radiosus ........................... Like macularius, but the central cusp truncate rather than 
spatulate 
Prchumeral length* 
stepped into predorsal 
length : 
macularius ........................ 1.3 to 1.7, average 1.5 
nevadensis ....................... 1.6 to 2.0, average 1.8 
diabolis .............................. 1.4 to 1.6, average 1.5 
salilzus ................................. 1.7 to 1.9, average 1.8 
radiosus ......................... 1.4 to 1.7, averagc 1.5 to 1.6 
Body, shape and size: 
macularius .................. ..Large males very deep-bodied, females slenderer ; maximum size 
about 60 mm. (standard length) - .  
nevadensis  like macularius 
diabolis ................................. Moderately slender-bodied; a dwarfed species, usually averaging 
only about 18 mm. (standard length) 
salinus ................................... Slendcboied,  especially the females; size as in macularius 
......................... radiosus Like macularius 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
CIIARACTER AND SPECIES  
Male nuptial coloration: 
mamlarius ....................... Body intense light blue except over caudal peduncle aiid caudal 
fin. which are lemon yellow to brilliant yellow orange; black - .  
terminal band on caudal fint 
nevadensis ............... Body intense deep blue throughout; never yellowish on caudal 
peduncle and caudal fin; black terminal band on caudal fin 
diabolis .................. Body bluish, the back dark brownish; dorsal with golden irides- 
cence, anal whitish toward base; caudal fin with a black - 
border 
salin~ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Body colored like nevadensis, the back with a purplish bluc 
iridescence; black terminal band on caudal fin 
radiosus .................... Eody blue, tllc dorsal aiid anal fins with a n  orange amber mar- 
gin;  caudal fin with a broad milky or amber edge, black band 
absent 
Position of dorsal 
fin in males: 
n~amlarit ts  . . . . . . . .  Wit11 few exceptions about equidistant between caudal base and 
t ip  of snout- 
newadensis ............... Wit11 only rare execptions, nearer caudal base than t ip  of snout 
diabolis ......................... ..Very much ncarer caudal base than t ip  of snout 
salinus .............................. Muclr nearer caudal base than t ip of snout 
rarlios~es .................... Equidistant between caudal base and t ip  of snout 
Pelvic rays : 
~namtlarizis ................. Usually 7-7; fins large, always present 
newadensis ................ .Usually 6-6; fins small, occasioilally lacltiilg on one or both sides 
diabolis ....................... 0-0; wit11 very rare exceptions, fins never developed 
salinus .......................... Usually 6-6; fins small, very rarely absent 
radiosus ............... Almost always 7-7; fills intermediate in size between ~nacu-  
larius and nevadensis, never absent 
Vertical bars of females: 
mamlarizrs .................... .Generally disrupted, forming a discolltinuous lateral band along 
the mid-line (Miller 1'3.13~: Pls. 1-11) 
ncvade?tsis .................. Generally continuous; no marked band, ofteii very fa in t  or 
absent (Pls. I, 111-VI) 
diabolis ...................... Absent in mature adults (Pl. V I I )  
salinus ......................... Like nevadensis (Pl.  V I I I )  
ra.d%os~~s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Like n%aczllarizcs (Pl. IX)  
-- -- - -  -~ -- 
* I)ist:~~icc! 1)titmeen tip of ~ ~ l o u t  and posteriol. m:~rgin of li11mcr;tl scale. 
t This color descrintion mas brrsed on populations from Salton Sca basin (California) and 
El Doctoro (Sonora, Mexico), about G G  llriles south o i  Tuma, A4rizona. 
The present acconilt treats of these isolated stocks in detail. Each snbspe- 
cies and race is discussed in geographic sequence from the lower Ainargosa 
River basin upstream. Of the 6 snbspecies recognized, 4 occur in the lower 
Amargosa drainage, Califorilia, and 2 are coilfined to Ash Meadows, Nevada. 
All except the typical subspecies are described as new ia this paper. 
Cyprinodon nevadensis neuadelzsis Eigenmann and Eigenmann 
(Pls. I and 11) 
DUGNOSIS.-This subspecies is characterized by a deep, broad body, an- 
terior pelvic fins, a deep and rather narrow scale with very dense and exten- 
sive reticulatioi~s (PI. 11), a high number of scale radii, and an average 
number of fin rays and,scales for the species (Tables 111, XIII-XXV). 
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DESCRIPTION.-In the high number of scale radii nevadensis is similar to 
both C. nevadensis calidae from Tecopa I-Iot Springs and C. n. shoshone 
from Shoshone Spring. I t  differs from calidae in having more anterior 
pelvics, a broader interorbital, a longer caudal peduncle, a deeper head and 
body, and in a few other characters (Table XII I ) .  The .sharp difference 
in the width of the interorbital space and the large average differcnce in 
position of pelvic fins can be utilized in obtaining ratios which afford a ready 
means of distinguishing nevadensis and calida<e. These ratios were derived 
from stepping the width of the interorbital space into the prepelvic length, 
with results shown in Table 11. An equal number of males and females 
was used, and since the character shows no sexual dimorphism the sexes are 
TABLE I1 
WIDTH OF INTERORBITAL SPACE IN PREPELVIC LPNGTII IN TWO SUBSPECIES OF 
Cyprinodon nevadensis , 
Expressed in terms of the width of the interorbital space (between the bony rims 
at the love1 of the ~niddle of the pupils) stepped into tlle distance hctwcrll the insertion 
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treated together. The standard lengths for nevadensis varied from 31 to 
44 mm. ; average, 36 mm. ; and for calidae, 31 to 46 mm. ; average, 35 nim. 
This subspecies is easily distiiiguished from shoslzofie by the greater width 
and depth of the body, and to a lesser extent, by the depth of tile head. 
The caudal peduncle is ~nuch deeper also, particularly ia  the females (Table 
XI I I ) .  Expressed in thousandths of the standard length, the width of the 
body in males of nevadensis is 260-291, average, 274; in slzos7tone males, 
215-246, average, 231; in ~zevadensis females, 245-288, average, 269; in 
shoshone females, 215-249, average, 229. Since these figures show virtually 
110 overlap, i t  is possible to separate almost every specimen of these 2 sub- 
species. 
Cyprinodon n. nevadensk differs further from slzoslzone (outlet popula- 
tion) in having a higher average nvhber of pelvic rays, 5.74 rather than 
5.04, fewer caudal rays, average 17.40 against 17.74, more scales between 
TABLE I11 
COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF SCALE RADII IN Two SUBSPECIES OF Gyprinodon nevadensis 
- 





3 1 ...... 89 
* Based on a line of separation between 19 and 20. 
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dorsal and pelvic fins, average 9.96 versus 9.39, and more scales around the 
body, average 25.09 in contrast to 23.24 (Tables XVII-XVIII, XX, XXIV).  
I n  comparison with amcurgosae, the lower Amargosa River subspecies, 
nevadensis differs principally in scale characteristics. The reticulations on 
the exposed field are much more dense and extensive in nevademk, and the 
scale is longer and narrower (Miller, 1943a: P1. I1 and Pl. VI, Figs. 1-2). 
The radii are more numerous, as shown in Table 111. 
The pelvics are more anterior in position, especially in the females, than 
in amargosae, and the head averages longer. The width of the body is 
greater in males of nevadensis but is the sime in the females of the 2 sub- 
species (Table XI I I )  . 
I n  the number around the body, the scales of nevadensis average fewer 
than in amargosae, but the counts overlap widely: 21 to 28, average, 25, in  
nevadensis, and 23 to 32, average, 27, in amargosae. The scales between 
dorsal and pelvic fins, the predorsal scales, and the caudal rays also average 
fewer in nevadensis (Tables XXIV, XX, XXII,  XVIII)  . 
HABITAT.--Saratoga Springs and the adjoining lake or lakes lie in the 
extreme southeastern corner of Death Valley National Monument a t  an 
elevation of about 215 feet. They are in T. 18 N., R. 5 E., San Bernardino 
County, California, less than three-eighths of a mile north of the flood channel 
of Amargosa River (see U. S. Geological Survey, Avawatz Mountains Quad- 
rangle). These springs'are among the largest in the California deserts and 
are well known to travelers in this region. There are 4 principal springs, 
but only the largest contains fish. This spring is a nearly circular pool 
about 30 feet in diameter and 4 or 5 feet deep. The bottom consists of 
quicksand continuously agitated here and there by circular patches of 
bubbling springs. The very clear water is largely devoid of vegetation in 
the central area, but sedge (Scirpus americanus), rush (Junczcs cooperi), 
and tules (Typha) grow about the margins. Both Buppia maritima and 
Ceratophyllum demersum, as well as scattered algae, grow in the pool, and 
bits of decaying vegetation lie over the sandy bottom. 
The temperature of the main spring pool is remarkably constant from 
season to season and from year to year, usually varying between 28" and 
29" C. (Table XLI). The greatest variation is 80" to 85' F. (26.5" 
to 29.5" C.), recorded by Mendenhall (1909 : 47), and the highest tempera- 
ture I have noted was 29.7" C. a t  4:  15 P.M. on May 16, 1939, with the air 
a t  33" C. 
This pool has an overflow to the north of many gallons per minute into 
another, larger pond which in turn drains north to form 2 or more shallow 
lakes. The combined lakes cover, a t  maximum height, an area of 10 to 15 
acres, and are a few inches to about 1.5 feet deep along shore-probably 
not more than 4 or 5 feet deep anywhere. The bottom is grassy, with mud 
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and sand, and the slrore is a grassy (Disticklis) nieadow bordered locally 
by tules. These ponds are the breeding place for the single species of fish 
inhabiting Saratoga Springs a i d  also provide a haven for migrating water- 
fowl. The fish keep to the shallow shores and move into the marshy 
meadows rather than into deeper water when alarmed. The lake tempera- 
ture doubtless has a great range, fluctuating according to air temperatures, 
which vary seasonally from a t  least 50" to 120" F. 011 May 31, 1942, a t  
11 : 30 A.M., the water was 31.0" c. ; air, 30.5" C. 
The fact that we have never seen or collected any young fish in the main 
spring pool indicates that Cyprinodon nevadensis nevadensis spawns exclu- 
sively in the near-by lake or lakes. Literally millioiis of young fish mere 
observed there in March, 1936, and 8. G. Miller collected a large sample of 
both young and adults on May 31, 1942. The fact that this subspecies does 
not spawn in the constant temperature of its spriiig habitat is significant 
in an interpretation of any local variations in meristic characters. Time 
did not permit a careful comparison of small and large fish from each habitat 
and of young and large adults from the lake. Some such variations as have 
occurred in Cyprinodon nevadensis arinargosae in Death Valley niay also be 
discovered in this subspecies. 
ETYMOLOGY.-Why this species was called Cyprinodon nevadensis is not 
clear, for the type locality, the only one recorded by Eigenmann and Eigen- 
mann (1889), is in California. 
Cyprinodon nevadensis amargosae, new subspecies 
(Pl. 111) 
TYPES.-The holotype, a nuptial male 39 mm. in standard length, was 
collected by lZalph G. Miller i11 the Amargosa lZiver near Acme, San Ber- 
nardiiio County, California, on May 30, 1942; U.M.M.Z. No. 141777. Nine 
hundred and thirty paratypes, U.M.M.Z. No. 139006, were collected with 
the holotype, and 1128 paratypes, U.M.M.Z. No. 139011, were taken on the 
same date about one-half mile upstream in San Bernardino County, just 
below the Inyo-San 13ernardino County line. Large samples from the 
Amargosa Eiver a t  Tecopa and in Death Valley are also referred to this 
subspecies, and each population is discussed in the following pages. 
DIA~NO~IS.-C. n. amargosae is characterized by numerous scales, par- 
ticularly in the count around the body (Table XXIV), which enables the 
identity of more than 70 per cent of the speci~neiis of amargosae from any 
other population of Cyprinodom nevadensis examined, usually about 80 per 
cent or more. The low number of scale radii also distinguishes anaargosae 
(Table 111). 
HABITAT.--T~~S rather variable subspecies is confined to the Amarosa 
River in California. The only other region of permanent flow of this river 
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is in the headwater area about Beatty, Nevada, where only the minnow 
Rhinichthys has been found. Two permanent flows occur in the lower 
Amargosa. One begins shortly above Tecopa and continues through Amar- 
gosa Canyon for about 7 or 8 miles to the vicinity of Sperry (see U. S. 
Geological Survey, Avawatz Mountains Quadrangle). The second flow lies 
in Death Valley, northwest of Saratoga Springs, approximately 20 miles 
below Sperry, and is about 2 miles long. 
Tlle upper flow, between Tecopa and Sperry, traverses a narrow, steep- 
walled canyon in which the Amargosa Biver is deeply entrenched. In  the 
canyoli the stream maintains a fairly swift current between pools, over a 
bed of rocks, sand, and gravel. The water is clear but saline, and vegetation 
is rather abundant. The shore is bordered by abrupt, high sedimentary 
bluffs, and low trees and brush line the stream. The river is not iliuch 
more than 6 feet wide, generally narrower, and is a few inches to about 4 
feet deep. Pools are rather numerous not only in the river bed proper but 
also in areas reached oiily by flood waters. The largest are about 25 feet 
long and 15 feet wide. The bottom is mud and clay, and vegetation is 
usually absent. The water temperature on May 30, 1942, between 10: 00 
and 11: 30 A.M., a t  the 2 places where fish were collected varied between 
20" and 21" C. ; the air ranged between 24" and 27" C. 
The lower, Death Valley flow represents the terminal, perennial source 
of water in the Amargosa River and lies in T. 19 N., R. 4 E., in extreme 
northern San Bernardino County, California, a t  an elevation of about 100 
feet (probably varying from 85 to 115 feet). The surface water rises in 
spring-like flows occnpying marshy areas. These ' 'springs " were named 
Valley Springs by Mendenhall (1900 : 46), who wrote : 
Their waters are so salt as to be unfit for use. As the springs form a clear, sparkling 
stream for  a short distance before the waters sink again, travellers are inclined to let 
their stoclr drink from them. . . . The ground about them appears to be firm, and in most 
places will support a light wagon, but it is  really only a crust underlain by a deep ooze 
in wl~ieh both men and teams may sink. . . . The springs are probably nothing more 
than a part  of Amargosa River coming to  the surface, as a rock reef extends aeross 
the valley half a mile below them. 
Valley Springs constitute a t  least 4 saline springs which rise west of the 
main channel of Amargosa IZiver in an area which was overgrow11 with reeds 
(Phragmites) when visited i r ~  April, 1939. Alkali bluffs and dunes, some 
6 to 8 feet above the stream bed, border these source springs. 
An analysis of the Valley Springs water, given by Mendenhall, indicates 
that the water of this flow is chemically siiliilar to that a t  Salt Creelr (Table 
LIII) ,  Death Valley, about 75 miles to the northwest, except that carbonates 
and silica have a much higher concentration here. 
The predominant plants along the river, which is generally less than 6 
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feet wide, are the pickleweed, Allenrolfea occidentalis, and salt grass, Dis- 
ticklis spicata. I n  the stream itself there is virtually no vegetation, and 
the bottom is of fine silt, sand, mud, and clay. Pools 2 to 4 feet deep occur 
all along the river, and the current is moderate to fairly swift. 
Water temperature variations are great, as a t  Salt Creek. The probable 
yearly range is a t  least from 10" to 38" C. A temperature of 37" C. was 
recorded a t  1 : 45 P.M. on August 4,1939, with the air temperature a t  41" C. 
As water temperatures rather closely follow those of the air, and the latter 
are known to reach 49" C. during the summer, the water temperature doubt- 
less goes above 38" C. locally. I n  severe winters air temperatures may fall 
close to freezing. 
The daily fluctuation, especially in summertime, is also great, as indicated 
by a reading of only 19" C. at  6 : 15 A.M. on August 30, 1940. Early morn- 
ing water temperatnres during this season of the year commonly fall under 
21" C., but afternoon recordings are rather consistently around 31" C. or 
more. I t  should further be pointed out that readings a t  a given time vary 
according to whether they are talcen in shallow water, sluggish side channels, 
or near the bottom of the deeper pools. There is no indication that large 
fish endure local temperatures much above 31" C., but young fish probably 
remain in water of higher temperature for at  least several hours a day 
during the hottest part of the summer. Such a temporary exposure cannot 
be compared with the yearly conditions in warm springs of the region, but 
may well explain local responses in meristic characters, snch as those dis- 
cussed below. 
This section of Amargosa River is subject to heavy floods during winters 
of exceptional rainfall. Such a flood in the winter of 1936-37 carried a 
continuous stream of water from Ash Meadows, Nevada, to an unknown 
distance north of this terminal flow of the river. Such disturbances prob- 
ably account, in part a t  least, for the virtual absence of vegetation i11 the 
stream a t  this point. 
The country intervening between these 2 flows is a barren desert, and 
the 2 flows are connected only during floods. The fkh in Amargosa Canyon 
are probably isolated by falls from those to the north around Tecopa, as 
Bailey (1902: fig. opposite p. 76)) pictured a falls near the head of the 
canyon. Individuals, however, apparently pass regularly downstream over 
the barrier, for the samples from Tecopa and Amargosa Canyon are very 
similar (Tables XIII-XXIV) . 
There is no tangible evidence that members of the large population of 
Cyprinodon in Amargosa Canyon pass downstream during floods to the 
Death Valley flow. The counts for the 3 samples (April, 1939, June, 1939, 
and May, 1942) from Death Valley are rather consistent. When they dis- 
agree the shift is rarely in the direction of the upstream stocks (Table IV).  
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* Based on 2 collections taken about one-half mile apart. 
TABLE I V  
COMPARISON OF FIN-RAY AND SCALE COUNTS IN TWO RACES 
OF Cypl-inodon nevadensis amargosae 
I n  the enumeration of pelvic rays both fills were counted. 
.- 
~ + O X  
9.98 2.09 
9.81 2 .05 
9.82 2.08 
10.25 2 .06 
10.38 2 .08 
10.26 + .07 
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* Based on 2 collections tnken about one-li;~lt mile np:lrt. 
TABLE I V  (Cont.) 
-- 
.--pp...--p-p. 
Dorsal to Pelvic Scales 
Race . No. M+aar  -- 
9 10 
Death Valley 
April 8, 1939 ......................... .. ...... 12 49 10.88 2.09 
June 4, 1939 ................................ 14 46 10.83 2.09 
May 31, 1942 .............................. 14 50 11.12 2.13 
Amargosa Canyon 
I n  canyon , 
May 30, 1942" ..................... 2 67 ...... 100 10.302.05 
Tecopa 
May 16, 1939 .......................... 6 33 11 ...... ...... 50 10.10 2 .08 
May 30, 1942 ......................... 2 29 18 ...... 50 10.362.08 
Totals 
Death Valley race .................... 40 78 22 145 10.94 2 .06 
Amargosa Canyon race ...... 10 129 59 2 ...... 200 10.272.04 
~ ~ 
Dorsal to Anal Scales 
Race 
Death Valley 
April 8, 1939 2 9.62 2 .I1 ' 
June 4, 1939 ...... 9.78 2 .ll 
May 31, 1942 ......................... 26 15 9.66 + .I1 
Amargosa Canyon 
I n  canyon 
May 30, 1942* ...................... 1 70 29 ...... 100 9.28 2 .05 
Tecopa 
May 16, 1939 ........................ 35 14 9.32 2 .07 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  May 30, 1942 35 14 9.32 -1 -07 
Totals 
Death Valley race .............. 2 70 51 150 9.69 2 .06 
Amargosa Canyon race ...... 1 140 57 200 9.30 2 .03 
-- -. 
Predorsal Scales 
Race -- No. 
50 
...... 50 
............ ...... 100 
Amargosa Canyon 
I n  canyon 
............... May30,1942* ...... 100 
Tecopa 
.................. May 16,1939 3 22 11 9 50 
May30,1942 ................. 50 
Totals 
DeathValleyrace ...... 1 200 
Amargosa Canyon 
.......................................... race 1 200 
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TABLE IV (Cont.) 
Furthermore, the cyprinid Rhinichtlzys osculus is common in Amargosa 
Canyon, but we have not taken this genus in the Death Valley flow. The 
latter flow, however, has not been fully investigated, and this fish may occur 
there. Even if R h k i c h t h y s  should prove to be absent in Death Valley, i t  
would not follow that Cyp.rinodo.n, is not washed downstream from Amargosa 
Canyon, since the minilow can certainly withstand floods far  better than can 
Cyprinoclon. I n  addition, the waters of Amargosa River in Death Valley 
may be chemically illtolerable to Rlzinichthys. 
VARIATION.-T~~ 2 rather distinct races (Table IV)  of nmargosae further 
testify to a lack of mixing between the populations of the upper and lower 
flows of the lower Amargosa. The Death Valley race averages significantly 
higher in number of caudal rays, dorsal to pelvic scales, dorsal to anal 
scales, predorsal scales, and body circumference scales. The dorsal fin rays, 
however, average fewer. The lower average for pelvic rays is discussed 
below. The racial distinctness of the 2 stoclrs (the Death Valley and 
Amargosa Canyon races) can be well expressed by using a character index 
for certain fin and scale counts (Table V) .  I n  certain measurements the 
Death Valley race also stands out. The distance between anal origin and 
caudal base is greater, the caudal peduncle is longer in females, and the 
mouth is somewhat narrower (Table XI I I ) .  Those 2 races are on the 
borderline of the subspecies level, for the percentage of specimens identi- 
fiable (Table V) is close to @-the degree of differentiation which may 
be regarded as indicative of subspecific status. 
An unusual contrast in certain measurenlents appears when comparison 
is made between the males in 2 collections of the Death Valley race (Table 
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VI). The males collected on April 8, 1939, differ from those talien on May 
31, 1942, in having much larger dorsal and anal fins and in being more 
slab-sided than is usual in this snbspecies. These differences are probably 
directly correlated with breeding conditions, for the 1939 males have high 
nuptial colors whereas those taken in 1942 do not. Moreover, the females 
do not have corresponding featnres, for the dorsal and anal fins do not 
become noticeably enlarged during the breeding season in that sex. Smaller 
males collected in April also have big dorsal and anal fins. The extreme 
slab-sided bodies of the larger males are likely due to prolonged intense 
activity on the spawning site and to cessation of feeding. The smaller males 
were not so slab-sided. Some condition necessary for the production of 
high males was evidently effective in April, 1939, but not i11 May, 1942. 
TABLE V I  
COMPARISON O F  CERTAIN MEASURENENTS FOR TWO COLLECTIONS OF MALES O F  
G .  n. amargosae FROM DEATH VALLEY 
Thc standard lengths are 34 to 44, with an ayerage of 37 fo r  the first collection and 
of 38 for the second. 
Length of Dorsal Length of Anal Body Width ' , I c r i n i . l I  ' O .  
~ ~ r i l . 8 ,  1939 ....... . 303-339 (318) 233-257 (245) 220-259 (239) 10 
May 31, 1942 ...... 284-306 (293) 216-247 (226) 236-279 (262) 10  
The factors determining a peak nuptial condition probably operate on a 
delicate balance, and since this flow of the Amargosa River is snbject to 
severe washouts, variability in the environmental factors is not unexpected. 
Another unusual situation was found in the Death Valley race of 
Cypriinodon fievadensis amargolsae. The larger and smaller adults col- 
lected in June, 1939 (U.M.M.Z. No. 133177), showed significant differences 
in certain meristic characters. The number of rays of the dorsal, pelvic, 
and caudal fins, and the number of lateral and body scales, all averaged 
fewer in the large adults than i11 the small adults (Table VI I ) .  This excep- 
tional situation may be explained as follows. The large adults, probably 
abont 1.5 to 2 years old (with 1 to 2 winter marks on the scales), developed 
in an isolated pool cut off from the main river. Such pools are common 
and by their desiccation thousands of fish are Billed each year. I n  such a 
pool these fish may have been subjected to a high temperature during 
the critical stage of development when certain meristic characters were 
determined. A11 of the counts average fewer in this 1 population than 
they do for the Death Valley race as a whole (Tables XIV-XXIV) and 
some evidence indicates that low counts result from developinent under 
warm temperatures (see the section "Relation of Characters to Environ- 
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ment," pages 12948).  On the other hand, the small adults, which were 
very probably born early in the spring (there is no winter mark on the 
scales), presumably developed at  a lower temperature than the average, 
since most of the young are born later i11 the spring and summer. The 
cooler water may have directly affected the meristic characters, resulting in 
an increased number. All of the averages for these fish are higher than 
they are for the race as a whole (Tables XIV, XVII-XIX, XXIV) .  
TABLE V I I  
COMPARISON OF CERTAIN FIN-RAY AND SCALE COUNTS OF LARGE AND SMALL ADULTS OF 
THE DEATII VALLEY RACE OF C. n. amargosae COLLECTED JUNE 4, 1939 
Standard length of large adults, 30-45 mm.; small adults, 22-27 mm. 
Large adults ............ 2 1 5 0  9.745.07 1 
Stnall adults ............ 50 9.88 + .08 
Pelvic Rays 
Age Group 
Large adults ....... 
Stnall adults ............ 
Dorsal Rays 
9 1 1 0 '  1 11 
Large adults ......... 
Small adults ............ 
Large adults ........... 
Small adults ............ 
Large adults ............ 
Small adults ............ 
1 Caudal Rays I 
Lateral Scales 
25 26 27 28 
7 1 1 ii 1 1: 1 
Body Scales 
ETYMOLOGY.--T~~S subspecies is named amargosae after the Amargosa 
River, in which i t  lives. 
Cyprinodon nevadensis calidae, new subspecies 
Typ~s.-The holotype, a nuptial male 39 mm. in standard length, was 
seined by IZalph G. Miller on May 30, 1942, from the outlet ditch of South 
Tecopa Hot Spring, one-fourth to one-half mile below the spring source, 
Inyo County, California; U.M.M.Z. No. 141778. One hundred and forty- 
five paratypes, U.M.M.Z. No. 139014, were taken with the holotype, and 34 
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additional paratypes, U.M.M.Z. No. 139015, were taken a t  the same time 
about 75 yards below the spring source. 
DIAGNOSIS AND COMPAIZISONS.--A large scaled form of C. nevad.ensis with 
a rather narrow interorbital and short caudal peduncle. C. n. calidae re- 
sembles C. n. shoshone in having large scales, but differs strilringly from 
that subspecies in the much wider body (Tables XIX-XXIV, XI I I ) .  
As has been shown by Table IT the new subspecies can readily be sepa- 
rated from C. m. nevadensis on the basis of the ratio between the width 
of the interorbital .and the prepelvic length. I n  calidae the interorbital 
is narrower, and the pelvic fins are more posterior in position. The new 
s~~bspecies is easily distinguished from amaryosae by the i n ~ ~ c h  larger scales, 
especially those around the body (Tables XIX-XXIV). 
IIABITAT.-T~~ Tecopa Hot Springs lie in the southern part of T. 21 N., 
R. 7 E., about 7 miles south of Shoshone, Iisyo County, California, at  an 
elevation of approxiinately 1400 feet. They are tributary to the Amargosa 
River, which is generally a dry channel at this point. 
The 2 hot springs (PI. XII, Fig. 1), designated as the North and South 
Tecopa Hot Springs, rise about 10 yards apart a t  the base of a steep hill oil 
the east side of the road leading north from Tecopa. The 2 have a combined 
flow of approximately 225 gallons a minute (Waring, 1915: 137). The 
northern spring is warmer, 42.2" to 42.8" C. according to our readings aiid 
those given by Waring. The southern spring varies between 41.1" and 
42.2" C. 
No fish occur in the spring sources or in the small enclosed bathing pools 
just below. They first appear immediately below the bathhouse of the 
southern spring, but are not present in the upper outflow of the northern 
spring. Their absence thcre is presumably due to a low but impassable 
waterfall about 100 yards below the source. Tn September, 1942, fish were 
present in this outflow up to 200 feet below the base of this barrier. 
The 2 springs discharge separately to the west over a white, barrel1 
allcali flat, and finally unite, somewhat less than a mile distant, to form 
a marshy area, thiclr with tules, adjacent to the bed of Amargosa River. 
Fish in the marshy area probably cannot move up the outlet of Soath Tecopa 
Hot Spring, for the water froin this spring is carried to a water tower on 
the Tonopah aiid Tidewater Eailroad. The gradient of water temperatnre 
and abundance of fish in these 2 springs is outlined in Table VIII.  
The outlet ditch of South Tecopa Hot Spring is about 2 feet \vide and 
varies in depth from a Pew inches to 1 foot. The bottom consists of silt, 
roclts, and rubbish, with much thick green algae locally. The water is clear, 
sulfurous, and easily roiled, and the current is moderate to swift, for the 
fall, in less than a mile, is at least 80 feet. Much of this drop takes place, 
however, below a settling box (over 800 yards below the spring source), 
where the railroad has built an illtake to supply water for a water tower. 
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The chemical content of the water of these 2 springs is very similar. 
Both are high in boron, low in calciuni and magnesium, and rather salty 
(Table LII I )  . 
South Tecopa Hot Spring is designated as the type locality of G. n. 
calidae. 
ABERRANT SERIES-On September 26, 1942, a sample of Cypri?zodon. 
lzevadensis also was obtained from a pool in the course of the outlet of 
North Tecopa Hot Spring. This series, comprising 199 individuals 
TABLE V I I I  
Spccific Location Abundance I of Fish / Temperature Date 
3 f cct below bat11 house ........ 
(10 yards below source) 
25 yards below source .......... 
60 yqrds below source ............ 
85 yards below source ........... 
South Teeopa Hot  Spring: 
Source .................................................. ... 
140 yards below source ........ 
400 yards bclow source ........ 
500-700 yards below source 
800 yards below source ......... 
















15 yards below source ............ 
110 yards below source ......... 
(waterfall) 
......... 175 yards below source 
......... 300 yards below soorce 








May 30, 1942 
Sept. 26, 1942 
Scpt. 26, 1942 
Sept. 26, 1942 
May 30, 1942 
May 30, 1942 
Seut. 26. 1942 
Sept. 261 1942 
Sept. & May, 1942 
Sept. 26, 1942 
May 30, 1942 
Sept. 26, 1942 
Scpt. 26, 1942 
Scpt. 26, 1942 
Sept. 26, 1942 
Sept. 26, 1942 
* Thc solirce temperntiircs were given by JVaring (1915 : 1 3 7 )  as 108" F. (42.2" C.) for 
Sonth Tecol~a IIot Spring and :is 100" F. (43.5 C.) lor North Tecopa Hot Spring. 
(U.M.M.Z. No. 140459), was seined about 300 yards below the source of 
North Tecopa Hot Spring, froin a circular pool about 8 feet in diameter 
and 3 feet deep and surrounded by a dense growth of Xcirpm. On the date 
of collection, the water was clear, sulfurous, and easily roiled because the 
bottom was of fine silt. The temperature was 32.0" C. Algae were the only 
plants noted in the pool. 
The fish of this sample are abnormal in appearance. They are tenta- 
tively referred to C. n. calida~e, but are not designated as types. Many are 
thin and emaciated with disproportionately enlarged heads. No reliable 
measurements could be made. The meristic characters show 2 noteworthy 
differences in comparison with the specimens from South Tecopa Hot Spring: 
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The number of pelvic fin rays i11 the abnormal series is greatly reduced-the 
average is 3.99 rather than 5.33; whereas the caudal rays average signifi- 
cantly more-18.02 versus 17.24 for South Tecopa Hot Spring (Tables 
XVII-XVIII). The cause for these differences and the abnormalities in 
body proportions may be associated with high temperature and isolation. 
A genetic, rather than direct environmental basin is suggested, for the 
South Tecopa Hot Spring fish inhabit water of even higher temperature, but 
do not show a corresponding loss in pelvic fins or an increase in number 
of caudal rays. The sample talren in September, 1942, from South Tecopa 
Hot Spring, has some of the abnormalities in body form exhibited by the 
aberrant series, suggesting that high temperature may play a direct role in 
determining the proportions. 
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION.-N~~~~ half-grown to adult specimens of both 
sexes were caught just below the %foot vertical concrete barrier of the bath 
house of South Tecopa Hot Spring in water having a temperature of 40.0" C. 
To my lrnowledge this is the second highest recorded temperature in which 
fish have been talren (see pages 130-31). Most of this population of 
Cyprinodorz newadensis ca'liche occurs about 125 to 350 yards below this 
barrier at  a temperature of about 36.0" C. Here the fish were very abun- 
dant in May and September, 1942, and were represented by all size and age 
groups. Scattered iildividuals were seen all along the ditch, numbers of 
them in water having a temperatnre of 36.5" to 38.5" C. 
ETYMOLOGY.-The name calidae is the genitive of calida, meaning "warm 
spring. " 
Cyprinodon nevadensis shoshone, new subspecies 
(Pl.  IV)  
Ty~~s . -The  holotype is a mature mde,  43 mm. in standard length, col- 
lected on January 9,1939, by Robert R. and Ralph G. Miller from the outlet 
of Shoshone Spring (just above or below the highway), near Shoshone, Inyo 
County, California; U.M.M.Z. No. 141780. Six hundred and flfty-six para- 
types, U.M.M.Z. No. 132936, were collected with the holotype. 
DIAGNOSIS AND c o a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s o ~ s . - ~  large-scaled subspecies of G. nevadensis 
with a slab-sided and rather slender body, and with the arch of the ventral con- 
tour much less pronounced than that of the dorsal contour (Pl. IV).  I n  the 
narrow body shosho.ne differs from all of the subspecies in the lower Amar- 
gosa River basil1 (Table I X ) .  The range of figures for shoshorze definitely 
overlaps only those for the males of amargosae, and that subspecies is readily 
distinguished from shoslto?zc by a much greater number of scales around 
the body (Table XXIV) .  I n  the light of the experience with exceptionally 
thin-bodied males collected from the Amargosa River in Death Valley (pages 
33-35), the possibility that the specimens measured for shoshone were simi- 
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larly emaciated was disproven on examination of all material available (col- 
lections of 1891, 1930, 1936, 1939, aiid 1942). Not only does this material 
show the character, but measurements on larger (average 38 nim.) and 
smaller (average 32 mm.) males and larger (average 35 mm.) and smaller 
(average 32 mm.) females gave almost identical results. A narrow body is 
definitely a consistent trait in this subspecies, as it is to a lesser extent in 
the subspecies next to be described. As compared with the other subspecies 
of the lower Amargosa basin, sltosho%e further differs in having a lower 
average number of several fin-ray aiid scale counts, but is equaled or closely 
approached in these counts by calidae, its nearest geographic relative (Tables 
XIV, XVII, XXI, XXIII-XXIV) . 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - - S h o s h o n e  spring and its ontlet creek lie about 700 yards 
north of Shoshone, Inyo County, California. The spring source is a t  an 
elevation of approximately 1700 feet, b ~ ~ t  the end of the creek, less than a 
TABLE I X  
COMPARISON OF BODY WIDTH IN SUBSPECIES OF Cypr inodon nevadensis 
I N  TI-IE LOWER AYARGOSA RIVER BASIN 
Body Width Standard 
Subspecies Males I Females Length 
-- - / Rango (Ave.) I No. I Range (Avo.) 1 N o 7  Range (Are.) 
mile distant, is below 1600 feet. The spring rises about 175 yards above 
state Highway 127, on the east slope of a rocl~y, lava hill. This headwater 
area is hidden among a dense growth of mesquite. The outflow forms a small 
swiftly flowing stream in its upper reaches, but decreases in velocity and 
increases in width as it enters the meadowland below. Adjacent to the 
highway is a concrete swimming pool into which part of the stream is often 
diverted. 
The temperatnre, from a short distance below the highway to the source 
region, varies between 28" and 34" C. according to records made over a 
period of years (Table XLI). These data indicate a slight seasonal fluc- 
tuation in temperature as well as a temperature gradient from the source 
spring to the lower reaches of the creek. The average temperature a t  which 
the bulk of the fish population occurs (just above and below the highway) 
is probably about 31.0" C. or 31.5" C. The temperature of 82" I?. (27.8' C.) 
recorded by Wales (1930 : 62) seems a little low, considering that my mini- 
mum reading of 29.0" C. was observed at  a time, January 8, 1939, when a 
low reading would be expected (air temperature, 5.0" C.). 
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I n  the area just above and below the highway, the stream is about 3 to 6 
feet wide, and is bordered by Typha, mesquite, and meadowland and desert 
flat. The clear water, up to 2 feet deep, maintains a slight to moderately 
strong current, with many side pockets of nearly still water. The chief 
aquatic plant is green algae. The bottom is of fine gravel and fine sand, 
with a thin coating of silt which readily roils the water when one walks over 
the bottom. 
On June 4, 1939, 1 traced the creek downstream to the dry bed of the 
Amargosa River. The creek is fully three-quarters of a mile long, and on 
this date the last 300 yards were dry, for the water sank into the big meadow 
just east of Shoshone. I n  wintertime, during rains, the creek presumably 
continues as a surface flow to the river, which, a t  such a time, would also 
contain water. Along the lower course of the creek I saw numbers of young 
fish. No record was made of the decrease of water temperature in this 
section. 
I n  the part of the creek well above the highway there appear to be only 
2 holes close together where fish can exist out of the swift current. The 
upper and larger one of these is known locally as " Squaw Hole." This 
pool, reinforced by a rock dam and wooden planks, is near the source of 
Shoshone Spring, about 160 yards above the highway. This is the place 
designated as the "source" sample in this account. The spring source is 
some 50 feet above, but is enclosed and contains no fish life. I n  Squaw Hole 
the water is clear, the bottom muddy, with overhanging banks, and the shore 
consists of dense mesquite thickets. The pool is circular, about 3 feet in 
diameter and 1 to 2 feet deep. On May 29, 1942, X. G. Miller recorded a 
water temperature of 34.0" C. a t  6 P.M. (air, 30" C.), and on September 26, 
1942, I found i t  to be 33.3" C. a t  3 p.m. (air, 31.7" C.). Whether a natural 
pool in the swift outlet of Shoshone Spring occurred at  or near this point 
prior to the artificial structure is not positively known, but presumably 
i t  did. 
I n  this upper section of the creek, a few fish were also talien from an old 
Indian washing hole, formerly covered with boards, about 50 feet down- 
stream from Squaw Hole. We have not carefully examined the area of 
creek intervening between this pool and the head of the concrete swimming 
pool about 130 yards below. This region was densely covered by thorny 
mesquite, and since no knowledge of the remarkable differences (described 
below) between the fish of the source and outlet regions were known when 
the field work was conducted, no attempt was made to determine whether 
fish occurred in the intervening stretch of the creek. However, the decrease 
in gradient is rapid here, and unless more holes are present it is not likely 
that fish inhabit the swift creek. 
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Shoshone Spring is less saline than other springs in the region and has a 
comparatively low boron content. I t  is rather high in calcium and mag- 
nesium (Table LII I )  . 
As suggested by Wales (1930: 62), Shoshone Spring is the locality listed 
by Gilbert (1893: 233) under the name of Medbury Springs. The late 
Vernon Bailey, one of the members of the Death Valley Expedition and the 
person who collected fish a t  Shoshone Spring, wrote to Joseph Grinnell on 
April 28, 1917, that the location of Medbury Spring is about 10 miles north 
of the Amargosa Borax Works. According to Thompson (1929 : 575), the 
latter are approximately 1.5 miles southwest of Zabriskie (see U. S. Geo- 
logical Survey, Ava~vatz Mountains Quadrangle). Here, Bailey wrote, 
"there was an old adobe house built by Nelse Medbury, where I camped for 
TABLE X 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHARACTER INDEX FOR CERTAIN SCALE COUNTS 
IN TWO RACES o r  Cyprinodon nevadcnsis shoshone 
The indcx is derived by adding the following scale counts: predorsal, around caudal 








Character Index for Scale Counts 
Statistical Computations 
NO. 1 - M ~ G H  I V I t I  Per Cent Identifiable* 
* Based on a line of scpnration betwcen 55 nnd 56. 
the night. . . .  This spring came out of the base of a black lava hill on 
the west side of Amargosa River, and a large stream of water-92"-flowed 
from it and spread out over a considerable area of ground that was covered 
with Scirpus olneyi, cat-tails, reeds, arrow-weed, and other plants of that 
nature. I t  was in the midst of a barren alkali-crusted area." This descrip- 
tion leaves no doubt that Medbury Spring is the old name for Shoshone 
Spring. 
RACIAL DIFFERENTIATION.--11 the analysis of the samples of this subspe- 
cies collected from the source region of Shoshone Spring and from the outlet, 
just above to just below the highway, striking differences in meristic char- 
acters came to light. I n  comparison with the fish collected in the outlet, . 
those from the source average fewer i11 dorsal, anal, pectoral, and pelvic 
rays, particularly the latter (average 1.15 in contrast to 4.98). The caudal 
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rays, however, average slightly higher in the source than in the outlet 
samples. All of the scale counts average less a t  the source, particularly 
those before the dorsal, around the caudal peduncle, and around the body 
(Tables XIV-XXIV). A clear-cut demonstration of the reduced count for 
the predorsal, caudal peduncle, and body scales is presented by the character 
index in Table X. 
These data show that the differences are highly significant and that i t  is 
possible to identify more than 80 per cent of the individuals taken from 
. each habitat. Ordinarily, such a separation warrants subspecific recogni- 
tion. However, in this comparison the wide overlap in the index and the 
lack of detailed information concerning the ecology and distribution of each 
race cautions me against giving the source stocli nomenclatural recognition. 
As pointed out in the habitat description, the region between the source and 
outlet collections has not been fully investigated. Perhaps intermediate 
stocks may occur there or this stretch of the creek (about 150 yards in 
length) may be barren of fish life. 
The relative uniformity of the atypical race which occurs near the spring 
source is indicated by the counts obtained for the 13 fish collected there in 
1936 and the 50 specimens taken in 1942. The averages for fin-ray and 
scale counts of these 2 samples, respectively, are as follows : dorsal, 9.46 and 
9.56; anal, 9.77 and 9.79; pectorals, 15.81 and 15.86; pelvics, 0.38 and 1.35; 
caudal, 17.69 and 18.02; lateral scales, 25.15 and 25.12; dorsal to anal, 8.46 
and 8.42 ; predorsal, 16.15 and 17.07 ; around peduncle, 14.23 and 14.39 ; and 
around body, 20.69 and 21.59. Three pronounced differences between the 
samples are evident: caudal rays, predorsal scales, and body circumference 
scales. The lower average for the caudal rays is probably due in part to 
the small size of some of the 13 individuals, since the rays become fully dif- 
ferentiated in this fin later in development than in the other fins. A t  least 
2 of the original counts for this fin are definitely questionable. The lower 
average for predorsal scales was brought about in part by the difficulty of 
obtaining an accurate count on small specimens and also by the fact that a t  
least 4 (or nearly one-third of the specimens collected in 1936) had some of 
these scales rubbed off. The fewer number of body scales is very likely 
influenced by an error in countiiig due to the small size of the fish. One of 
the 13 counts is definitely questionable. The difference in number of pelvic 
rays is attributed to the small size of the 1936 collection. Apart from these 
variations, the similarity of the 2 samples, taken about 5+ years apart, is 
rather remarkable, indicating either a genetic consistency in the stock or a 
uniform effect of the environment, or both. 
A solution to this problem will require both field and experimental work. 
I t  will be necessary to revisit Shoshone Spring and determine whether 
Cyprimdom regularly inhabits any part of the stretch of creek separating 
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the source region from the big population of fish just above and below the 
highway. Controlled experiments should be undertalien on both stocks as 
follows: a sample from each locality should be collected, a t  the same time 
preserving a series for further scale and fin-ray counts; these 2 stocks should 
be raised under identical conditions of water and temperature. If differ- 
ences, or modified differences in the same direction, persist under such con- 
ditions in succeeding generations, then the characters can be attributed to 
genetic processes. If,  on the contrary, the resultant offspring do not main- 
tain their distinctiveness, a direct environmental effect is indicated. 
It will be noted in Table X that 3 individuals from the outlet fall within 
the lower range of those from the source, and below any others from the 
outlet population. They may have been washed out of the pools in the head- 
water area. Marlring experiments could be used to prove or disprove this 
possibility, and i t  should be a relatively simple matter to mark the fish in the 
source region because only a very small population exists there. By cutting 
off the dorsal or anal fins, such fish, if they soon passed downstream, would 
readily be identified. Determining whether fish from downstream make 
their way up to the source pools would be far  more difficult. The swiftness 
of the creek argues against any extensive migration upstream, but if inter- 
mittent pools occur between the source pools and the outlet population, inove- 
ment upstream might occasionally take place. 
If i t  is assumed that Cyprinodon cannot or does not ascend to the source 
region, the origin of the upstream race must date back to a time when the 
gradient of the outlet was such that Cyprinodon could swim against it. I t  
is known that tilting has occurred in this region, for the beds of Pleistocene 
Lake Tecopa dip toward the center of the basin of Amargosa River (Noble, 
1931: 65). The gradient of Shoshone Spring has presumably been influ- 
enced by this tilting, but the present accentuated slope in the upper course 
may date back earlier than Lalre Tecopa. I n  all events, if this assumption 
is correct, the source and outlet stocks have been isolated as long as or longer 
than have the populations in Amargosa River between Tecopa and Sperry 
and between ~ m a r ~ o s a  C nyon and Death Valley. 
ETYMOLOGY.-The name shoshorze, taken from the name of the spring 
where this subspecies lives, is an Indian word meanillg "warm water.'' 
Cyprinodon nevadensis mionectes, new subspecies 
(Pl. V) 
TYPES.-The holotype, a mature male 34 mm. long, was seined o~ Sep- 
tember 27, 1942, by Robert R., Ralph G., and Frances H. Miller in  Big 
Spring, north-central Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada; U.M.M.Z. No. 
141775. Four hundred and twenty-two paratypes, U.M.M.Z. No. 140460, 
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were collected with the holotype. An additional 17 paratypes were taken by 
R. R. and R. G. Miller on June 5, 1937, U.M.M.Z. No. 132900. 
DIAGNOSIS.-C. n. mionectes is characterized by having scale and fin-ray 
counts lower than average for the species ; a reduced size ; a short, deep, and 
slab-sided body with a greatly arched and rather compressed predorsal pro- 
file; and a very long head and opercle, and a greater than usual distance 
between the preorbital margin and the preopercular angle (Tables XIII- 
XXIV).  Among the low counts, the count of the scales around the caudal 
peduncle particularly stands out. The dorsal is posterior, its origin varying 
from directly over the origin of the pelvics to well behind it. 
COMPARISONS.--C. n. mioflectes differs from all other subspecies of 
Cyprinodon nevadensis in the characteristics outlined above. Since some of 
these features are difficult to measure and no single count or measurement 
will separate all individuals of this subspecies from any other subspecies, it 
is advisable to employ a character index for distinguishing mionectes from 
other forms. By adding together the head length, opercle length, and the 
distance between the preorbital margin to the preopercular angle (all ex- 
pressed in hundredths of the standard length), aiid subtracting the number 
of scales around the body, indices result which enable one to separate 
mionectes readily from nearly all of the other subspecies of C. nevadensis. 
The results are given in Table XI. 
Although amargosae is included in Table XI, that subspecies and 
mionectes can easily be distinguished by counting the scales around the body 
(Table XXIV).  With a line of separation between 25 and 26 scales, 92 
per cent of the individuals of mionectes aiid 87 per cent of those of amargosae 
can be identified on this basis. 
The character index enables the identification of 87 per cent of the 
specimens of newadensis and 95 per cent of those of miowectes. These are by 
no means the only characters in which these 2 subspecies differ. As com- 
pared with mionectes from Big Spring, nevadensis has a more anterior dorsal 
(especially in males), a greater distance between anal origin and caudal base 
(virtually no overlap), a greater body width (overlap only in females), and 
a longer caudal peduncle (virtually no overlap, Table XI I I ) .  
The types of the new subspecies differ further from calidae in having a 
more posterior dorsal (less so in females), a narrower body, a longer head 
(no overlap), a longer opercle (virtually no overlap), and a larger eye. 
I n  comparison with C. n. shoshoae, mionectes differs strikingly in body 
form. The body is deeper and shorter, and the back is more arched in the 
new subspecies. The dorsal is more posterior in position and the pelvics are 
also farther back. The head is longer (no overlap) and the orbit is larger 
in miomectes (Table XI I I )  . 
VARIATION.-T~~ many Ash Meadows populations of Cyprimodon neva- 
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densis are variable in meristic characters, but uniform in head and other 
measurements and in the characteristic chubby body form (Pl. V) .  Some 
of them constitute rather distinct races, and no 2 are identical (Tables XIII- 
XXIV). It seems best a t  this time, however, to refer all but 1 of these 
populations to mionectes, pending experimental analysis of some of the par- 
ticular traits to determine if they have a genetic basis. 
ISABITAT.-B~~ Spring, also called Crystal Spring, lies about 2 miles 
north and slightly west of Tubb's Spring, Nevada, at  an elevation of ap- 
proximately 2175 feet (Map 3).  I t  is the largest and one of the best-known 
springs in Ash Meadows. The water issues from a deep, chalky blue hole 
which was estimated to be 25 to 30 feet deep. The spring pool (PI. XII ,  
Pig. 2) is oval, about 50 feet i n  diameter at  the more or less circular upper 
end, and approximately 75 feet in length to the point where i t  constricts, 
forming a narrow outlet ditch. The spring is about 5 feet below the level 
of the adjacent desert flat. 
The only vegetation noted in the water in 1942 was a blebby, green alga, 
and sporadic clumps of S c i r p u s  grew around the margin. The adjacent 
land is a desert sage flat, with a few screw-bean mesquite near the banks of 
the spring. 
On September 27, 1942, the water temperature a t  10: 15 A.M. was 30.7O 
C., air 28.5" C. Adrian Vanderhorst, collecting in this spring on February 
8, 1942, obtained a reading of 88" F .  (31.1" C.). Constant temperature is 
again indicated. 
An undercut shelf flanks the central hole, and the banks of the pool are 
also deeply undercut. The water over the shelf is generally less than 5 feet 
deep. Here, as well as in the outlet, the bottom consists of fine silt and some 
marl, and the clear water is fairly easily roiled. The current from the bub- 
bling spring is strong in the central hole, moderate at  the edges of the pool. 
According to the chemical analysis the water of Big Spring is very 
similar to that of Point of Roclis Spring. Both are high in calcium, mag- 
nesium, and bicarbonates, and low in salinity (Table LIII). 
On the Furnace Creek Quadrangle 2 springs in Ash Meadows bear 
the name, Big Spring. The southern 1 is now known as Eagle Spring. 
The acceptance of this name not only conforms to local usage, but eliminates 
the confusion resulting from 2 springs having the same name. 
Gig Spring is selected as the type locality of mio.nectes for several rea- 
sons. Its population has characters which very closely approach the aver- 
age for the subspecies as determined by an analysis of all populations. 
Big Spring is well known in Ash Meadows and is readily reached by road. 
The population is large, and samples can be obtained without much difficulty. 
Furthermore, there is little likelihood that the population will become extir- 
pated by man's interference. 
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ETYMOLOGY.--The name miowectes is derived from the Greek ~ L O V ~ K T C P ,  
meaning "one who has less,:' in reference to the reduced size and lowered 
number of fin rays and scales. 
Races of Cyprivzodolz ~ z e v a d e ~ z s i s  miovzectes 
Fourteen local populations referred to Cyprinodon newadensis miomectes, 
in large part probably constituting distinct races, have been analyzed for 
differential nleristic characters (Tables XIV-XXIV) . These populations 
are discussed on the followiilg pages, in order from south to north. The 
location of each spring is shown on Map 3. 
ISAAC RANCII POPULATION.-A single, small ditch running through the 
ranch grounds was sampled in 1942. The water source is reported to be 
Deep Spring, about 1: miles to the east (Map 3 ) .  Isaac Ranch (now called 
13anch-0) is in the southerii part of Ash Meadows, about 8 miles northeast 
of Death Valley Junction, a t  an elevation of approximately 2150 feet. Since 
no large specimens are represented in this collection, no measurements were 
made. I11 fin-ray and scale counts, this population agrees fairly well with 
the sample taken in Deep Spring. It is more closely approached, however, 
by the sample taken about 1 mile northeast of Isaac Ranch, in what is ap- 
parently the outlet of Eagle Spring. Since the Deep and Eagle Spring 
stoclrs are very much alike, one would expect that the populations of their 
outlets would also be similar. Consequently, the close resemblance in 
meristic characters between the Isaac Ranch sample and that from the outlet 
of Eagle Spring does not necessarily mean that there is a waterway connec- 
tion between the 2 ditches. 
As compared with the population inhabiting Deep Spring (next to be 
described), the Isaac Raiich sample averages significantly fewer in dorsal 
rays but higher in pelvic rays and in lateral, dorsal to pelvic, predorsal, 
peduncle, and body scales (Tables XIV, XVII, XIX-XX, XXII-XXIV). 
DEEP SPRING POPULATION.-This spring, also known as Eastern spring 
(and named Bole's Spring on the Furllace Creek Quadrangle), about 50 
feet in diameter and of unknown depth, lies on the dry, alkali flat of the 
southern part of Ash Meadows. Its temperature (1939 and 1942) is about 
27" C. The elevation here is somewhat less than 2200 feet. 
Deep Spring is so named because i t  is considered to be the deepest in  Ash 
Meadows-certainly not less than 30 feet. The water is clear, chalky blue, 
with a s~~ l fu rous  odor. Vegetation noted i11 1942 was dense algae, Clzara, 
Naias marina, a fine-leaved Potanzogetom, Typha,  Caryx, and Eleocharis. 
The bottom alo11g the marginal shelf oil the south side coiisisted of silt, 
mud, and thick Chara. Here the water was not more than 3 feet deep. No 
current was perceptible in the pool, but there was a slight flow in the outlet 
ditch, which leaves the pool 011 the western side. One collection in 1939 was 
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made in this outlet, but in 1942 no fish were seen there, the collection being 
made along the shallow shelf. No fish life was seen in the chalky blue hole 
where the water rises. 
This population of Cypri~nzodon nevaclensis ?nionectes is very similar in 
meristic characters to that inhabiting Eagle Spring, which lies about 1 mile 
to the north (Map 3 ) .  The few differences lie in the slightly but rather 
significantly lower average number of pectoral, pelvic, aiid caudal rays, and 
in circumference of peduncle and circumference of body scales in the Deep 
Spring race (Tables XIV-XXIV). The differences are all in the same di- 
rection. The cause of the distinction is not apparent. Whether the simi- 
larities indicate genetic relationship or are due wholly or in part to the 
almost identical temperature of the 2 springs cannot be stated. Unfortu- 
nately, the sample collected from Deep Spring did not contaiii fish of suit- 
able size for conlparative measuremeiits, so that it is not liiiowii whether this 
population is distinctive in any body proportions. A visual comparison of 
the 2 populations, however, fails to reveal any obvious differences in body 
proportions. The Deep Spring race appears to have a somewhat more com- 
pressed body. This could be caused by differences in amount and kind of 
food at  the 2 springs. In  this respect i t  may be noted that Eagle Spring 
had l a r  more abundant vegetation than did Deep Spring and supported a 
much larger fish population. 
Cyprinodon was fairly common i11 1942 in the thick Chara, which largely 
covered the shallow shelf on the southern side of the pool. Some of the 
young captured a t  this time (September 28) were estimated to be only a few 
days old, clearly indicatiiig that spawning was still i11 progress. In  addi- 
tion to Cyprinodon, specimens of Ernpetrv'chthys aiid Rhinichthys were 
secured. 
EAGLE SPRING POPULATION.-Eagle Spring (named Big spring on the 
Furnace Creeli Quadrangle) lies about 1 mile north of Deep Spring a t  an 
elevation slightly less than 2200 feet (Map 3) .  I t  is about 20 feet in diam- 
eter, nearly circular, and approximately 8 feet deep. Although there are 
2 outlet ditches, 1 to the south and 1 to the northwest, only the main 
outlet is shown on the map. The water is clear but very easily roiled be- 
cause of the silt bottom aiid has a slightly sulfurous odor. Vegetation 
present in the spring in 1942 was green algae, Naias nnzarina, and Chara. 
The shore was a marshy meado~v of Eleocharis, Scirpzcs, aiid mesquite trees. 
The current was very slight. The temperature (1942), very similar to that 
of Deep Spring, was 27.6' C. The similarities between this spring race and 
the preceding one have been discussed. 
This pop~llation is chavacterized by a rather high average nnmber of 
pectoral rays and a fairly low average number of pelvic rays, predorsal 
scales, scales around caudal peduncle, and body circumference scales (Tables 
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XVI-XVII, XXII-XXIV). No outstanding features are revealed by the 
restricted number of measurements made, but some proportional nieasure- 
ments made with dividers show that the mouth is rather wide. 
As compared with the sample secured from the presumed outlet of Eagle 
. Spring, well over a mile below, the source population has a slightly higher 
average number of dorsal, pectoral, and caudal rays, but distinctly fewer 
pelvic rays. I n  the outlet sample the averages are significantly higher for 
the following scale coants : dorsal to anal, dorsal to pelvic, predorsal, around 
caudal pednncle, and around body. I n  the last 2 enumerations there is a 
differelice of over 1 and over 2 scales, respectively. 
I t  is tempting to correlate the increase in these scale counts and in the 
pelvic rays for the outlet population with the cooler temperature, which was 
about 4 degrees lower than that of Eagle Spring on the date of collection. 
A visual comparison of these 2 collections shows some contrasts which 
are, however, attributed to differences in breeding condition. The males of 
the outlet stock have larger dorsal and anal h s ,  but are much nearer spawn- 
ing condition as evidenced by higher nuptial colors and more prominent 
contact organs on the scales. The females are very similar to those from 
Eagle Spring except that, like the males, they are lighter in color than are 
the fish of the spring. This difference is presumably due to difference in 
habitat. The fish of both saniples have i11 commoii a rather wide mouth, 
wider than in  most of the other races in the Meadows, but are equaled or 
exceeded in this respect by C. n. pectoralis, the subspecies inhabiting Lovell's 
Spring (described below). This character strengthens the view that the 
collection from the cooler water is from the outlet of Eagle Spring. 
POINT OF ROCKS, MAIN SPRING POPULATION.-T~~ main spring at  Point of 
Rocks (called Icing's Spring on the Furnace Creek Quadrangle) is the most 
northerly of a series of spring heads at  this locality (Map 3 ) .  I t  is about 
30 feet long, 2 to 6 feet wide, and not over 1& feet deep. The clear water, 
rather easily roiled, contains some green algae, and the pool is margined by 
Xcirpus. The bottom consists of silt, sand, marl, and rocks. The water is 
rather shallow, from a few inches to 1; feet deep, A t  the pool outlet the 
current is extremely swift. The temperature varies narrowly between 31.1' 
and 31.8" C. (Table XLI) .  
'The spring water has a high content of calcium, magnesium, and bicar- 
bonates, but is of low salinity (Table LII I ) .  
The fish move in schools over the sandy poclcets of the 3 bubbling springs 
which feed the pool, taking refuge among the Xcirpus along the border of 
the pool when disturbed. They avoid the swift outlet of the spring pool. 
During a brief examination of this outlet in. January, 1939, I occasionally 
attempted to locate fish (by seining) for a distance of at  least a half mile 
below this source spring, but caught only 2 individuals and saw no others. 
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Careful examination of the ditch a t  different times of year would be neces- 
sary to give conclusive evidence that the swift outlet creelr is not generally 
frequented by Cyprinodon. I suspect that i t  forms a more or less complete 
ecological barrier, preventing the migration of members of near-by popula- 
tions of this genus to this source spring. Empetrichthys and Rhinichthys 
have also been collected here. 
The race of Cyprzinndon nevadensis inhabiting this source spring is dis- 
tinguished from all others i11 the Meadows which I have studied by the great 
reduction ill number of pelvic fin rays (Table XVII) .  Among the 306 
counts on 153 indiv idual~ ,~  126 or 41 per cent gave a value of zero. The 
counts were made on 2 samples, one collected in January, 1939, the other in 
September, 1942. The averages for 50 counts were as follows: 3.18 in the 
1939 collection, and 2.78 and 2.83 in the 1942 collection. The grand average 
is 2.99. This is very close to the average of 3.25 which Wales (1930: 64) 
recorded for his sample ("King's Spring") of 400 counts, and indicates the 
consistency of the character over a period of years. 
In  addition to the reduced number of pelvic fin rays, this raee has a low 
average Tor dorsal rays and for dorsal to anal scales and scales around the 
caudal peduncle. It has the lowest average of any populatioii examined for 
anal rays, and lor  lateral, dorsal to pelvic, predorsal, and body circumfer- 
ence scales (Tables XIV-XV, XIX-XXIV) . 
This general reduction in meristic cliaracters may be correlated with the 
rather high temperature at  this locality. The fish from Lovell's Spring, 
however, inhabiting water of 32.5" to 33.0" C., show some strilring increases 
in these counts. If temperature alone were responsible for such reductions 
one would expect the population at  Lovell's Spring to have even lower 
averages. That this is not true is shown by Tables XIV-XXIV. 
POINT OF ROCIIS, OUTLET DITCH POPULATION.-111 the tables, the Point of 
Roclr Springs samples are labeled "source " and "outlet" for convenience. 
The source sample, jbst discussed, is that from the main spring, the outlet 
sample that from the ditch to the south, which enters the outlet of the main 
spring well below its source pool (Map 3). No comparable spring pool was 
discovered in the investigation of this outlet ditch, which origiiiates from 
the confluence of several small springs (represented on the map as a single 
spring) east of the main Point of Eocks Spring. The point of collection 
lies about 220 yards south of that spring. Like the spring pool described 
above, the water here is clear and easily roiled, the bottom being silt and 
mud, with Chara locally abundant. The shore has a border of Rcirpus, and 
algae grow in the water. The creek itself is about 2 feet wide, but is locally 
expanded to form marshy areas as wide as 40 feet. The water is shallow, 
1 One hundred counts were omitted in Table XVII to  avoid an overemphasis on the 
low average for this raee. 
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from a few inches to about one-half foot deep. I~argely because of the 
smaller volume of water from source springs, the current here is moderate. 
The iliajor difference in habitat is the cooler temperature which, on Septem- 
ber 28,1942, was 4 degrees lower than that recorded a t  the same time in the 
main spring (Table XLI) . 
The samples talien in the outlet ditch show a iit~mber of outstandiiig dif- 
ferences when compared with the spring race. The pelvic fin rays average 
5.69, and the average number of scales around the caudal peduncle and 
around the body is much higher than in the spring race. All other fin-ray 
and scale counts also average more in the tributary ditch populatio~is than 
in those of the spring source. The lower temperature of the ditch presumably 
has a bearing on these characters. A visual comparison failed to reveal any 
apparent differences in body proportions between these 2 races, so that the 
measurements given for the outlet sample (Table XI I I )  may be taken as a 
reliable indication for the main spring stock as well. 
At  a point abont 100 feet below this locality the spring-fed ditch enters 
another ditch comiilg down from the main spring pool (Map 3). I saw no 
fish in either ditch at  their junction. Here, as above and below, the current 
in the maill spring ditch is very swift, and probably few if any fish from the 
tributary ditch attempt its ascent. The great bulk of the population in the 
tributary ditch occurred well above the junction of the 2 outlet creeks. The 
sample collected in 1939 was from a similar section of the tributary ditch. 
FOREST PKINQ POPULATION.-This remarlcable spring, also called Forest 
Pool, is 0.7 miles west of the main spring a t  Point of Roelis and directly east 
of Tubb's Rancli. I t  lies 10 or more feet below the level of the surrounding 
desert flat and is witho~lt surface outlet. 
The water level, which fluctuates slightly between winter and summer, 
lies fully 10 feet (formerly 13 feet) below the level of the adjacent desert 
flat. The pool is about 75 feet in diameter and deepens abruptly from the 
edge to an unknown depth. Great beds of Nmks marima grow in the clear 
water, and there is a dense growth of green algae along shore. I n  1942, 
samples of Utrictclaria were also present and Scirpus was growing about the 
margin of the pool. The bottom along shore is composed of fine sand, silt, 
and mud, much of which is probably washed into the pool during heavy 
rains. The banlrs are rather steep clay bluffs. 
The temperature of Forest Spring varies little. On Jaii~lary 9, 1939, i t  
was 26.0" C. a t  10: 15 A.M., with the air a t  12.0" C. ; on September 28, 1942, 
at, 4 P.M., i t  was 26.7" C., the air 29.5" C. I11 coinparison with the other 
springs analyzed in Ash Meadows, the waters of Forest Spring are higher in 
boron, lower i a  calciam and magnesium, and have a somewhat greater 
salinity (Table 1~111). 
Fish life is particularly abundant in this spring. On a t  least 4 visits, 
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between 1936 and 1942, Cyprinodom and RJ~inichtltys were always common, 
especially the former. Empe t r i ch t l~ys  is rare here, as i t  is everywhere in 
Ash Meadows. 
This race of Cyprinoclom nevadensis resembles the one inhabiting the 
tributary ditch a t  Point of necks Spring in the rather high fin-ray couilts 
and somewhat above-average scale counts. I t  has a rather low average num- 
ber of predorsal scales and one of the lowest averages for scales ~arouiid the 
peduncle and around the body. I n  these 3 couiits it is similar to the race 
a t  the main Point of Rocks Spring (Tables XXII-XXIV). The Forest 
Spring population thus combines certain characters, elsewhere correlated 
with cooler temperatures, with other traits associated with warmer tempera- 
tures. I t  is difficult to interpret such combillations as the result of other 
than genetic factors. 
I n  measurements, this sample stands out in the rather wide and deep 
head and the broad interorbital and is less deep bodied than most of the 
other races (Table XISI, P1. V) .  A visual comparison of this population 
with the one from the outlet ditch a t  Point of Rocks shows that the Forest 
Spring fish are not so deep bodied because the veatral profile, as i11 C.  neva- 
densis shoshone, is less arched than is the dorsal. 
The complete isolation of4 this spring has no doubt played an important 
role in the differentiation of this race. 
TUBB ' s  SPRING POPULATION.-Tubb 's Spring, on the ranch of R. M. Tubb 
(designated Davis Ranch on the Furnace Creelr Quadrangle), is one of the 
coolest in Ash Meadows. The temperature varied from 23.8' to 24.1' C. ill 
the winter and spring of 1939. The source pool, about 6 feet wide and 6 
feet deep, has an outlet which joins the ditch coming eastward from Point of 
lZoclts Spring (Map 3 ) .  The assistance given our party by Mr. Tubb, and 
his lrind permissioil to collect on his ranch is gratefully acknowledged. 
Cyprinodon nevadensis is not commoii in the spring or its outlet, possibly 
because the spring is boarded and not entirely in a natural state. Rhiniclt- 
thys  was more numerous than Cyprinodon in 1939. 
Tliis race has the highest average number of dorsal, anal, and pelvic rays 
of any Cyprinodon nevadensis sampled i11 the Meadows. It is secoiid lowest 
in average number of pectoral rays. High also are the averages for caudal 
rays, and for lateral, dorsal to pelvic, and dorsal to ailal scales (Tables XIV- 
XXS). A comparison of this sample with that from near-by Bradford's 
Spring is given in the clescription of that populatioil which follows. 
A visual cornparisoil with fish from near-by Big Spring iildicates that 
those from Tubb's Spring have a shorter head, which is bluntly rounded 
rather than pointed, and a smaller eye. Such differences may be directly 
influenced by the much cooler temperature of Tubb's Spring. The deep, 
short, slab-sided body, so characteristic of naionectes (especially the males), 
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is well developed in the Tubb's Spring race and the dorsal fin is also posterio~ 
in position. 
BRADFORD'S SPRING POPULATION.-This spring, on the Bradford Ranch 
(Map 3), is apparently tributary to the outlet ditch from Point of Rocks 
Spring. I have never collected here, but Wales (1930: 61) has briefly 
described the locality. 
The population of Cyprinodon sampled at this spring by Myers and 
Wales in 1930 forms the basis of the present study. This sample stands out 
in the low number of pectoral and caudal fin-ray counts, both of which 
average fewer than in any other population of Cyprinodon in Ash Meadows. 
The average number of lateral and predorsal scales is high, whereas that 
of the dorsal to anal scales is low (Tables XVI-XVII, XIX, XXI-XXII). 
TABLE XI1 
FREQUENCY ~ I S T I ( . I U U ~ ~ I O N  F TIIE C H ~ R A C ~ E R  INDEX F O R  CERTAIN FIN RAY ~ O T I N ' I ' S  O F  
C y p r i n o d o n  nevade?asis m i o n c c t e . ~  
The index is derived by adding the left (or right) pectoral and caudal rays. 
-.. - -~ 
Character Index for $'ill-my Counts 
1~oc:llity - 
-- 
Isaac Ranch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 7 1 4  15 7 1 
Deep Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 5 12  28 16  4 1 . 
Eagle Spring 
source . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 2 15 2 1  6 2 
E:~gle Spring 
. . .  outlet? ..................... 1 1 2 8 17  1 4  6 1 
Point of Roeks 
source . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6 12  30 32 8 5 
Point of Roclts 
outlet ............................ 1 2 13  29 29 15 9 ... 
Forestspring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tnbb's Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
...... Rig Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 5 20 18  13  8 
Elidden Spring 
source . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 4 10 10 1 4 ...... 
I-Iidden Spring 
outlet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 11 1 5  13 10 ...... 
Fairba.nbs 
Spl.ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6 16  20 6 1 ...... 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Rradf ord 's 
Spring ............ 1 2 7 '16 13 4 
* Based on a line of separation between 32 and 33. 
Rradf ord 's 
p i  .......... 
Otlier localities .. 
Statistical Computations on Totals 
-. 
Per Cent / ' I 1 Identifiable" 
.... 
31.16 1 7  1 5 1 12.7 1 9 1 
33.59 + .04 85 
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A character index, obtained by adding together the counts of pectoral 
and caudal rays, emphasizes the distinctiveness of this race in comparison 
with all others in Ash Meadows (Table XI I ) .  The t value of over 12 indi- 
cates that the differences are highly significant. On this basis, 91 per cent 
of the individuals from Bradford's Spring and 86 per cent of those froin all 
other localities combined can be identified. Such a high percentage of iden- 
tifiability would be more convincing if a larger sample from Bradford's 
Spring were available. Not only should more specimens be examined but 
larger ones as well, for the series oil which these counts are based is com- 
posed of small individuals. Size is not a problem i11 the pectoral ray counts, 
but may be involved in the enumeration of the caudal rays, for these rays 
become fully differentiated at  a later stage of developinent than do the rays 
of the other fins, and the lowered count may be due in part to this phe- 
nomenon. A t  least 4 of the 63 caudal ray counts are definitely questionable. 
For these reasons I hesitate to give this apparently distinctive race taxo- 
nomic recognition. 
Although Bradford's Spring and Tubb's Spring are only a few hundred 
yards apart, and the water temperature a t  each is very similar (22' and 24" 
C., respectively), the 2 populations are very different in certain nieristic 
characters. For example, the fish at  T-ttbb's Spring have the highest aver- 
age number of dorsal and anal fin rays in the Meadows, whereas those at  
Bradford's Spring average among the lowest. The number of pectoral rays 
is similar in both, but the nuinber of caudal rays (if correct for Bradlord's) 
is very different. The average number of dorsal to anal scales is also dif- 
ferent (Tables XIV-XVI, XVIII,  X X I )  . 
Such data demonstrate rather convincingly that the differences between 
these 2 races can scarcely be accounted for on the basis of a 2-degree dif- 
ference in temperature. In  fact, many of the fin-ray and scale enumera- 
tions obtained for the Bradford's Spring sample are remarkably like those 
for some of the warmest springs in Ash Meadows. The explanation of the 
distinctive characters of this race therefore strongly suggests a genetic 
interpretation. 
BIG SPRING POPULATION.-Big Spring has already been described (page 
47). I t  is the type locality of Cyprinodon nevadensis nzio?zectes, which was 
the only fish seen or collected there. I n  1942, yearlings to large adults were 
abundant on the marginal slielf that flanks the central hole and were espe- 
cially numerous beneath the undercut banks. They were also common in the 
outlet ditch, which is about 3 feet wide. The fish rarely ventured into water 
more than 5 feet deep. 
The diagnosis of the type series of mionectes has already been given, and 
only the local characteristics of the population inhabiting Big Spring are 
discussed here. The meristic characters of this race average neither high 
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nor low. Among the fin-ray counts, however, the pectorals average soine- 
what fewer than do those of most populatioils in Ash Meadows (Table XVI) .  
The proportionate measurements show that this populatioil is similar to the 
one at  Lovell's Spring (C. n. p e c t o r a k ) ,  only one-half mile to the east, 1x1 
having a more posterior dorsal fin in the female, a longer head, a larger eye, 
and with the base and length of the dorsal fin shorter in females than iiz the 
other samples measured (Table XI I I )  . 
I-IIDDEN SPRING POPULATION.-This pring lies about a mile southeast of 
Fairbanks Ranch (Map 3 )  and is surrounded by a dense border of Scirptcs. 
The spring head is about 8 by 3 feet and 10 feet deep, and its water tempera- 
ture in September, 1942, was 28.0" C. 
The outlet near the spring and for some distance below was densely over- 
grown with Xcirpzis and saw grass and i11 places was roofed over with sod. 
The ditch continues westward to what is lrnown locally as "the slough" or 
"Carson Slough," which carries the run-off from the Specter Range east of 
Fairbanlrs Ranch. I t  was dry a t  the time of our visit (September 27, 1942). 
About 250 yards below Hidden Spring a collection was made in the outlet 
ditch where i t  expanded to form a shallow marshy area. 
The collections of Cypr i~~o ldon  from the source and outlet of Hidden 
Spring were, unfortlxnately, mixed in the field. The habitat at  the source, 
however, was much darlrer than where the outlet sample was obtained, about 
250 yards below. Also, the approximate nuniber of fish taken from the 
spring source was lrnown. I therefore separated all the dark individuals 
froin the light ones, and the subsequent counts on the 2 samples seem to bear 
out the reliability of the separation. Thirty-two individuals are represented 
in the source collection and 437 in the sample from the outlet ditch, where 
Cyprinodon was abundant. 
A coniparison of meristic characters shows that the spring population 
consistently averages fewer in fin rays and scales (Tables XIV-XXIV). 
The greatest of these differences lie in the dorsal to anal, caudal peduncle, 
and body circurnfereilce scales. 
A visual comparison of the 2 samples reveals that the fish from the source 
are thicker bodied, particularly through the head region, and generally are 
more chunlry. The darker color of the spring fish is very striking. 
Unfortunately, the water temperature where the sample from the outlet 
ditch was collected was not recorded. I t  was definitely cooler than i11 the 
spring source, and I estiinate that it was about 25" C. 
FAIRBANKS RANCH POPULATION.-Young to small adults of Cypri?zodo?z 
were found sporadically in the small spring and outlet on Fairbanks Ranch. 
This ranch, now owned by Mr. Hamilton, who kindly allowed us to collect 
on his ranch, lies at  the western edge of a large playa in the northern end 
of Ash Meadows, at  an elevation of nearly 2300 feet (indicated on Map 3 as 
i 6 Spring on Fairbanks Railch ") . 
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A spring and outlet ditch were sampled on this ranch in 1942. This is 
not Fairbanks Spring, which lies about one-half mile to the west. The spring 
head is about 3 feet wide, 12 feet long, and 3 feet deep, with a11 outlet ditch 
2 feet wide. The clear water is very easily roiled because of the bottom of 
silt and mud. The only vegetation seen in the water was green algae. The 
current was slow in the spring source, but fairly swift in the outlet. The 
shore is an extensive meadowland. 
Fish were not abundant in this habitat. According to Mr. I-Iamilton the 
outlet from this spring eventually is joined by water from the outlet of Fair- 
banks Spring, described below. 
The small sample obtained does not permit a detailed ailalysis of the 
population. The counts (Tables XIV-XXIV) for 20 specimens are very 
similar to those for Fairbanks Spring. A visual comparison of these 2 
samples is not conclusive, because no large specimens are available from 
Fairbanks Ranch, but those of comparable size from Fairbanks Spring seem 
to agree very well. The temperature here is about 22" C., nearly 5 degrees 
cooler than in Fairbanks Spring. 
,FAIRBANKS SPRING P O P U L A T I O N . - F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S  spring, about one-half lllile 
west of the spring on Fairbanks Ranch, lies near the base of clay bluffs which 
appear to represent dissected lake beds (Map 3 and P1. XIII ,  Fig. 1 ) .  I t  
has a large volume of water rising in 2 springs a t  the head of a long outlet 
ditch. A thick growth of Scirpzcs borders the spring and the outlet, and 
in the latter the bottom consists of thick silt and mud. The water is cl'ear 
and the current rather swift, except where the ditch is dammed for irriga- 
tion to form short sloughlilre situations. The water temperature in the 
spring source and along the outlet was uniformly 26.6" C. in late Septem- 
ber, 1942. 
The water of this spring is chemically like that of both Big and Point 
of Rocks springs-high in calcium, magnesium, and bicarbonates and low in 
salinity (Table LII I )  . 
Young to adults of C y p r i n o d m  ?zevadensis were fairly abundant in the 
spring, more so in the outlet ditch. They far  outnumbered Rhinichthys, a 
change in relative abundance since June, 1937, when this cyprinid was much 
more common (Miller, 1938). As at  many of the other springs in the 
Meadows, introduced crayfish and bullfrogs were present; the crayfish were 
abundant. 
The fish of this population, like those from Fairbanks Ranch and the out- 
let of Hidden Spring, have a high average number of pelvic rays. The aver- 
age number of scales around the caudal peduncle and body is also greater 
than in most populations of mionectes (Tables XVII, XXIII-XXIV). 
This race was not measured, but a visual comparison between it and the 
sample taken in the outlet of Hidden Spring shows no apparent differences. 
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The populations from the outlet of Hidden Spring, Fairbanks Ranch, 
and Fairbanks Spring presumably form a related group, since the waters 
from all 3 are tributary to "Carson Slough." I t  is not known whether 
actual mixing between the stocks takes place a t  the present time. 
Cyprinodon nevadensis pectoralis, new subspecies 
(Pl .  VI) 
Ty~Es.-The holotype, a mature male 36 mm. in standard length, was 
collected by Robert R. and Ralph G. Miller on January 9, 1939, in the con- . 
crete pool just below Lovell's Spring, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada ; 
U.M.M.Z. No. 141779. Two hundred and fifty-five paratypes were collected 
with the holotype ; U.M.M.Z. No. 132908. 
DIAGNOSIS AND COMPARISONS.-C. n pectoralis is characterized principally 
by a high number (usually 17) of pectoral rays. Otherwise, i t  is very 
similar to C. lz. mioflectes. I t  differs further from that subspecies on the 
average in having more scales between dorsal and pelvic fins, around 
peduncle, and around body, and more preopercular pores. In  measure- 
ments, i t  has a deeper, broader body, a longer and deeper head, a greater 
distance between preorbital margin and preopercular angle, and a wider 
mouth. The pectoral and pelvic 611s of the females appear to be shorter 
than they are in females from other populations in Ash Meadows. This may 
result from the fact that these fish were not in peak spawning condition, for 
longer pectoral and pelvic fins in both males and females characterize the 
specimens taken by Sumner and Bargent in May, 1939, when the fish were 
near the height of spawning. The shorter basal length of the dorsal and 
anal fins of the females may be due in part to the same situation or may 
represent a true reduction in these nleasurements (Tables XIII-XXVI). 
On the basis of the number of pectoral rays alone, 86 per cent of the 
individuals of this subspecies are identifiable (using a line of separation be- 
tween 16 and 17 rays). Of all populations of mionectes combined 93 per 
cent are identifiable on this character, and the percentage does not fall 
below 85 for any single population of that subspecies. In  2 populations 
of mionectes, Bradford's Spring and Fairbanks Spring, 100 per cent of the 
specimens examined can be separated from pectoralis by this 1 character 
(Table XVI).  
The wider head of this subspecies accounts in part for the wider mouth. 
It will be recalled, however, that the races inhabiting Eagle Spring and its 
outlet also have a wide mouth. 
When compared with the nearest population of rnio?zectes in Big Spring, 
pectoralis agrees rather closely in measurements, except that the body is 
deeper, and the head and mouth are wider than in the Big Spring sample. 
Of the individuals from Big Spring 95 per cent can be identified on the 
TABLE XI11 
PROPORTIONAL ME SUREMENTS OF ADULTS OF Cyprinodon nevadensis, EXPRESSED I N  THOUSANDTHS O F  THE STANDARD LENGTH 
aqnargosae 
Death Valley ............. 






...... Saratoga Springs 
calidae 
Tecopa Hot  Springs 
Locality 1 Females Males 
shoshone 
Shoshone outlet ........... 
Females 
mionectes 
Range (Ave.) Range (Are.)  
28-44 (35) 577-605 (591) 
33-44 (37) ....................... 
27-44 (35) 580-623 (605) 
27-44 (36) 577-623 (598) 
Eagle S - ~ r i n e  source / 27-40 (33'1 / ................... 
......................... ~ a g l e  S i r i n i  outlet? 1 28-37 (32j 
Point of Rocks outlet 97-38 (31) 596-625 (611) 
Forest Spring .............. 27-39 (33) 589-629 (612) 
...................... Big Spring 26-34 (30) 603-635 (617) 
Hidden Spring ........... 26-39 (32) 591-626 (608) - - . . 
Total ......................... 1 26-40 (32) / 589-635 (612) 
Range (Ave.) No. Range (Ave.) I No. 
pectoralis 
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Death Valley ................. 




Saratoga S p ~ i n g s  ...... 
calidae 
Tecopa Hot Springs 
s7zosl~one 
Shoshone outlet ............ 
?nionectes 
Eagle Spring source 
Eagle Spring outlet l 
Point of Rocks outlet 
Forest Spring ............... 
Big Spring ................. 
Hidden Spring ............... 
Total ........................... 
pectoralis 
Lovell's Spring . . 
Species total ...... 
TABLE XI11 (Cont . )  
Body, Greatest Width 
Males 
Head, Length 
- -  
Head, Depth 
Females 
Range ( A v e . )  
236-279 ( 2 6 2 )  
233-270(254)  
231-273 ( 2 5 4 )  
231-279 ( 2 5 6 )  
260-291 ( 2 7 4 )  
240-301(269)  






232-255 ( 2 4 7 )  
219-271(243)  
242-257 ( 2 5 2 )  
2 1 5 - 3 0 1 ( 2 5 2 )  
Range ( A v e . )  
I .  
289-327 ( 3 0 4 )  
2 9 7 - 3 2 3 ( 3 0 7 )  
290-322 ( 3 0 5 )  
289-327 ( 3 0 5 )  
297-334 ( 3 1 2 )  
288-319(306)  
281-319 ( 3 0 7 )  
3 1 4 - 3 4 0 ( 3 3 0 )  
309-341(322)  
3 0 2 - 3 3 5 ( 3 2 1 )  
314-339 ( 3 2 7 )  
322-349(334)  
307-359 ( 3 2 7 )  
302-359 ( 3 2 7 )  
324-349 ( 3 3 7 )  
281-359(316)  
- 
Range ( A v e . )  
246-291(269)  
243-281(261)  
255-294 ( 2 6 9 )  
243-294 ( 2 6 5 )  
245-288 ( 2 6 9 )  
248-303(267)  
215-249 ( 2 2 9 )  
................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
237-263(248)  
235-270 ( 2 4 9 )  
230-256(244)  
232-265 ( 2 4 8 )  
230-270 ( 2 4 7 )  






















































305-334 ( 3 2 0 )  
327-374(343)  
303-347 ( 3 2 2 )  
303-374 ( 3 3 0 )  
332-403 ( 3 6 7 )  
307-339(324)  
318-358 ( 3 3 1 )  
3 3 3 - 3 8 3 ( 3 5 5 )  
342-374 ( 3 6 1 )  
320-362(346)  
327-382 ( 3 5 1 )  
320-383 ( 3 5 3 )  
354-389 ( 3 7 3 )  










. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  








Range ( A v e . )  
- 
281-305 ( 2 9 1 )  
295-333(316)  
284-311 ( 3 0 0 )  
281-333 ( 3 0 4 )  
321-370 ( 3 4 3 )  
276-308(291)  
290-322 ( 3 1 1 )  
3 1 5 - 3 4 2 ( 3 3 0 )  
318-355 ( 3 4 1 )  
304-337(320)  
319-356 ( 3 3 7 )  
304-356 ( 3 3 2 )  




















TABLE XI11 (Cont . )  
Caudal Peduncle, Depth 
Subspecies and 
Locality 





Saratoga Springs . . 1 190-222 ( 2 0 7 )  / 20 / 182-202 ( 1 9 0 )  1 20 / 110-134 ( 1 1 9 )  1 40 
arnargosae 
Death Valley .................. 




Teeopa Hot Springs 183-209 ( 1 9 6 )  1 10 162-176 ( 1 6 9 )  / 10 / 97-l l3 ( 1 0 3 )  
shoshone 
Shoshone outlet ............ 
200-222 ( 2 1 1 )  
.............................. 
190-215 ( 2 0 1 )  
190-222 ( 2 0 6 )  
mionectes 
Eagle Spring source 
Eagle Spring outlet? 
Point of Rocks outlet 
............. Forest Spring 
........................ Big Spring 
............... Hidden Spring 
Total ........................... 
pectoralis 





...... Species total 
164-180 ( 1 7 3 )  
............................. 






104-126 ( 1 1 6 )  
............................. 
103-119 ( 1 1 1 )  





42-56 ( 5 0 )  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
45-57 ( 5 0 )  




$ 40 m 




Death Valley ................ 
Amargosa Canyon ...... 
Tecopa .... ........... .............. 
Total ........................  
newadensis 
Saratoga Springs ...... 
calidae 
Tecopa Hot  Springs 
sl~oshone 
Shoshone outlet ............ 
nzionectes 
Eagle Spring source 
Eagle Spring outlet? 
Point of Rocks outlet 
Forest Spring ............... 
Big Spring ........................ 
Hidden Spring ............... 
Total .... 
pectoralis 
Lovell's Spring ............ 
Species total  ...... 
Preorbital Margin to  . Eye Margin to  Preopercular Angle Opercle, 
Preopercular Angle Males I Females Greatest Length 
Range (Ave.) 1 No. Range (Ave.) No. Range (Ave.) Range (Avs.) No. 
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Death Valley ..... ........... 
Amargosa Canyon ...... 
Tecopa ............................... 
Total ... .................... 
nevadensis 
Saratoga Springs .... . 
calidae 
Teeopa Hot Springs 
shoshone 
Shoshone outlet . .......... 
miol~ec tes  
Eagle Spring source 
Eagle Spring outlet? 
Point of Rocks outlet 
Forest Spring ............... 
Big Spring ...... ................. 
Hidden Spring ............... 
Total .......................... 
pectoralis 
Lovell's Spring ............ 
Species total  ...... 
Anal Fin, Length 
-  -- 
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TABLE XI11 (Cont.) 




............... Death Valley 




Saratoga Springs ...... 
calidae 
Tecopa Hot Springs 
shoshone 
Shoshone outlet .......... 
mionectes 
Eagle Spring source 
Eagle Spring outlet? 
Point of Rocks outlet 
Forest Spring .......... 
Big Spring ..................... 
Hidden Spring ............... 
Total ....................... ... 
pectoralis 
............ Lorell7s Spring 1 214-231 (222) / 10 1 200-214 (209) 
Males 
Range (Ave.) 1 No. 
Species total . .  / 187-237 (212) 1 110 1 177-233 (200) 1 104 
Females 
Range (Ave.) I No. 
Pectoral, Length Longest Ray 
Males I Females 
Range (Ave.) I No. I Range (Ave.) 1 No. 
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TABLE XI11 (Cont . )  
1 Pelvic, Length Longer Fin  
Subspecies and Locality 1 Males I Females 
amal.gosne 
.......................... Death Valley 




Saratoga Springs ................. 
calidae 
............. Tecopa Hot Springs 
sl~oshonc 
................... Sl~oslionc outlet 
Range (Ave.) No. Range (Ave.) No. 
pectoral%s 
'.ovcllls Sprin" ..................... 1 77-102 ( 9 0 )  1 1 7 84 ( 7 9 )  1 6 
Spccics total  .................... 73-1.20 ( 9 5 )  37-101 ( 8 5 )  175 
rnioncctrs 
.............. Eagle Spring source 
Ea.gle Spring outlctq ..... 
Poillt of Boclts outlet ........ 
...................... Porcst Spring 
Big Spring ............................... 
..................... I-Iiddcn Spring 
Total ................................... 
nuniber of pectoral rays. The difference in temperature between these 2 
springs is only about 2 degrees Centigrade. 
C. n. pectoralis differs further from the subspecies of Cyprinodon. in 
the lower Amargosa River by the same measurements which distinguish 
rnionectes (Table XI).  The values for the character index derived by add- 
ing the lengths of the head and opercle and the distance between the pre- 
orbital margin to preopercular angle (expressed in hundredths of the stand- 
ard length) and subtracting the number of scales around the body varied 
from 34 to 41, average 37.94 -+ .56. These figures, based on the measure- 
ments derived from 16 specimens, enable the identification of 94 per cent of 
the individuals of pectoralis (using a line of separation between 34 and 35, 
see Table XI). 
HABITAT.-The types were collected from the concrete pool or reservoir 
about 50 yards below the spring source on the ranch of Mr. Ora Lovell, about 
one-half mile eastward from Big Spring at  an elevation of nearly 2200 feet 
(Map 3). This pool, 20 feet wide, 25 feet long, and 8 feet deep, had a layer 
of fine silt over the concrete bottom. The slightly sulfurous spring water 
entered through a 5-inch pipe at  the upper end. I appreciate very much the 
82-102 ( 9 2 )  
90- 98 ( 9 3 )  
86- 93 ( 9 0 )  
88- 98 ( 9 3 )  
83- 97 ( 9 1 )  
88-110 ( 9 7 )  








74- 90 ( 8 3 )  
76- 90 ( 8 3 )  
79- 89 ( 8 3 )  
79- 91  (86) 
37- 89 ( 7 9 )  
83- 99 ( 9 3 )  
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kindness of Mr . Lovell in allowing us to carry out our investigations on his 
ranch . 
This is one of the warnlest of the springs in the region. and is very 'con- 
stant in temperature . On January 9. 1939. a t  1: 45 P.M., i t  was 33.0" C . ,  
the air 12.5" C . Between April 28 and May 1. 1939. i t  varied from 32.5" to 
33.0" C., and did not fall appreciably between the spring source and the 
concrete pool (Sumner and Sargent. 1940 : 47) . 
ETYMOLOGY.-T~~~ subspecies is named pectoralis in reference to the 
increased number of pectoral fin rays . 
TABLE XIV 





Death Valley ................................ 




Saratoga Springs and lake 
calidae 
South Tecopa Hot Springs 
North Tecopa Hot Springs 
Total ..................................... 
shoslione 
Shoshone Spring S.* ............ 
Shoshone Spring O.* ................ 
Total ....................................... 
qnionectes 
IsaacRaneh ................... . ..,, 
Deep Spring ................................. 
Eagle Spring S ........................ 
.......................... Eagle Spring O.? 
PointofRoclrsS ................... 
Point of Rocks 0 ...................... 
Forestspring ............................... 
Tubb 's Spring .............................. 
Bradford's Spring ................. 
Bigspring ................................. 
Hidden Spring S ......................... 
Ridden Spring 0 ....................... 
Fairbanlcs Ranch .......................... 
Pairbanlcs Spring .................. 
Total ...................................... 
pectoralis 
Lovell 's Spring ............................ 
............... Species total 







































9.54 +_ . 07 
. 9.88 2 05 
9 . 7 7 5 0 4  
9.64 2 . 08 
10.05 +_ . 06 
9.96 1.08 





9.58 + . 07 
9.72 2.07 
9.91 +_ . 09 
10.042.08 







































































. . . . . . . . . . . .  
...... 
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5 1  
1, 270 




10.26 2 .04 
10.22 2.05 




10.08 2 .05 
10.08 + .03 
9.79 2.06 
10.072-04 
9.98 2 .03 
9.96 2.05 
9.85 2 .05 
9.86 2.06 
9.86 2 .07 
9.62 2 .05 
9.85 2.04 
9.96 + .04 
10.34 2.07 
9.84 2 .07 
9.88 + .05 
30.00 2 .08 
10.04 2 .07 
9.90 + .10 







































Saratoga Springs and lake 
calidae 









Shoshonc Spring S.* ........................... 14  


































Eagle Spring S. ..................... 
Eagle Spring 0.B ................................ 
Point of Roclcs S. ............................. 
............................ 
Hidden Spring S. ........................... 
Ridden Spring 0. .................................. 
Fairba.nlcs Ranch .............................. 
Fairbanlts Spring .................................. 
Total ................................................... 
pectoralis 
.................................... Lovcll 's Spring 
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TABLE XVII 
PELVIC FIN-RSY COUNTS IN SUBSPECIES OF Cyprinodon nevadensis 


































.................................. Death Valley 




Saratoga Springs and lake 
calidae 
South Tecopa Hot Springs ... 
North Tecopa Hot Springs ... 
Total .......................................... 
shoshone 
............... Shoshone Spring S.* 
............... Shoshone Spring O.* 
.... Total ................... ....... 
mionectes 
Isaac Ranch .................... .. .... 
.................................... Deep Spring 
Eagle Spring S .......................... 
Eagle Spring 0.9 ....................... 
........................ Point of Rocks S 
Point of Rocks 0 ........................ 
Forest Spring ................................... 
Tubb's Spring ......................................... 
Bradford's Spring ............................. 
.................................. Big Spring 
Hidden Spring S ........................ 
Hidden Spring 0 ........................ 






























































































































































































































Lovell 's Spring ............................ 
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TABLE XIX 





Death Valley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Amargosa Canyon ................................... 
nevadensis 
Saratoga Springs and lake 
calidae 
South Tecopa Hot Springs 
North Tecopa Hot Springs 
Total 
shoshone 
Shoshone Spring S.* .......................... 
Shoshone Spring 0." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total 
mionectes 
Isaac Ranch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Deep Spring ............................................. 
Eagle Spring S ...................................... 
Eagle Spring 0.T ................................. 
Point of Rocks S ......................... 
Point of Rocks 0 ............................... 
. Hidden Spring 0 ............................... 
Fairbanks Ranch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




Species total ....................... 
* S . = Source ; 0 . = Outlet . 
IN SUBSPECIES OF Cyprinodon nevadensis 
23 
............ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  






































M t a a f  
26.12t.04 
. 25.87 IF_ 05 
26.122.05 
26.062.03 
. 25.90 +_ 03 
. 25.58 2 05 









24.59 + . 06 
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. . . . . . . . . . .  
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..... 
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TABLE XX 











































and lake ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
calidae 
South Tecopa 
Hot Springs ........................... 
North Tecopa 
Hot Springs ................................ 
Total ...................................... 
shoshone 
............. Shoshone Spring S." 
Shoshone Spring O.'........ 
Total .................................... 
mionectes 
Isaac Ranch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.................... Deep Spring 
Eagle Spring S ..................... 
Eagle Spring O.? 
Point of Rocks S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
................. Point of Rocks 0 
Forest Spring ........................ 
..................... Tubb's Spring 
.................. Bradford's Spring 
Big Spring ................................... 
............... Hidden Spring S 
...................... Hidden Spring 0 
Fairbanks Ranch 
................ Fairbanks Spring 
Total .............................. 
pectoralis 
Lovell's Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Species total ................ 
* S . = Sourtcs ; 0 .=Outlet  . 
. 















9.02 2 . 07 
9.74 2 . 08 
8.75 2 . 07 
9.26k.07 
9.322.06 





. 9.70 2 10 
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TABLE XXI 






Death Valley ................................. 





and lake ........................................ 
calidae 
South Tecopa Hot Springs 
North Tecopa Hot Springs 
Total ........................................ 
shoshone 
Shoshone Spring S:% ................ 
Shoshone Spring 0." .................. 





Eagle Spring 0.9 ...................... 
Point of Rocks S ....................... 
Point of Roclts 0 ......................... 
Forest Spring ................................... 
Tubb 's Spring ................................. 
Bradford's Spring ........................ 
Big Spring ................................ 
EIiddenSpringS ................. 
ETidden Spring 0 ........................ 
Fa.irbanks Ranch ..................... 
Fairbanks Spring ........................ 
Total ...................................... 
pcclorcclis 
.............................. Love11 's Spring 
Species total ...... .. ........... 
* S . = Source ; O . = Outlet . 
COUNTS IN SUBSPECIES OF cypr inodon  































M t o ~  
9.692.06 
9.28 t . 05 
9.322 . 05 
9 .47t .04  
9.232.05 
8.942.05 
8.87 2 . 07 
8.922.04 
8.43 t . 06 
8.88 2 . 06 
8.63k.05 
9.00 2.05 
8.74 + . 07 
8.74 + . 07 
9.20 + . 06 
8.50 2 . 07 
9.08 2 . 10 
8.98 . 04 
9.04 2 . 06 
8.42 + . 07 
8.86 + . 07 
8.31 2.09 
8.78 + . 07 
8.50 + . 11 
9.00 . 07 
8.842.02 
8.94 + . 05 
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Death Valley .................................. 




Saratoga Springs and lake 
calidae 
South Tecopa Hot Springs 
North Tecopa Hot Springs 
Total 
sl~oshone 




















































Isaac Ranch ...................................... 
Deep Spring ..................................... 
Eagle Spring S ............................... 
Eagle Spring 0 . B ............................... 
Point of Rocks S ........................ 
Point of Rocks 0 ........................ 
.............................. Forest Spring 
Tubb 's Spring 
Bradford's Spring 
Big Spring ............................................ 
Hidden Spring S ........................ 
Hidden Spring 0 ............................ 
Fairbanks Ranch ............................. 
Fairbanks Spring ...................... 
Total 
pectoralis 
Love11 's Spring .................................. 
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* S . = Source ; 0 . = Outlet . 
TABLE XXIII  
















































































Shoshone Spring O.'... 
Total .......................... ... 
mionectes 
IsaacRanch 
Deep Spring .............................. 
Eagle Spr ings  .................... 
EagleSpring0.9 
Polntof RoclrsS ............. 
Point of Roclts 0 ................ 
Forest Spring ........................... 
Tubb'sSpring ........................ 
Bradford'sSpring 
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Death Valley .................................. 
Amargosa Canyon ..................... 
Tecopa ...................... ..... ........... 
Total 
nevadensis 
Saratoga Springs and lake ... 
calidae 
South Tecopa Hot Springs ... 
North Tecopa Hot Springs ... 
............ ..................... Total . 
shoshone 
Shoshone Spring S.* .................. 
Bhoshone Spring O.* .................. 
Total ..................... . ............ 
mionectes 
Isaac Ranch ................................... 
Deep Spring .....................  
Eagle Spring S. ............................. 
Eagle Spring 0. B ........................... 
Point of Rocks S. ....................... 
Point of Rocks 0. ........................ 
Forest Spring ................................ 
Tubb 's Spring ................................. 
Bradford's Spring ..................... 
......................... 
Hidden Spring 0. ........................ 
Fairbanks Ranch ........................... 
FairJbanks Spring ........................ 
Total ............... : ..... .. ........ 
pectoralis 
Love11 's Spring .............................. 
Species total .......................... 
-- 
S. = Source ; 0. =Outlet. 
TABLE XXV 
PREORBITAL PORE COUNTS IN SUBSPECIES OF Cyprinodon nevadensis 
No. 
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CYPRINODONT FISHES O F  THE DEATH VALLEY SYSTEM 
Cyprinodon diabolis Wales 
( P l .  VII)  
I11 1930 Wales provisionally described this very interesting Cyprinodon, 
which is probably the most unusual species in the genus. The detailed 
study which I have subsequently made clearly indicates its specific distinc: 
tiveness (Tables I ,  XXVIII-XXXI) . 
D ~ ~ a ~ o s ~ s . - T h i s  dwarfed species (usnally not much larger than 20 mm. 
i11 standard length) is exceptional in Cyprinodon for the lack of pelvic fins, 
the convex caudal fin, the absence of scales on the preorbital region, and the 
lack of vertical cross bars in mature females. The dorsal is very posterior in 
position, and the caudal peduncle is short, whereas the head and eye are very 
large, the mouth is wide, aiid the anal fin as nieasured along the posterior 
rays is extremely long (Table XXVIII) .  I n  the males the dorsal fin has a 
golden iridescence, and the anal fin is whitish toward the base. Females lack 
a spot a t  the base of the dorsal fin. The usual sexual dimorphism in size of 
fins is laclring or reversed. The dorsal and caudal fins of the feniales are as 
large as, or larger than, those of the males, and there is alinost no sexual 
dimorphism in the size of the pectoral fins. 
C o ~ ~ ~ r , ~ s o ~ s . - M o s t  of these characters are conipletely diagnostic, but 
some are shared with one or a few other species. Thus, Cyprinodom lmi- 
niatus Hnbbs and Miller (1942: 4-5) and certain races of C. nevadensis 
often lack one or both pelvic fins or have these fiiis reduced in size and ray 
number. The absence of preorbital scales is a character also of C. salinus, 
next to be described, aizd of certain forms of C. bovinus, a species of the Rio 
Graiide and the Red River drainages, but in diabolis this naked region is 
generally larger. Some specimens of C. radiosus (described below) lack the 
dark spot on the dorsal fin in the young and females. 
I t  is significant that a number of the characters of diabolis are juvenile 
features aiid that cl~varfing is probably also an expression of the retention 
of juvenile traits. A comparatively large head and eye aizd a long anal 
fin are characters seen in the young of nevadensis, aiid in these respects the 
representatives of that species in Ash Meadows, which are themselves some- 
what dwarfed, all approach diabolis (Table XII I ) .  
I have exainiiled 195 specimens of cliabolis (representing 390 counts) for 
presence or absence of pelvic fins and in this series 1 fish had 1 pelvic ray 
on the right side of the body. Wales (1930: 65) reported 1 specirneii with 
1 fin of 6 rays. Thus, pelvic fiiis are alinost never developed. 
The dorsal and anal rays average higher thaii in any other species of the 
Death Valley system, although the average for dorsal rays in the Owens 
Vallry species, ratlioszcs, is almost identical. The pectoral rays are rather 
numerous. The caudal ray counts are ]oar, perhaps because i t  is very cliffi- 
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cult to obtain a reliable or complete count in specimens as small as those of 
diabolis. All of the fin-ray counts are enumerated in Table XXIX. 
The scales average fewer in the lateral series than in most species of 
Cyprinodon, but are only moderately large elsewhere. Particularly signifi- 
cant is the unexpectedly high count around the body, for in the other repre- 
sentatives of C. nevadensis in Ash Meadows, this count is low, averaging 20 
to 24 (25 in pectoralis), rather than 26 as in diabolis (Tables XIX-XXIV, 
XXX) . 
C. n. pectoralis is not only similar to dia'bolis in having a comparatively 
high scale count around the body but also approaches that species in having 
a larger head and eye, longer anal fin, and more pectoral rays than any other 
population of nevadensis in Ash Meadows. I t  differs strikingly from 
diabolis, however, in having well-developed pelvic fins, fewer dorsal rays 
(average 9.5 rather than l l ) ,  and in coloration (Tables XIII-XIV, XVI- 
XVII, XXIV, XXVI'II-XXX) . 
The nnmber of preopercular pores, added together for both sides, is 
higher in diabolis than in nevade?zsis, but is equaled by salinus and exceeded 
by radiossu (Table XXXI) .  Again, C. n. pectoralis averages significantly 
higher (13.36) in number of preopercular pores than does any other popu- 
lation of nevadensis studied. The preorbital pores of diabolis are only 
slightly more numerous than in the other species of the Death Valley region 
(Table XXXI)  . 
The form and color pattern of dkbolis are shown in Plate VII, and the 
proportionate measurements are listed in Table XXVIII. 
The gill rakers of this species are few, and the counts virtually do not 
overlap those for salinzcs. The Ash Meadows po~ulations of nevadensis, 
however, have almost as few and those of radiosus overlap widely (Table 
XXXI)  . 
~IABITAT.-T~~S species is confined to a single, isolatcd spring hole in 
Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada, at  an elevation of approximately 2300 
feet (Map 3).  This unique habitat, appropriately named Devil's Hole, is 
near the base of a low range on the eastern border of Ash Meadows. The 
spring pool (PI. XIII ,  Figs. 1 and 2) in this hole is about 50 feet below the 
land surface and apparently represents a water-formed cave, the roof of 
which has collapsed. 
The descent into the hole is a sheer drop on all but the western side, 
where one can scramble down the walls of a narrow roclcy crevasse. The 
clear pool of deep blue water is nearly 65 feet long and 8 to 10 feet wide, 
and there is no apparent inlet or outlet. The clarity of the water and a 
barely perceptible cnrrent a t  the eastern end indicate that the water in the 
hole is constantly being changed. 
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A rocky ledge at  the western end of the pool, approximately 18 feet long, 
slopes gradually to the east, where its border is marked by a vertical drop 
into the unknown depths of Devil's Hole. The water over this ledge varies 
in depth from a few inches to 2 feet, and the eastern half was largely covered 
with green algae in September, 1942. This is the only vegetation I have 
seen in Devil's I-Iole during a number of visits since 1936, and none was 
noticed prior to 1938. Wales (1930: 61) also noted the absence of plant 
life. Most of the fish stay on the shallow ledge, and only a few stragglers 
have been seen over the deep water. No fish were noted in the eastern end 
of the pool, where scum covered much of the water surface. 
The water temperature of this pool has been recorded by several investi- 
gators (data summarized in Table XLI) ,  and their readings show that i t  is 
remarkably constant seasonally and yearly. The variation of 32.8" C. to 
33.9" C. represents records talren during all seasons of the year over a period 
of 15 years. 
VARIATION.--I~ obtaining the values for the meristic characters of 
diabolis, I studied material covering 8 separate collections made over a 
period of 11 years, including paratypes collected in March, 1930, by Myers 
and Wales. 
These counts (Tables XXIX-XXX) show little variation, particularly 
for the number of scales around the peduncle and around the body, and the 
number of head pores. The caudal rays appear to be equally variable in 
both d i ~ b o l i s  and nevadensis, but the lower limit of the range of variation 
in diabolis is almost surely extended because of the unreliable caudal counts 
for sinall specimens. 
The small amount of variation is presumably due in part to isolation and 
l011g inbreeding and in part to the nearly constant temperature of the spring 
in which diaboli8 lives. 
~ELATIONSHIP~.--I~ the diagnostic feature of scale structure (Table I) 
Cyprinodon diabolis is aligned with all of the species of the Death Valley 
system. It is obviously not directly related to either salinius of Salt Creel<, 
Death Valley, or to radiosus of Owens Valley, but rather to the more wide- 
spread species nevadensis. I t  is perhaps significant that the population of 
nevadensis geographically nearest diabolis, namely the subspecies C. n. pee- 
$oralis of Lovell's Spring, is the one most similar to diubolis (as is indicated 
above). C. n. pectoralis obviously belongs to the nevadensis complex, but 
may have been derived from the ancestral stock which gave rise to diabolis, 
or the similarities between the 2 may be of independent origin. 
The fish inhabiting Devil's Hole very likely have been isolated from. the 
adjacent populations of .nevccdensis in Ash Meadows for a much longer 
period than have any populations of that species throughout the Amargosa 
River basin. The greatly dissected lacustrine beds along the eastern side 
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of Ash Meadows and around Fairbanks Ranch (Pl. XIV, Fig. 1 )  indicate 
that a lalre once covered the area. The great dissection of these beds, their 
almost complete obliteration, and the tilting which has talreii place since 
their deposition, all suggest that the lake was older than others of the Death 
Valley system (Miller, 1946 : 4347, Fig. I ) ,  perhaps middle or early Pleisto- 
cene in age. 
When the lake existed, presumably Cyprinodon in Ash Meadows com- 
prised a single lrind. As the waters subsided, a stock became isolated in 
Devil's Hole and has been effectively cut off from commuiiication with other 
stoclis ever since. Thus, the evolution of diabolis is similar to that of 
salinus, in that each species was derived from a nevaclensis-type of ancestor 
and each was early isolated from this more widespread form. Both have 
undergone considerable evolution since their isolation, and if they were 
presented to a systematist unfamiliar with the group, he would probably 
place then1 in separate genera. 
Cyprinodon diabolis was recently erroiieously listed from California by 
Shapovalov (1941 : 444). 
The results of the proportional measurements and of the various counts 
made on this species are presented in Tables XSVIII-XXXI;  the coni- 
parison with other western species of Cyprinodon is shown in Table I. 
Cyprinodon sali+zus Miller 
(PI. V I I I )  
This distinctive species of Gypriinodon was receiitly described and figured 
(Miller, 19436) during the course of the present study. It lives in Salt 
Creek, a saline stream about midway on the barren floor of Death Valley, 
180 to 250 feet below sea level (Pl. XV) .  Salt Creelr flows through a can- 
yon or narrows for about 2 miles aiid then dwindles out into the desert 
sands. A dry wash extends southward about 30 miles to Bad Water, 280 
feet below sea level. This is also the sink of the Amargosa River, which in 
extreme floods enters froin the south. 
DIA~NOSIS.- -~  very slender Cypr'inodon, with the dorsal fill much nearer 
the caudal base than the tip of the snout, with very sinall aiid much crowded 
scales, and with a proniinent ridge on the outer face of the tricuspid teeth. 
As in diabolis, most of the preorbital region is scaleless. 
The only information I wish to add to the original description deals with 
the probable length of time during which salinus has evolved. During the 
existence of Pleistocene Lake Manly, which covered nearly all of the floor 
of Death Valley, it is assumed that ail ancestral form of the nevadensis type 
was rather widespread, but as the lalre disappeared part of the stock became 
isolated in Sal t  Creelr. Blaclrwelder (1933) tentatively correlated Lalre 
Manly with the Tahoe stage of glaciation in the California Sierra Nevada 
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and that stage was believed by Blackwelder (1941 : 918) to be approximately 
contemporaneous with the early Wiscoiisin stage of the last great ice ad- 
vance in eastern North America. Antevs (in Daly, 1934: 84-86) gave the 
duratioii of the Wisconsin as 30,000 years. The duration of postglacial time 
is generally estimated to be 10,000 to 15,000 years. This mealis, there- 
fore, that salinus and nevadensis have probably beeii isolated some 20,000 
years or more. 
Cyprinodon salinzis is compared with the other western species of this 
genus in Table I and iii Tables XXVIII-XXXI. 
Cyprinodon radiosus, new species 
(Pl. I X )  
TYPES.-The holotype, a mature fernale 34 mm. long to caudal base, was 
seined by Robert R. and Ralph G. Miller ill the northwesterii spring-feeder 
of Fish Slough, about 10 niiles north of Bishop, in Moizo County, California, 
on Jnlg 26, 1937; U.M.M.Z. No. 146653. The 378 pqratypes include 28 
youiig to adult, U.M.M.Z. No. 133007, 19 to 44 mm. long, talren with the 
holotype; 123 young to adult, U.M.M.Z. No. 124843, from the same locality, 
collected by Carl L. Hubbs and family aiid Robert R. Miller 011 July 26, 
1938 ; and 69 young to adult, U.M.M.Z. Nos. 131155 and 128317, taken from 
the same locality as the holotype,-by F. B. Sumiier aiid M. C. Sargent, April 
24-26, 1939. 
DIAGNOSIS.--A Cyprinodon closely resembling the lower Colorado River 
species C. maculariz~s but with the structural scale pattern of C. nevadensis, 
C. dinbolis, aiid C. salinus (the other species of the Death Valley System), 
from which it differs in having a very anterior dorsal fin, a thiclreiied first 
dorsal ray, a higher average number of dorsal, anal, and pelvic fill rays, no 
terminal black band on the caudal fin, a much slenderer head, a longer candal 
peduncle, and in certain other details of body proportions, coloration, and 
sqnaniatiorl (Tables I, XXVIII-XXXI) . 
DESCEIPTION.-T~~ general shape atid marlriiigs of Cyprinodon radioszcs 
are illustrated in Plate IX, and the proportionate measurements in Table 
XXVIII. The very anterior position of the dorsal fin is further expressed 
by usiiig a pair of fine dividers and projecting forward the distance between 
the caudal base and the origin of the dorsal fin, noting the point reached by 
the tip of the dividers. I11 63 males (22 to 41 inm. long) from different 
localities, this point falls between the tip of the rostrum to well beyond the 
lower jaw, usually between the tip of the siiout and the tip of the lower jaw. 
I n  70 females (25 to 45 mm. long) from the same localities, the point varies 
from the anterior border of the eye to beyond the tip of the lower jaw, 
usually falling rather close to the tip of the snout. The dorsal fi11 is, there- 
fore, much farther forward than in Cyprinodon  levad dens is (Miller, 1943a: 
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12-13), and its position affords a reliable means for distinguishing the 
2 species. Since in both diabolis and salinus this fin is as far  back as, or 
farther back than, i t  is in nevadensis, this character distinguishes the new 
species from all forms in the Death Valley region. As in Cyprinodon 
macularius (Miller, 1943a: 4, G ) ,  the distance between the posterior margin 
of the humeral process and the tip of the snout stepped into the predorsal 
length gives ratios varying from 1.4 to 1.7, average 1.49 for males and 1.58 
for females (based on about 50 specinlens of each sex, see Table I). 
The structural marlrings of the scales immediately distinguish the new 
species from rnaculariz~s and align i t  with the other species of the Death 
Valley system. The interspaces between circuli possess prominent reticula- 
A 0 C 
FIG. 2. Mandibular teeth of 3 species of Cyprinodon. Drawn by Grace Eager. 
A. C?/prinodon ~)~ncctla~izts. Outer face of tooth from middle of lower jam of female, 
U.M.M.Z. No. 133172, 35 mm. long, from Wise Ranch near Mecca, California. Length, 
0.51 mm. B. Cyprinodon nevadensis. Outer face of tooth from middle of lower jaw of 
female, U.M.M.Z. No. 133159, 34 mm. long, from main pool a t  Saratoga Springs, Death 
Valley, California. Length, 0.56 mm. C. Cyprinodon salinus. Outer face of tooth 
from middle of lower jaw of female paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 132941, 32 mm. long, from 
Salt  Creek, Death Valley, California. Length, 0.57 mm. 
tions, and upturned projections along the circuli, which characterize the 
scales of macuZu,rius (Miller, 1943a: P1. V and P1. VII, Fig. I ) ,  are absent. 
The scales vary in shape from as deep as broad to deeper than broad, and 
the number of radii varies from 13 to 23 (average, 17.00). I n  these 2 fea- 
tures the scales of the new species are somewhat intermediate betpeen mew& 
densis and ma.cularizcs. The number of scales is similar to that of most 
species of Cyp&wdolz (Table XXX). These counts are based on specimens 
from the known range of the species. 
The teeth of the new species are very similar to those of Cyprinodon 
macularius (Fig. 2A). They differ principally in the shape of the central 
cusp, which, as in neva'densis, is truncate rather than spatulate. As in 
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macularius, the shaft of the tooth is expanded in the distal part and con- 
stricted basally; the constriction is perhaps more abrupt and somewhat 
nearer the base of the tooth in the new species. The outer cusps are rather 
narrow and pointed, and the median cusp is broad, about 2 to 3 times the 
width of either lateral cusp. The depth of incision between the cusps is 
shallow. 
The preorbital squaination is like that of most species of Cyprinodo~. 
The scales usually extend upward in front of the eye to the level of the 
middle of the pupil or to the nostrils. The squamation between the pelvic 
fins is more variable. I n  about half of the specimens examined, there is only 
a single, large median scale between the base of each pelvic fin, but the posi- 
tion of this scale is variable, and the character does not afford a reliable 
specific difference. As pointed out by Myers (1935: 302), the basal scales 
usually number 2 to 5 in  Cyprinodoin. 
Many of the fin rays average higher than in the other species of the Death 
Valley system, except that in C. diabolis the number of dorsal and anal rays 
is about the same. That species, however, lacks pelvic fins. The fin- 
ray counts are listed in Table XXIX. I t  is noteworthy that the rays in the 
anal fin average fewer than they do for the dorsal fin. This is a reversal of 
the relationship between these 611s in nevadensis, diabolis, salinus, and prob- 
ably other species of Cyprinodon. 
The pelvic fins are never absent as they are occasionally in C. salinus 
and frequently in C. nevadensis, and the number of rays, 7-7, is the same as 
in C. macularius (Miller, 1943a: 4, 9-11 ; 19436: 73). Among the 379 speci- 
mens studied for this character, only 5 exhibited abnormalities in these fins. 
I n  2 of these specimens, the left fins had 3 and 4 rays only (whereas the 
right had 7 rays) and were one-third to one-half the size of their partners. 
In  the other 3 specimens, 1 fin was dwarfed without a reduction in ray num- 
ber. Forty-two of the 379 fish were less than 21 mm. in standard length, 
but most of the abnormalities occurred among fish of slightly larger size. 
The pelvics, however, are somewhat intermediate in size between those of 
nevadensis and nzaculnriz~s. In  contrast to the latter species, the pelvic fins 
of the males usually reach only to the vent or slightly beyond and never to 
the origin of the anal fin. In  the females, these fins reach the vent or extend 
slightly beyond (in the largest individuals), and they fall short of the vent 
in some of the smaller specimens. When the length of the longer fin is 
stepped into the predorsal length, intermediate ratios result. Those ratios 
vary from 4.3 to 5.5 (average, 4.85) in the males, and from 4.6 to 6.2 (aver- 
age, 5.21) in the females. I n  rnacukarim the average is 4.1 for males and 
4.7 for females and in nevadensis the ratio for males is only rarely less than 
5.4 and for females seldom less than 6.0 (Miller, 1943a: 11).  This inter- 
mediacy is somewhat influenced by the fact that the predorsal length is 
slightly less in radiosus than in rnacularit~s. 
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The preopercular pores are similar in number to those of nzaczclarizcs, but 
average higher in the new species. The preorbital pores average consider- 
ably fewer than in any other western species of Cyprinodon, but are highly 
variable (Table XXXI)  . 
The gill rakers are about as numerous as are those of nevadensis, varying 
from 15 to 20, usually 16 to 18 (Table X X X I ) .  
The length of the anal fin of breeding males provides a furthrr character 
which will usually distinguish radiosus from most of the other species of 
Cyprinodom i11 the West. When the length of this fin was stepped into the 
standard length, for 45 males from Fish Slough, a swainp near Laws, and 
Morton's Slough (U.M.M.Z. Nos. 131155 and 65961, and S.N.1I.M. No. 4230), 
the ratios varied from 3.2 to 4.1 (average, 3.7). These ratios broadly over- 
lap those for C. diabolis, but are less than those for typical C. ~zevadenssis 
(4.1 to 5.1, average, about 4.5) and only very slightly overlap those for 
C. salinzhs (Miller, 19433 : 77). 
V ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ o ~ . - C y p r i n o d o n  radioszcs is rather variable in certain body pro- 
portions. The rneas~~rements of anal origin to caudal base, body depth and 
width, and basal length and length of the dorsal and anal fins, show a con- 
siderable range of variatioil (Table XXVIIH). Most of the counts, how- 
ever, exhibit symmetrical distribution curves. 
The material from the 3 localities studied (Fish Slough, swamp near 
Laws, and Morton's Slough near Indepeiideiice) seenis to represent 2 dis- 
tinct populations, Fish Slough and Laws contrasting with Morton's Slough. 
This is to be expected since the first 2 localities are only 7 to 8 miles distant, 
whereas Morton's Slough is about 40 miles south of Laws.2 These 3 popu- 
lations may represent 2 local races. The most striking meristic difference 
between them is in the number of dorsal, anal, pectoral, and pelvic fin rays, 
which average lower in the specimens from Morton's Slough, as expressed 
by a character index (Table XXVII) .  
Six proportional measureinents were made on 10 specimens of each sex 
from the Morton's Slough collection. These were: predorsal length, body 
depth, caudal peduncle length and least depth, pectoral length, and pelvic 
length. The 10 males of Morton's Slough agree very well in all of these 
measureinents with those measured i11 the Fish Slough samples. I n  a com- 
parisoii of the 10 females from each locality, those at  Morton's Slough have 
a more posterior dorsal fin (predorsal length 541 to 570, average, 555, in 
coiltrast to 531 to 553, average, 543), a slightly shorter caudal peduncle 
(244 to 269, average, 255, rather than 255 to 280, average, 268), and some- 
2 The old name "Morton's Slougl~" is not recog~lized a t  the present time by local 
inhabitants and is  not indicated on available maps. According to  the U. S. Geological 
Survey, Mount Whitney Quadrangle, therc are several sloughs 6 to 1 2  miles north of Inde- 
pendence, 1 of which may represent this locality. 
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what shorter pelvic fins (87 to 107, average, 97, in contrast to 101 and 114, 
average, 107). Otherwise they agree well with the Fish Slough females. 
No proportional measurements were made for the collections from Laws. 
SEXUAL DIPBOEPHISM AND COLORATION. -C~PT '~~O~O~ radiosz~s exhibits 
much less pronouilced sexual dimorphism in proportional measurements than 
do most species of Cyprinodon (Table XXVIII ) .  As in nearly all species 
of the genus, the scales of nuptial males bear prominent ctenii or contact 
organs. These ciliatioils are most conspicuous on the sides of the head (be- 
low the level of the eye), and, to a lesser extent, along the sides of the body 
between the dorsal and anal fins. The middle and distal parts of the anal fin 
of breeding males also bear distinctive tubercles. These features (and the 
TABLE XXVII 
FREQUENCIES OF THE CHARACTER INDEX FOR FIN-RAY COUNTS IN POPULATIONS F 
C y p ~ i n o d o n  radiostis 
l ' l ~e  index was derived by summing the counts for  the dorsal, anal, pectoral, and 






* This si~llll>le is based on 2collections, U.M.M.Z. Nos. 124843 arid 133007 (including the 
holotype, U.M.M.Z. No. 146633). 
nuptial coloration, see below) are apparent, however, only during the breed- 
ing season, which appears to be unusually short in this species. Adequate 
collections made in July (1937 and 1938) and August (1915), at  a time of 
year when C. nevadensis, C. nzacztlariz~s, C. snlinus, and other species are still 
breeding, contained no ripe inales or females. Of the material examined by 
me, only the lots collected by Sumner and Sargent between April 24-26, 
1939, contained fish in breeding condition. That the season is short and 
intense is further attested by the remarks of Sumner and Sargent (1940: 
47), who were unable to use this species for experimental work in the field 
because the fish died within a few hours to a day or so after capture, "even 
when kept in screen cages immersed in the springs from which they had been 
caught." My father and I have transferred populations of western Cypri- 
nodon many times during the spawning season, with exceedingly low mortal- 
ity (Miller and Miller, 1942). 
The features by which the sexes differ are illustrated by Plate I X  and 
Table XXVIII. As usual in Cyprinodon, the body, head, and caudal 
peduncle of the male are deeper, the dorsal is somewhat more anterior in 
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position, the caudal peduncle is longer, and the fins are larger, particularly 
the anal. 
The marlrings of the sexes follow the usual dimorphism in this genus. 
Males possess about 7 or 8 (6-9) vertical bars extending downward from near 
the mid-line. The lower segments of these bars are often faint and occa- 
sionally absent, so that the dorsal parts give the appearance of an inter- 
rupted lateral band, similar to that of Cyprinodon macuh~ ius  (Miller, 
1943a: Pls. 1-11). The area above the mid-line is lighter, with a tendency 
to form a creamy horizontal band. I n  both sexes there is often an  aniber 
or yellowish bar a t  the base of the caudal fiu. This light bar is set off by 
a narrow dark band posteriorly and by a broader bar anteriorly (Pl. IX) .  
The 6 or 7 (5-8) narrower and more prominent crossbars of the females 
are rather variable in pattern. I n  some, all of the bars are continuous ven- 
trally, in  others they are dxnost entirely disrupted (as in nzaczclarius), and 
intermediate stages of disruption are common. The bars are, however, more 
often nearly continuous than wholly disrupted. I n  this respect radiosus 
resembles neuadensG more than i t  does macularizcs. As in the males, there 
is a light area above the mid-line. This is often separated by a weakly pig- 
mented intervening zone into 2 rather distinct horizontal bands (as some- 
what indicated in PI. IX)  . 
The following color descriptions are talcen from the preserved nuptial 
fish collected by Sumner and Sargent. I n  the males the dorsal fin is black- 
ened, more intensely near the posterior base, except for a rather wide and 
very conspicuous milky or amber border (weakly shown in the postnuptial 
male, Pl. I X ) .  This margin is narrow on the anterior part of the fin, but 
broadens rapidly posteriorly to cover as much as the outermost third of the 
longest rays. Along the base of the dorsal in many of the specimens there 
is a dark, medial spot or a smaller posterior spot, or both spots may be 
present. (These marlrings are unusual for males.) The anal fin is also 
black, particularly on the inner parts of the posterior rays, and bears a 
narrow to moderately wide millry border in the brightest males. The pec- 
torals and pelvics are dusky to blaclr, with light borders. There is no black 
terminal band on the caudal fin, but instead, a broad millry or amber edge. 
The absence of a blaclr border on this fin distinguishes radiosus from any 
other lrnown western Cyp~imdom. The male fish recently illustrated by me 
(Miller, 1943a: Pls. I-IV, and Pls. I, 111-V herein), which do not show 
such a blaclr band, are not in nuptial condition. Other males from those 
localities do possess this band. 
I n  gravid females the anal fin has a broad, milky border posteriorly and 
the dorsal is similar, but with a narrower border. As in the inales the 
caudal has a light border. The dorsal fin occasionally bears a dark splotch, 
spot, or bar near the posterior base, but this marlring is much less conspicu- 
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ous than is usual in females (and immature) of Cyprinodon. This mark is 
frequently replaced by a medial, basal dark spot or bar. The pectorals 
and pelvics are plain or dusky, with lighter margins. 
The life colors, as noted in the field for the Fish Slough collection of 
July 26, 1938 (U.M.M.Z. No. 124843), also distinguish the species. The gen- 
eral color tone of the males is blue, overlying the olive of the upper parts and 
the light slate of the lower parts. The lateral bars are deep purplish, with 
some gilt between them posteriorly. The lower parts of the head are silvery 
blue, and very strong spangles are scattered over the baclr. The ground 
color of the k s  is dusky amber overlaid with blue. The dorsal and anal are 
strongly blue with an orange-amber margin, which is rather definite on the 
dorsal in the brightest males. 
The general tone of the females is deep olive, but the lateral blotches 
shade toward rich brown and the vertical bars toward purplish. The lower 
parts exhibit strong blue reflections and the same reflections are more or less 
prominent on the anterior sides, cheeks, and back. The fins are yellowish 
amber, the dorsal and anal with pale posterior borders. Gilt reflections are 
rather strong on the posterior parts, on the cheeks, and about the isthmus. 
The most distinctive features of coloration are the absence of a terminal 
black band on the caudal fin of nuptial males and the amber border of the 
dorsal and anal fins. 
RANGE AND EIABITAT.-CY~T-~'?ZO~~~ radioszrs is restricted to Owens Valley 
proper. I t s  natural range was from the vicinity of Lone Pine, Inyo County, 
north to the source springs feeding Fish Slough, Mono County, about 10 to 
12 miles north of Bishop. 
The habitat of the species has been described previously by Kennedy 
(1916 : 180), Siiyder (1917 : 205), and S~xniner and Sargent (1940 : 4 6 4 7 ) .  
I n  the early part of the century C. radiosus was abundant in the shallow 
sloughs, irrigation ditches, swamps, and bog pastures along Owens River. 
According to Kennedy, it was particularly common along the edges of a 
large swamp which lay in the big bend of Owens Eiver, between Lams and 
Bishop. The abundance of the species in northern Owens Valley a t  that 
time is attested by the fact that inosquitoes were relatively uncommon (Ken- 
nedy, 1916: 182; Snyder, 1917; 205). Now that the fish has become very 
scarce mosquitoes are a great pest in this region. 
The northwestern spring source of Fish Slough, located in section 13, 
T. 5 S., R. 32 E. (U. S. Geological Survey, White Mountain Quadrangle), is 
the most westerly of several large springs feeding Fish Slough. It is the 
type locality of rudiosus. At the source and immediate vicinity the spring 
area is 8 to 30 feet wide. The water is very clear, up to 3 feet deep, and 
bubbling springs are dispersed a t  intervals over a bottom of caked qu ih -  
sand. No vegetation other than overhanging willows and grass was noted 
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during several visits, and the shore is extensive meadowland. The current is 
slight. The water temperature in and near the springs, as recorded by 
several investigators, is probably rather constant throughout the year; the 
readings varied from 18.5" to 20.8" C. 
The elevation at  this locality is about 4225 feet. The main part of 
Fish Slough is more or less creeklike aiid infested with large carp and a few 
native fishes. 
 DEPLETION.--^^^^ the establishment of exotic fishes in Owens Valley 
and the disappearance or marlred reduction of marshy areas due to the tap- 
ping of the water supply by the Los Angeles aqueduct, Cyprinodon radiostcs 
has rapidly disappeared. I n  1934, Hubbs found only a few shallow pools 
along the river near Laws, and these were fishless. Neither in the river here 
nor a t  several other localities where the party collected was Cyprinodon. 
secured. At that time, however, the species remained in a t  least 2 places. 
Osgood R. Smith, then leader of the United States Bureau of Fisheries 
Mono-Inyo Survey, wrote (in li t t . )  that Cyprinodon was abundant in 1934 
in Fish Slough proper in "wide, flat, reedy basins, mostly i11 water only 
about three to six inches deep aiid very warm," and that i t  was common in 
a spring or series of springs near Owens River, east of Independence. 
I n  July, 1937, my father and I hurriedly investigated the lower and 
middle reaches of Fish Slough and found principally carp and bass and a 
few minnows and suckers, but no Cyprinodofi. I n  the upper part of the . 
Slough we discovered C. radiosus was rather common in the westernmost 
spring head (the type locality) aiid observed a few individuals in the out- 
flow of the most iiortherly of the spring sources, about 1 mile eastward from 
the type locality. I11 that year we found only introduced fishes i11 the many 
valley sloughs between Independence and Big Pine. 
In  July, 1938, the type locality was revisited and in April, 1939, Suinner 
and Sargent (1940 : 4 6 4 7 )  collected there. In  both of these years Cyprino- 
don, was fairly common to abuildailt i11 this spring, although noile was 
observed a t  any distance below the spring head. 
During late August and early September, 1942, our party failed to find 
a single Cyprin,odon at  the type locality or in near-by springs. The appar- 
ent disappearance of ra,dioszu from these springs is attributed directly to 
the presence of introduced largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides. That 
species was absent from these springs in 1937 and 1938 (and presumably i11 
April, 1939). In  contrast to earlier years, there were considerably fewer 
minnows (Siphateles and Rhinichthys) and suckers (Catostomzcs) in 1942, 
a reductioii presumably correlated with the invasion of the springs by M. 
salmoides. Considerable local inquiry at  Bishop and some investigation of 
waters between Fish Slough and Big Pine failed to reveal any Cyprinodon 
in 1942. 
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Cyprinodon radiosus is now rare in Owells Valley, ancl its depletion is 
believed to be largely the result of the influx of exotic fishes, particularly 
largeinouth bass and carp. The removal of a inajor part of the natural 
water supply of the valley has affected the species in reducing its habitat. 
RELATIONSEIIPS.-The relationships of Cypr inodm radiosus are very 
interesting. I n  1 fundamental character, the structural nlarkings of the 
scale, the new species is definitely aligned with Cyprinodon nevadensis and 
the other species of the Death Valley system. In several other features, par- 
ticularly the nature of the teeth, position of the dorsal fin, strength of the 
first dorsal ray, size of the fins, and slenderness of the head, it very closely 
approaches Cyprinodon nzaczclariz~s. I n  addition, the new species has devel- 
oped several peculiar characters, of which the nuptial coloration is perhaps 
the most distinctive. These lines of relationship are very suggestive. I n  
many ways radiosus seems to be less specialized than the other species of 
Cyprinodom inhabiting the Death Valley system. The independent evolu- 
tion of the new species probably began very early, since it has so few of the 
features common to the forms of the Amargosa River and Death Valley 
basins. The ancestral type presumably passed through the waters connect- 
ing Owens and Death valleys a t  a tiine prior to the evolution of .nevadensis, 
an hypothesis supported by geological facts (pages 18-19, and Miller, 1946). 
The presence of a "fossil" waterfall i11 the lower course of Pleistocene Owens 
River, just above Little Lake, is also pertinent to the time of isolatioii of the 
new species. Although I have not visited this extinct waterfall, I am told 
that there is a plunge basin. The ancestral form of radiosus passed through 
this section of the ancient river before the origin of the waterfall. Informa- 
tion on its age would be of value. 
As already pointed out, the new species is most easily distinguished from 
nevadensis, salimz~s, and dkbolis by the very anterior position of the dorsal 
fin (Table X S V I I I ) .  The last 2 species have evolved from the nevadensis 
type, lilcely approsinlately coincident with the evolntion of radiosus in 
Owens Valley. There is also the possibility, however, that the similarity 
in scale pattern between these species and radioszcs is of independent origin. 
SYNONYMY.-T~~ Owens Valley Cyprinodon has heretofore been re- 
corded only under the specific name Cyprifiodon macularius (IZennedy, 
1916 : 179 ; Snyder, 1917 : 202, 205 ; Evermann and Clark, 1931 : 55-56 ; Dill 
and Shapovalov, 1939 : 317-18 ; and Sumner and Sargent, 1940 : 46). That 
species, as now defined, is confined to the lower Colorado River basin and 
adjacent waters. 
The interesting paper by Kennedy deals with the habitat and feeding 
habits of the new species. Snyder's brief account is based almost wholly on 
information from Kennedy. Dill and Shapovalov reproduced (as Fig. 115) 
the excellent drawing of the female of radiosus made by IZennedy. As I 
TABLE XXVIII 
PROPORTIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF FOUR SPECIES OF Cyprinodon FROM THE DEATH VALLEY SYSTEM 
EXPRESSED IN THOUSANDTHS OF THE STANDARD LENGTH 
-
-1 nevadensis diabolis salinus Character Range (Ave.) I No. Range (Ave.) I No. Range (Ave.) I 
Standard length 
Females ................................................... 
Interorbital, least bony width ...... 
Preorbital, least width ........................ 
Preorbit 
angle 
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have previously indicated (Miller, 1943~ :  15)) this figure is not of macu- 
larius. 
ETYMOLOGY.-T~~ name radioszis refers to the high number of dorsal, 
anal, and pelvic rays in the new species. 
TABLE XXIX 
FIN-RAY COUNTS IN FOUR SPECIES OF Cyprinodon FROM THE DEATH VALLEY SYSTEN 
I Dorsal Rays I I 
Species 1 8 1 9 10 I 11 1 12 1 13 ' 1  1 M_+onr 
nctjadensis diabolis ........................ 
salinus ..................... 
~ad iosus  ........................ 
nevadensis ............ 
.................. 
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TABLE XXXI 
HEAD-PORE AND GILL-RAKER COUNTS IN FOUR SPECIES OF Cyprinodon PROM THE 
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GENUS EMPETRICHTHPS GILBERT 
E~npetrichthys Gilbert, 1893 : 233-34. Type, Empetrichthys m e n i a n ~ i  Gilbert. 
This remarkable genus of cyprinodont fishes is confined to the Death 
Valley system. I t  is represented by the type species, Empetrichtltys mer- 
&.mi, in Ash Meadows of the Amargosa River drainage, and by Empetrich- 
thys latos, described herein, in Pahrump Valley. These localities, both in 
southern Nye County, Nevada, are isolated by a low alluvial divide. The 
genus has been recorded erroneously from "Death Valley, California7' 
(Jordan and Evermann, 1896 : 667; Jordan, Evermann, and Clark, 1930: 
182 ; and Evermann and Clark, 1931 : 56). 
The following diagnosis of Empetrichthys is based on published accounts 
and on the results of the present study. 
DIAGNO~I~.-A funduline cyprinodont with molar, tuberculate, pha- 
ryngeal teeth. Jaw teeth conical, biserial or weakly triserial, a few of the 
outer teeth enlarged. Upper and lower pharyngeal bones greatly enlarged, 
the lower pharyngeals completely united. Intestine short, about 14 times 
the length of the body, forming a sigmoid curve. Scales cycloid, large, 
imbricated or nonimbricated, rather irregularly arranged, 29 to 33 in lateral 
series; those of nuptial males with 1 to 3 ctenii or contact organs. Pre- 
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nzaxillaries protractile. Jaws unequal, the lower one projecting. Borders 
of oviduct swollen, but not forming a distinct pouch about the anal fin (as 
in ETu1'2dz~lus). Dorsal and anal fins placed far  back on the body, the anal 
inserted directly under or slightly behind the dorsal. Dorsal with 9 to 13 
rays; anal with 10 to 15. Pectorals set low, but with 2 vertical bases; with 
15 to 20 rays. l'elvic fins absent. Caudal fin truncate or rounded, with 
16 to 23 principal rays. Preopercular pores usually 14 (13 to 16), pre- 
orbital pores 8 (7 to  9) ,  and mandibular pores 8 (6 to 8)  (Tables XXXIV- 
XXXVI) . 
The tubercular-shaped molar teeth and the greatly enlarged upper and 
lower pharyngeal bones (Gilbert, 1893 : PI. 5) are the most distinctive char- 
acters of the genus. The lack of pelvic fins is not diagnostic of Empetriclz- 
thys, for a related genus, Crenichthys, as well as other cyprinodonts (Ores- 
tis, Cyprinodon. diabolis, and l'ellia), has independently lost these fins. 
~ ~ A ~ ~ o ~ s ~ ~ ~ s . - ~ u r i n g  the course of its classification, this singular 
genus has been assigned to 3 different families by various authors. I n  his 
original description, Gilbert (1893 : 233-34) correctly placed Empetrich- 
thys in the Cyprinodontidae. Garman (1895 : 19, 116) retained Empe- 
trichtlzys in this family, concluding that it is "allied to P1cndu1u.s through 
the more compressed species. " Jordan and Evermann (1896 : 631, 667), 
following Gill (1894: 115), still put all of the cyprinodonts in 1 family, 
but used the name Poeciliidae. Latcr, Jordan (1923 : 158), following 
Eligenmanii (1920), regarded En~petrichthys and Orestias (a  superficially 
similar genus of the High Andes) as the only members of a distinct family, 
the Orestiidae. Recently, Jordan, Evermann, and Clarlc (1930: 182) even 
erected a separate family, the Enipetrichthyidae, for the sole reception of 
Empetrichthys. Myers (1931 : 10) placed Empelrichthys in the subfamily 
Fundulinae of the fanlily Cyprinodontidae, concluding that Empetrichthys 
". . . appears to have nothing to do with Orestias." 
Empelrichthys probably originated from ETundzclu.v, as was suggested 
by Garman. The fossil evidence also supports this view for the Death 
Valley species, Pundulzcs czcrryi (Miller, 1945 : 316-19, Fig. I ) ,  appears to 
have been strikingly like Empetrichlhys. 
The nearest living relat iv~ of Empetricht7zys is Crenich th ys of Eailroad 
Valley (Hubbs, 1932) and the White River basin in eastern Nevada (ISubbs 
and Miller, 1941). Each of these genera retains primitive features along 
with specializations. Both probably arose from an  ancestral stock which 
differed from Pundulus primarily in the lack of pelvic fins. 
I~ABITAT.- -D~S~~~ warm springs, frequenting the deeper holes ; usually 
uncommon in  shallow spring-fed ditches or marshy areas. 
TYPE S P E C I M E N . - - A ~ ~ ~ ~  my work on this genus was completed 1 ex- 
amined the 6 specirnents of Empetrichthys merriami in the United States 
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National Museum and fonild that the type (= holotype) was not so labeled. 
Jordan and Evermailii (1896 : 667) incorrectly designated the type as 
U.S.N.M. No. 46101. This jar contains 3 specimens, 41 to 58 mm. in stand- 
ard length, nolie of which is the type; that specimeil was figured and so 
labeled by Gilbert (1893: P1. 5, Fig. 1). In  the jar containing U.S.N.M. 
No. 46102, however, I fo~uid the specimen figured by Gilbert aud removed 
it from the other 2 specimens i11 this jar. The type may now be correctly 
designated as U.S.N.M. No. 131151, a large female, 67 mm. in standarc1 
length. 
Empetrichthys merriarni Gilbert 
(Pls. X and XI) 
This species is present only in Ash Meadows (Map 3) of the Amargosa 
ltiver drainage, where it is rare. Over the 6-year period (193642) during 
which we collected in this region, only 22 specimens have been taken, 
although we made special efforts to obtain. greater numbers. Myers and 
Wales collected 3 in 1930. Over the same 6-year period, 3861 specimens 
of Cyprinodon nevadensis and 515 of the cyprinid Rhinichthys osculus 
nevadensis Gilbert were secured in Ash Meadows. 
The 22 specimens of E. merriami were collected from 5 separated springs 
in the Meadows, namely Deep Spring, Eagle Spring, Poiilt of Rocks Spring 
(Kings Spring), Forest Spring, and Hidden Spring (Map 3 ) .  According 
to Shapovalov (1941 : 445), the type locality is Kings Spring. The largest 
number taken from a single spring, 13, came from Deep Spring, where 
neither Cyprinodon nor Rhinichthys is particularly common. E. nzerriami 
prefers the deeper springs, where i t  dwells near the bottom. A description 
of the habitat of these springs has been given under the account of Cypf-imo- 
don nevadensis mionectes (pp. 48-52,56). 
The systematic characters of merriami are discussecl in detail in coimec- 
tion with the description of the new species, latos. 
DIA~NOSIS.-A deep-bodied, heavy-set species of Empetrichthys with a 
broadly arched predorsal profile, a large, deep head, a rather liarrow month, 
a strong mandible, and 29 or 30 scales in the lateral series. The sides are 
marltecl by a rather irregular lateral band (Pls. X and XI).  The anal rays 
usually number 14. 
There may be some local differentiation in the populations of the different 
springs, but the material now available is insufficient to determine whether 
the observed variations are significant. 
Empetrichthys latos, new species 
(Pls. X and XI)  
To date Empetriclithys has been regarded as a n~onotppic genus. Gilbert 
(1893 : 234) had at his disposal only 6 specimeiis from Ash Meadows and 1 
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from Pahrump Valley. I t  is not surprising that he referred that single 
specimen to merrianzi. A study of the many specimens of Enzpetrichtltys 
which have been talreii in recent years from Pallrump Valley convinces me 
that this isolated basin contains a species distinct from that of Ash Meadows. 
The 3 springs from which we have collectecl Enzpetl-ichtlzys in Pahrnmp 
Valley are well isolated although oi~ly 7 miles apart, and their remnant 
populations are regarded as comprising 3 distinct subspecies. Several 
important characters, shared by all 3, distinguish each of these populations 
from merriami. Subspecific rank is assigned the 3 forms because the dif- 
ferences between them appear to be in the average only. 
TYPES.-The holotype of the typical form, E .  latos latos, is an adult 
female, 43 mm. long, seined by Robert R. and Frances H. Miller on October 
5, 1942, from the main spring pool on Manse Ranch, Pahrump Valley, Nye 
County, Nevada (U. S. Geological Survey, Las Vegas Quadrangle) ; 
U.M.M.Z. No. 141855. The type specinlens of each subspecies are designated 
in the subspecific descriptions. 
DIAGNOSIS.-A rather slender species of Enzpetrichtkys with a gently 
sloping to convex predorsal profile, a relatively short and slender head, a 
comparatively broad mouth, a wealr niandible, and usually 31 or 32 scales 
in the lateral series. The sides are marked by a narrow axial streak (Pls. 
X and XI), which is faint to obsolescent in E. I .  concavtvzw. The anal rays 
usually number 12 or 13. 
c ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ s o ~ . - E m p e ~ ? * i c h t h y S  latos differs from E. nzerriumi, the only 
other lrnown species of the genus, principally in mouth structure, body 
shape, and color pattern (Pls. X and X I ) .  Tn merrianzi the head constricts 
abruptly in the preorbital region so that the 2 sides of the snout slope mark- 
edly toward the tip of the mandible. As a resnlt of this coilstriction the 
mouth is narrower. I n  latos the sides of the head are almost parallel all 
the way to the tip of the mandible, and the iilouth is consequently broader. 
When the mouth is forced open, as with a pair of forceps, the horizontal 
gape is definitely evident ill merriami, but is almost eliminated in latos. 
The bones of the premaxillaries and mandible are inuch weaker and less 
firmly connected i11 latos. 
I n  merriami the predorsal region is broadly convex. The change in slope 
of the predorsal profile takes place farther forward so that the head is deeper 
than it is in lu-10s. The body is also thicker in merrianzi. The differences 
in color pattern between the 2 species are well shown in Plate X. In  par- 
ticular the narrow axial streak of la,tos contrasts with the disrupted lateral 
band of merriumi. 
The large difference in head depth and opercle length between merkanzi 
and latos can be expressed by a character index ill which these measure- 
ments, expressed in thousaildths of the standard length, are added together 
(Table XXXII)  . 
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TABLE XXXII 
CHARACTER INDEX FOR HEAD DEPTH AND OPERCLE LENGTH IN 
Two SPECIES OF Empetrichthys 
The index was derived by adding together the depth of the head and the length of 
the opercle, expressed in thousandths of the standard length. The sexes are combined. 
Pahrump Valley 
E. 1. latos ...................................... 
E. 1. pahrump .............................. 
E. 1. concavus ............................... 
Total ............................... 
Ash Meadows 
E. merriami .............................. 
SUBSPECIES AND ECOLOGY.-T~~ 3 subspecies of Empetrichtlzys latos are 
discussed in order from south to north. The inaiii spring pool on Manse 
Ranch was selected as the type locality because the population of E. latos 
is larger there and the natural conditions of that spring appear least lilrely 
to be seriously altered by man. Empetrichthys is the only fish native to 
Pahrump Valley. Its comparative abnndance there may be largely due to 
lack of competition. 
ETYMOLOGY.--T~~ name latos, from lnlus and os, refers to the wide 
month of the new species. 
Empetrichthys latos latos, new subspecies 
(Pl. XI) 
TYPES.--The holotype has been designated in the description of the 
species. There are 143 paratypes, U.M.M.Z. No. 140489, 15 to 48 niin. long, 
talren with the holotype at  Manse Ranch, and 34 paratypes, U.M.M.B. No. 
132915, 10 to 50 min. long, collected by R. R. Miller and Alex J. Calhoun 
on July 16, 1938, from the outlet of the main spring pool. 
DIAGNO~IS AND COMPARISONS.-A subspecies of E. latos characterized 
by a relatively short distance between anal origin and caudal base. In 
this character the males of E. I.  latos show little or no overlap with the 
males of either E. 1. pahrzmp or E. 1. co.ncav.z$s; in the females the values 
show only slight overlap. The comparatively short distance between the 
anal origin and the caudal base appears to be influenced by the more pos- 
terior position and the short basal length of the anal fin. The head depth 
is less in the males, and the width of the preorbital is broader in both sexes 
than in those 2 subspecies, and the sliont is longer than it is in concavus. 
The basal length of the anal fin is shorter, but overlaps the figures for the 
other 2 subspecies. The caudal fi11 of latos is much shorter than it is in 
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concavus (Pl. X I ) .  On the average the mouth is broader and the dorsal 
fin more posterior in positioil than in either pahrzcmp or colzcavzcs (Table 
XXXII I ) .  The darker pigmentation of latos may be due, in part at  least. 
to the darker habitat. 
HABITAT.-The niaiii spring pool at  Manse Eanch is about 50 feet wide 
a t  the head, 10 feet wide at the outlet, aiid 60 feet long. I t  is 1 to 6 feet 
deep and has a silt bottom. The water is crystal clear and chalky blue in a 
deep hole near the center of the spring. On October 5, 1942, vegetation 
notecl was thick water cress, C h a m ,  green algae, aiid a fine-leaved Potamoge-  
ton .  The shore is a low bank, bordered by cottonwood (Popzclzcs Frenzont i?)  
and willow, which well shade the pool. The current is moderate in the pool 
and swift i11 the outlet. About 50 yards above is a much smaller spring 
which flows into the head of the pool just described; i t  contained no fish life. 
The temperat~~re of the main spring, as recordecl by several investigators 
over a period of 26 years, is very constant, about 24" C. (23.3" C. to 
24.0" C.). 
Mr. Sawday, owner of the ranch at  the time of our visit, kindly allo~veci 
us to collect specimens. 
Empetrichthys latos pahrump, new subspecies 
(Pl. XI)  
TYPES.-The holotype, an adult female, 35 nlm. long, was seined by B. R. 
and I?. 11. Miller from the marshy overflow of a spring-fed ditch on Pahrump 
Eanch, 6 niiles northwest of Manse Ranch, in l'ahrun~p Valley, Nye County, 
Nevada; U.M.M.Z. No. 141856. One hundred and forty-two paratypes, 
U.M.M.Z. No. 140490, 14 to 36 nim. long, were talren with the holotype. 
DIA~NOSIS AND COMPARISONS.-A subspecies of Enzpetr.ichthys la-10s 
closely resembling E. I .  latoe, differing principally in the longer distance 
bet~veen anal origin and caudal base. From c o l z c a ~ ~ u s  it is readily sepa- 
rated by the much shorter and more nearly tr~ulcate caudal.fin (Pl. X I ) .  
In  the length of the anal and caudal fins pu,l~wcnzp is somem~hat intermediate 
between latos and corzcavlcs. I t  also appears to be intermediate in color 
pattern, but the paleness is very probably influenced by the clay and silt 
bottom over which the sample was collected. The head is only very slightly 
concave. 
HABITAT.-The 2 main springs on Pahrunlp Ranch, which rise about 200 
yards east of the principal ranch houses, are used extensively for irrigation. 
Until recently the northern spring contained native fish life, but i t  was 
greatly altered by dredging in 1941, and only a few carp were observed 
there in 1942. The southern spring still harbored a few fish i11 1942, but 
in October of that year most of the population of p a l z m ~ m p  was in a marshy 
area about 200 yards from the source of the southern spring. As shown 
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by readings over a 26-year period, the temperature of the spring sources is 
constantly about 25" C. (24.7" C. to 25.0" C.) ; that of the outlets varies 
somewhat and is usually less than 25" C. 
ETYMOLOGY.-This subspecies is named pahrump after the valley in  
which i t  is found, and more particularly for Pahrump Ranch, which is the 
more precise type locality. 
Empetrichthys latos concavus, new subspecies 
(PI. XI)  
T~p~s . -The  holotype is an adult female, U.M.hf.Z. No. 141857, 39 min. 
long. It was collected by R. R. and F. I-I. Miller on October 5, 1942, in a 
spring on the Raycraft Ranch, about one-half mile north of Pahrump Ranch, 
Pahrnmp Valley, Nye County, Nevada. This spring is named on a map 
(Pl. VIII) in Waring's report (1920). Twenty-six paratypes, U.M.M.Z. 
No. 140491, 17 to 40 mm. long, were collected with the holotype. 
D I A ~ N O S I ~  AND COMPARISONS.-A subspecies of Empetr ich thys  1ato.s most 
closely resembling E. 1. pahrump, from which it differs chiefly in the much 
Iongcr and more nearly rounded caudal fin. The rays along the upper 
and lower borders of this fin are definitely shorter than they are in either 
pahrs~nzp or la\tos (PI. X I ) .  The profile between snout and occiput is most 
strongly concave in this subspecies. The anal fin of eoncavus is longer than 
i t  is in pahrzcmp, especially in the female, and much longer than the anal 
fin of la.tos. I n  the males the snout is shorter and the body is deeper than 
in the 2 other subspecies (Table XXXIII ) .  The cheelr is deeper than it is 
in either pahrump or la8tos. The axial strealr is generally finer and much 
less conspicuous than i t  is in the other 2 subspecies, and i11 some specimens 
of concavus i t  is obsolesccnt. 
I-IABITAT.-E. lalos concavus was collected on Raycraft Ranch from the 
spring-fed pond, 5 to 25 feet wide and about 40 feet long, and its outlet 
ditch, 1 to 4 feet wide. The temperature of the spring on October 5, 1942, 
was 25.3" C., slightly warmer than were the springs on either Manse or Pah- 
rump ranches. The water in the spring pond and outlet was clear but easily 
roiled because of a bottom of silt and trash. Vegetation noted in 1942 was 
water cress, T y p h a ,  and grass. The current in the spring was slight, but 
rather swift i11 the outlet. The depth of water was not over 1; feet. The 
shore consisted of low banks, willows, and meadowland. According to 
Waring (1920: 76) this spring has a flow of about 10 gallons a minute. 
Empetricl t thys was not common, perhaps because introdncecl carp were 
also present. 
ETYMOLOGY.-T~~ new subspecies is named concavzcs in reference to the 
marked concavity of the top of the head. 
TABLE XXXIII 





1. latos .............................. 
1. pahrump .................... 





1. latos .............................. 
1. pahrump ........................ 
1. concavus ........................ 
........................... Total 
Ash Meadows 
merrian~i . . . . . . . . .  
Pahrump Valley 
1. latos ............................ 
1. pahrump ................... 




Range (Ave.) Range (Ave.) 1 N o  Range (.--- 
Standard 
Length 
Head, Depth m 
M 
'8 
184-237 (204) 1 13 1 307-353 (329) / 13 1 286-308 (298) 1 8 285-309 (299) / 5 --- 
Range (Ave.) 
Predorsal 
Anal Origin to Caudal Base 
Males I Females 
CL 
o 






I .  latos ................................ 
I .  pahrump ........................ 





I .  latos ................................ 
1. pahrump ........................ 
I. concavus ....................... 
Total ........................... 
Ash Meadows . . merraama .......................... 
Pahrump Valley 
I. latos .............................. 
1. pahrump ...................... 
1. concavus ...................... 
Total .......................... 
Ash Meadows . . 
.............................. merrzama 
TABLE XXXIII (Cont.) 
- 
Interorbital, 
Least Bony Width 
-- - 
Range (Ave.) 4 
-. - 
---- 
Range (Ave.) 1 No. -1 Range (Ave.) I No. / Range (Aae.) I NO. 
.- 
I I I I 
Preorbital, 
Least Width 
Range (Ave.) 1 N ~ .  -1 No. 1 Range (Ave.) 
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Eye Margin t o  Preopercular Angle 
-- 









Range (Avo.) No. 
0 4 - 2 5  102 113 (105) 7  j 8 
102-114 (106) * 
102-125 (108) 8 
-4 * 





Males I Females Mouth, Width I - 
Mandible, Length Dorsal Fin, Basal Length 4 Upper Jaw, 








No. Range (Ave.) 
20 95-104 (99) 
20 94-108 (97) 
19 78- 93 (87) 
59 78-108 (95) 
13 88-105 (97) 
No. Range (Ave.) No. Range (Ave.) No. Range (Avc.) No. K 
93-110 (101) 10 147-171 (159) 10 136-152 (145) 
89-102 (95) 10 148-165 (158) 10 127-152 (142) 
93-103 (98) 10 146-165 (157) 9 132-146 (139) 
w 
29 89-110 (98) 30 146-171 (158) 29 127-152 (142) 30 Q 
93-110 (100) 5 138-173 (150) 8 120-145 (136) 
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TABLE XXXIV 
FIN-RAY COUNTS IN Enzpetrichthys latos AKD E. merriami 
Locality and Dorsal Rays 
Form 
Pahrump Valley 
1. latos ........................... 
1. pahrump ..................... 7 46 19 4 
...... I .  concavus ..................... 1 18 7 
Total ....................... 14 124 70 7 
As11 Meadows 
...... n~erriami ..................... 1 4 15  6 
Pahrump Valley 
I .  latos .......................... 
1. pahrump .............. 
I .  concavus ............... 
Total .................. 
Ash Meadows . . 
..................... merrzamo, 
Pahrump Valley 
........................... 1. latos 
............... 1. pahrump 





1. latos .......................... 
I .  pahrump ............... 












. . . .  
1 
.... ...... 
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TABLE XXXV 
SCALE COUNTS IN Empetrichthys latos AND E .  mer~.iami 




14 pq:F 23 99 
9 ..... ...... 
Dorsal to Anal Scales 
Pahrump Valley 
I. latos 






I .  latos ................ 
1. pahrump ......... 






...... 3 ...... ...... 
2 ...... ...... 
-- 
. Circumference of Pedu~lele Scales 
Pahrump Valley 
1. latos ............. 
1. pahrzcmp ......... 





1. latos ................ 
I. pahrzcmp ........ 





Circumference of Body Scales 
Pahrump Valley 
I .  latos .................. 
I .  pahrunzp ......... 
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T A B L E  X X X V I  
HEAD-PORE COUNTS IN En~petrichthys latos AND E. merriami 







I .  concavus ..................... 
Total .................... 
Ash Meadows . . merrzamz ...................... 
Pallrump Valley 
I .  latos ................... : 
I .  pahrump ................... 
I. concavus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.................... Total 
Ash Meadows . . 
qne~rzamz .................... 
Palirump Valley 
1. pahrump latos ...................................... . . . .  




E X P E R I M E N T A L  WORIZ ON CYPRINODON 
The experimental work on the genus Cyprifiodon was begun by myself 
and my father, ~ a l p h  G. Miller, in Angust, 1940, and with my supervision 
has been carried on by him since that time. Dnring the field worlr in 1942, 
I checlred the progress of the experiments. The results for the 3-year period 
ending in the fall of 1943 clearly'indicate that we have only scratched the 
surface of several fields of investigation. A t  this time, therefore, oilly the 
broad outlines and general indications of the work can be briefly presented. 
The main purpose of this work is to determine whether differences which 
have been used to distinguish certain races, subspecies, and species of 
Cyprinodorz are genetic or environmental, or both. Thus far  110 complete 
answer can be given to this important qnestion, but a preliminary analysis 
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14.14 2.05 
13.95 2.05 
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7.99 + .01 
8.00 
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wholly or in  part  genetic. I n  1942, the first experinleiits in interspecific 
hybridization were begun, and 3 such crosses had been tried through 1943. 
Experiments of this aature have a definite bearing on systematics and are a 
col~tribution to the general problem of the genetics of interspecific hybridiza- 
tion i n  fishes. 
The species of Cypriozozodon used in these esperiineilts and the source of 
each stoclc are:  (1) Cyprinodon nzacz~lnriz~s, from the basin of the Salton 
Sea i11 southeastern California ; (2) Cyprilzodon ~zevadensis, froin Amargosa 
liiver in  Death Valley, Saratoga Springs ill Death Valley, and the outlet 
of Shoshone Spring, Inyo County; and (3 )  Cyprinodotz salinzcs, from Salt 
Creek in Death Valley. All of the stocks are from California. 
A brief, popular account of the early experiineiital xvorlr with Cyprirzo- 
d o n  was published recently (Miller and Miller, 1942). 
DESCRIPTIONS OF POOLS 
With 1 exception all of the pools in which the experiments described 
below have bee11 conducted were on Ralph G. Miller's grounds in  Los ,411- 
geles. One pool was used a t  the horne of Mr. Aildrew Scl~lenlr ,~ also i n  Los 
Angelcs, where Cyprinodom mac~cla~- iz~s  wa first raised successfully. 
My father used 8 pools (Pl.  XIV,  Fig. 2) .  Six, made of concrete, were 
sunk into the grouilcl of his back yard ;  the 2, of galvanized iro11 
(specially treated), were on a second floor open porch a t  the back of the 
house. They were nnmbered 1 to 8 and mill be cliscussed in  that order. 
1'001 1, one of the largest, was oblong, about G feet long, 4 feet wide, and 
1 3  inches deep in  the deepest part ,  with a capacity of about 100 gallons. 
The sides sloped gradually a t  the east c11d to a shallower area or platform. 
Here, where the water -was oiily a few inches deep over a sandy bottom, 
spawniiig, hatching, and groxvth of young took place. 
Pool 2, adjacent to Pool 1, was of much smaller size, about 22 feet wide 
and 3 feet long, with a maxinl~un depth of 11 inches. The shallow platform 
was correspondingly snialler than in  Pool 1. 
1'001 3, against the back-yard fence, was about the size of Pool 2. It 
held approxinlately 40 gallons and received little sunlight in winter. 
Pool 4, also against the fence next to Pool 3, contained about 50 gallons. 
I t  also received little s~xnlight in  winter. 
Pool 5, a galvanized iron tank 011 the upstairs open porch, was 6 feet long, 
4 feet wide, and 15 inches deep. A woodell platform was submerged an inch 
or so a t  the most exposed par t  of the tanli. 
1'001 6, made of coacrete, was almost as large as Pool 1. This pool con- 
tained a platform of nearly 6 square feet. 
:+ 1 a m  very gratcful t o  Mr. Sehlenk for making this pool available for the initial 
experiment with Gyprinodon. The  success o f  this first endeavor lcd t o  thc detailed work 
later undertaken. 
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1'001 7, a galvanized iron tanli about 4 feet loiig and 3 feet wide, was 
adjacent to Pool 5 on the upstairs porch, aiicl had a vvoodea platforin similar 
to the one in  Pool 5. 
Pool 8, made of concrete and almost as large as Pool 2, was sit i~ated in 
a well-exposed par t  of thc yard. Pools 6 and 8 received more sunlight than 
any 01 the other pools. 
TEMPERATURE 
The teinperature of the 8 Los Aiigeles pools varied a certain amount a t  
any given time because of differences in size, exposure, and location. Tein- 
perature records were kept cluing certain periods, particularly xvheii the 
fish were spawning aiid the young hatchiiig, aiid also sporadically during 
the winter to determine how low the teiilperature fell a t  that time. This 
data is admittedly incomplete aiid too iiie'ager to present in tabular form, 
but  it does serve well to iiiclicate how these variatioiis affected the different 
pools. 
1'001s 1 and 2 had vcry sirililar temperatures. The temperature in  1'001 I 
was less extreme in  range because this pool was larger than Pool 2. Pools 
6 and 8 both had higher inaxiniiuliii temperatures than 1 and 2, but  very 
siiiiilar minima. Pools 3 ailci 4, siniilarly located, also becanie warmer than 
1 ancl 2 but not niuch cooler, escrpt during the winter. Pools 5 aiid 7, 
located on the out-of-door porch -\\lell above the ground, becaiiie niuch 
wariiier during the day and cooler during the night than any of the pools 
i n  the yard. 1'001 7 had a more extreme range of variation than Pool 5 
because it was the snialler of the 2 pools. 
The lowest teiilperature recordecl was 2.0" C. on Jaiiuary 2, 1942, in 
Pool 4. The highest was 32.2" C. on Angust 18, 1941 (Pools 6 and 7) ,  and 
August 20-21, 1941 (1'001 5) .  
FOOD 
The fish raised in Los Angeles were fed "lialto" dog and cat food, a 
fish product, several times a week during the breediiig season. This diet 
snppleineiited the rather limited natural food supply. Live brine shrii~ip 
(A?-tcnaia) were also often fed to them. I n  the winter, or during cold 
periocls, the fish were dorniaat and no feeding was necessary. 
INTERSPECIFIC CROSSES 
Three interspecific combinatioils have been attempted thus f a r :  (1) 
Cyprlnodon nzaczclari~is x C. salinzcs; (2) C. nevadensis x C. salinzcs; and (3) 
C. vnactc2ari~rs x C. nevadensis. I11 the attempt to cross naacz~laritu and 
scrlin~rs, fenlales of naac1~1a.r ills were inated with illales of salinzcs. No young 
resnlted. I n  the only other experinieiit iizvolviiig salinzcs, 2 C. n. nevadensis 
niales were placed in the same pool with 7 Salt Creek females. The niatings 
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were started March 25, 1942. 011 April 11, 1942, the first hybrid was dis- 
covered and 2 more were observed the following day. By May 22, 1942, 
when the pool was drained, 50 hybrids were found. Second, third, ancl 
fourth generation hybrids were born on August 6, 1942, April 18, 1943, 
and August 26, 1943, respectiv.ely. The I?, and F, generations numbered 
about 50 (as did the I?,), but the F, numbered only about 30. Whether 
males of macularius mated with females of salinus would give as successful 
results remains to be determined. Since salinus is much more closely re- 
lated to nevadensis than i t  is to rnaculurius, the success of the lzevadensis x 
sali,nus cross (and not of the macularizcs x salinus combination), may be 
significant. 
The attempts to hybridize nzaculariz~s and nevadensis have been rather 
successful. The following subspecies of nevadensis have been used in this 
combination : 
1. C. n. nevadensis-males from Saratoga Springs, Death Valley. 
2. C. n. shoshone-females from the outlet of Shoshone Spring. 
3. C. n. umargosne~females from the Amargosa River, Death Valley. 
4. C. n. amargosae-males from the same place (2 experiments). 
The first cross (C .  n. nevadensis x C. macularius) was begun on March 26, 
1942. The first I?, offspring were born April 19, 1942. On September 10, 
1942, when the experiment was terminated, 98 first generation hybrids were 
present. 
The second cross (C .  n. s7zosho?te x C. nzuczcla~*itts) was started on Novem- 
ber 5,1943, too late for spawning to take place. Young were born on Juilc 
20, 1944, but these have not been studied. 
In the third cross, 12 amargosae females, from Death Valley, were inated 
with 3 macularius males on June 6, 1942. On September 10, 1942, when 
the pool was drained, 2 F, hybrids, estimated to be 2 or 3 days old, were 
present. By October 20, 1942,4 young were observed, but when the experi- 
ment was terminated on March 10, 1943, only 2 hybrids remained. 
The fourth cross was started on September 2, 1941, when 1 male of 
C. nevadensis amargosae was placed with 4 females of C .  macularius. On 
September 19,1941,5 young hybrids were discovered. A dead young hybrid 
was found on September 22. By September 27, 1941, 2 sizes of young were 
observed in the pool, although the parents no longer appeared to be spawn- 
ing. By October 5,1941, no new young were appearing and not more than 7 
were observed a t  one time. When the pool was drained on November 17, 
1941, there were only 3 F, hybrids, although the parents were still present. 
All of the fish were returned to the pool. On March 14, 1942, when the pool 
was again drained only 2 specimens of macularizcs and 2 hybrids remained. 
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The second experiment of this cross was begun on June 6, 1942, when 
2 males of arnargosae were put with 8 females of nzacularius. The first 
generation hybrids were born on June 21, 1942, when 5 were counted. On 
JuIy 20,1942, about 10 young were observed a t  one time, and when the pool 
was drained on September 9,1942,51 young (5 dead) were present. Thirty- 
four of the smallest hybrids were returned to the pool; the remaining hy- 
brids, as well as the parents, were preserved. About 12 F, hybrids were 
first observed on Jane  3, 1943, but their size indicated that they were born 
fully 2 weelrs earlier, about May 20, 1943. Eighteen F, hybrids were found 
when the pool was drained on August 16, 1943. 
No detailed study of these interspecific hybrids has been made, but pre- 
liminary comparisons indicate that their characters are, in general, inter- 
mediate between the 2 parents. This is true for fin position, gill-raker 
number, tooth shape, and scale structure, and probably for other characters 
not yet checked. The intermediacy is particularly striking for the develop- 
ment of breeding colors. Spawning males of rnacu1a~-ius from the Salton 
Sea basin are intense yellow or yellow-orange on the caudal peduncle and 
caudal fin, whereas on nuptial males of nevadensis this color has never been 
observed. In  life, the hybrid males were pale yellow on the proximal half 
of the caudal fin and on the posterior half of the caudal peduncle, indicat- 
ing intermediacy in strength and extent of color. 
INTRASPECIFIC CROSSES 
In the experimental hybridization between different subspecies of C. 
nevadensis 3 combinations have been attempted thus fa r :  (1) arnargosae x 
nevadensis; ( 2 )  arnargosae x shoshone; and (3) nevadensis x shosone. 
I n  the first cross, begun on October 4, 1940, and finished on August 12, 
1943, 4 generations of anzargosae x nevadensis hybrids resulted. No large 
number of offspring was produced in any of these generations. I n  the 
second cross, started July 2, 1941, and terminated on February 23, 1942, 
1 generation of about 120 am?-gosae x shoshone hybrids was produced. The 
third combination was begun on July 2, 1941, and terminated in September, 
1944. This, by far  the most successful experiment, was carried out in Pool 
6, one of the largest and most exposed pools. Seven generations of nevaden- 
sis x shoshone hybrids were produced, all of them in great numbers. The 
date of birth and the approximate number of each generation varied as 
follows: F,, July 16, 1941, 300; F,, April 5, 1942, 350; F,, August 7, 1942, 
1004; F,, October 2, 1942, 504; F,, April 8, 1943, 250; F,, July 15, 1943, 
300; and F,, April 7, 1944, 200. The production of 3 generations in 1942 
exceeds the reproductive capacity of any stock used thus fa r  in these ex- 
periments. This prolific capacity may be an expression of hybrid vigor 
or i t  may be due also, or solely, to a more favorable environment. 
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CONSTANCY ESPEllIMENTS 
To determine whether differences observed between natural populations 
are maintained when the fish are bred under sinzilar conditions, stoclrs from 
4 sources have been raised for 1 to 6 generations. 
1. Cypri7zodon salin~cs from Salt Creek, Death Valley. Experiment 
begun September 11, 1941, and terminated May 22, 1942. Only 1 young 
resulted, and this specilnen is insufficient to drterinine whether the changed 
environment altered any of the meristic characters. I11 nature this species 
inhabits water having a salinity about three-fourths that of the ocean. 
2. C. n. nevadensis from Saratoga Springs. Experiment started Sep- 
tember 7, 1940, and terminated on April 19, 1944, when only a single fish 
was in tlie pool. Five grenerations were born as follon~s : F, on October 6, 
1940 ; I?, on June 5, 1941 ; F, on April 23, 1942; F, on April 19, 1943 ; and 
I?, on August 19, 1943. I t  mill be noted that in the first year, 194041, 2 
generations were born ; in the second year, 194142, only 1 generation; and 
ill the third year, 194M3,  2 generations. Two generations a year appears 
to be the normal production for this subspecies. The number of young 
produced in each generation varied approximately as follows: I?,, 350; F,, 
260; F,, 150; F,, 75; and I?:, 40. Between August 19, 1943, and April 19, 
1944, no young were born, and the stock gradually died out. The figures 
are not absolutely accurate, but clearly indicate the decreasing vitality of 
the stoclr when bred under artificial conditions. A comparisoil of the 
meristic characters between the subspecies in nature, 48 F,, and the 12 
original parents (3 males and 9 females) is given in Table XXXVII. The 
agreement between the P, and F, is close. The dorsal rays are more numer- 
ous in the F, than in the P,, and also average slightly but not significantly 
higher than in the subspecies as a whole in nature. The anal rays of the 
F, have a somewhat greater average than do those of either the PI or wild 
stocks. The much fewer number of caudal rays in the F, is perhaps due in 
part to the below average count for the parents and in part to the small 
size of the specimens, for, as previously indicated, the caudal rays become 
fully differentiated at a later stage of development than do the rays of the 
other fins. The scales around the body are somewhat more numerous in the 
parents, as well as in the offspring, than in the natural stoclrs of this snb- 
species. Though the differences are only slight, i t  is possible that the 
higher number of dorsal rays and of body scales in the F, nlay be attrib- 
uted to the genetic heterogeneity of the stoclr and to the high number which 
the P, had. Gabriel (1944: 109) denlollstrated such inheritance for Pun- 
dulus heteroclitzcs. The value for the average number of pelvic rays in the 
I?, lies within the range of variation of random samples of this subspecies 
analyzed over a period of years (Table XLV). Most of tlie meristic cliar- 
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TABLE XXXVII 
CONPARISON O F  CERTAIN MERISTIC HARACTERS O F  WILD STOCKS, PARENTS, 
AND EXPERI~IENTALLY RAISED F, OFFSPRING O F  
C?jprinodon nevadensis nevadensi.r 
The parents mere bred and the F, raised in Pool 1. 
-- 
I Dorsal Rays I I 
Stock 1 9 1 1 0  1 - 1 1  1 1 2  
Wild stock, total ...... 
Parents ........................ 
First generation 48 
Anal Rays 
Wild stoclr, total ...... 
Parents ......................... 
First generation ...... 
Wild stock, total ..... 
Parents ....................... 
First generation ...... 
Wild stock, total .... 
Parents ....................... 
First generation ...... 
Wild stoclr, total .... 
Parents .................. :... .... 
First gcncration ...... 
Wild stock, total ...... 
Parents ..................... 
First gcneration ...... 
Wild stock, total ..... 
Parents ......................... 





I Pclvic Rays I 
Caudal Rays 
Lateral Scales 
..... 24 1 -Kt7 
Dorsal to Pclvic Scales 
..... ...... 
35 ...... 
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Stock 
TABLE XXXVII (Cont.) 
-. 
Wild stock, total ...... 
Parents .......................... 
First generation ...... 
1 Dorsal to Anal Scales 
Wild stock, total ...... 
Parents ....................... 





I Caudal Peduncle Scales I 
...... Wild stock, total 
Parents ..................... 
...... First generation 
- 
Wild stoclc, total ...... 
Parents ...................... 
...... First generation 
Body Scales 
h ~ ~ b ' @ ~ i  ..... . . . . . . .  . . . . .  163 48 1 2  
acters studied agree rather closely for the natural stocks, parents, and first 
generation offspring. 
3. C. m. amargosae,  from Amargosa River, Death Valley. Experiment 
started June 13, 1941, and terminated March 2, 1942. One generation was 
born on August 13, 1941, with a maximum number of about 200 fish. The 
native stream of this subspecies is very saline, but less so than a t  Salt Creek, 
the habitat of C. sal imus. The comparison in certain counts between wild 
samples of this race, 30 of the Fl, and the 16 original parents (4 males and 
12 females) is given in Table XXXVIII. The values obtained for the P, 
and F1 generations are very similar except in number of pelvic and caudal 
rays and predorsal and body scales. Most values for the experimental stocks 
agree closely with those for the natural samples. A11 explanatioil for a 
low caudal ray count has already been given. The number of pelvic rays 
of the F, is similar to that obtained from the analysis of a sample collected 
in Amargosa River on June 4, 1939, U.M.M.Z. No. 133177, which-gave a 
value of 5.21 (Table IV).  The average number of predorsal and body scale 
counts of the F, is significantly less than the values obtained for any natural 
sample of this race (Table IV). This may be due in part to the direct effect 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF CERTAIN MERISTIC CHARACTERS OF WILD STOCKS, 
PARENTS AND EXPERIMENTALLY RAISED F, OFFSPRING OF 
Cyprinodon nevadensis ainargosae 
The parents were bred and the F, raised in Pool 5. 
I Dorsal Ravs I I 
Stock I I M + OX 1 9  1 1 0 ' 1  11 
Wild stock, total* ..... 
Parents ......................... 
First generation ...... 47 ..... 
Pelvic Rays 
Wild stock, total* ...... 
Parents .................... 
First generation .... 
Wild stock, total* ...... 
Parents First generation ................... 
...... 
Wild stock, total" ...... 
Parents .......................... 
First generation ...... 
I Caudal Rays I 
Pectoral Rays 
Wild stock, total*.. ... 
Parents ........................ 
First gcncration .. 
- 
49 3I'2P 
9 4  
Anal Rays 
Wild stock, total*. ... 
Parents ...................... 
First generation ...... 




Dorsal to Pelvic Scales 
Wild stock, total* . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 78 22 5 
Parents ........................... 
i t  generation . 1 2 1 : 1 1; 1 : 1 1 
1 lY7 13 b, 
* For the Death Valley race only. 
.... 22 
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* For the Uc:~Lll Valley race only 
TABLE XXXVIII (Cont . )  
of the fresh, rather than salt, water in which the F, individuals were born. 
4. C. n. shoshone, fronl the outlet of Shoshone Spring. Experiment 
started September 7, 1940, and terminated September 23, 1944. Six gen- 
erations were produced as follows: F, on Xepteinber 23, 1940; F, on May 
12, 1941; F ,  on August 15, 1941; F, on April 23, 1942; F, 011 April 13, 
1943; and F, on August 19, 1943. This is one more generation than was 
attained with the stock of C. n.  ~zevade~lsis over the same period. I11 con- 
trast to that subspecies, the shoshone stoclr produced 3 (rather than 2) geii- 
erations in 194041. In addition, a seventh generation of shoshone was 
born about April 13, 1944. When the pool was drained on June 19, 1944, 
35 young were present, but by July 24, 1944, only 6 fish were present, and 
by September 23, 1944, when the experiment was terminated, only 4 fish 
remained. The approximate numbers produced in each geileration varied as 
follo~rs : B,, 50 ; F,, 200 ; F,, 50 ; F,, 150 ; F,, 50 ; F,, 20; and F,, 35 ( 2 ) .  The 
alternating large and small broods contrast with those of nevadevzsis, but 
the decreasing productivity is similar to that followed by the stock of 
fievadensis. The meristic characters of 38 of the F, generation are com- 
-- 
Stock 
Wild stock, total* ...... 
Parents ....................... 
First generation ...... 
M t oJr 
9.69 2 .06  
9.69 t .19 
9.81 c .14 
Dorsal to Anal Scales 
No. 
19.67 t .ll 





28.37 +_ .08 
27.81 2.42 






Wildstock, total* ...... 200 
Parents ...................... 16 




10 12  27 
Wild stock, total* ...... 
Parents ......................... 
First generatio11 ...... 
Cn.uda1 ~edundle  Scales 
3 150 
. . 14 16 
2 23 ...... 26 
Body Scales 
230 
Parents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
First gencrntion ...... 26 
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TABLE XXXIX 
COMPARISON OF CERTAIN MERISTIC CHARACTERS OF WILD STOCIIS, PARENTS, 
AND EXPERIMENTALLY RAISED F, OFFSPRING OF 
C?yprinodon nevadensis shoshone 
T l ~ e  parents were bred :~nd the F, raised in Pool 2. 
Doisnl Rays 
8toelc -- - 
9 
Wild qtock, total* 28 
Parents 8 
First  geileration 12 25 38 
Anal Rays 
9 10 11 
..... Wild stock, totala 10 104 19 133 
Parents ............................. . . 1 I; 1 ..? 16  
Fi rs t  generation ......... 3 38 
Pectoral Rays 
...... Wild stock, total" 
Parents ............................. 
......... First  generation 
- 
22 ...... .... 32 
. . .  15  51 7  6 
Pelvic Rays 
Wild stock, total* .. 
Parcnts ........................... ..... 
Firs t  generation . . . .  
...... Wild stock, total* 
Pnrcnts ............................. 
Firs t  generation ......... 
...... Wild stock, total* 
Parcnts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Firs t  generation 
Wild stock, total' . . .  
Parents ......................... 
First  generation ......... 




















18 :I 53 
...... ..... 12 




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
33 
9 .... 
16 2 1 




1 22 13 
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TABLE XXXIX (Cont.) 
* For outlet samples only. 
Stoclr 
... Wild stock, totalY 
Parents ....................... 
First generation ......... 
Wild stock, ...................................... total" .. Parents 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  First generation 
Wild stock, total* ...... 
Parents ..................................... 
First generation 
...... Wild stock, total* 
Parents .................................... 
Firstgeneration .............. 
pared with those of the 16 original parents (7 males and 9 females) and 
of the wild population ill Table XXXIX. These results are similar to those 
obtained in the comparison between the F, generation and the parents in 
nevadensis, except that the shoshone F, shows a n  increase (rather than a 
decrease) in tlie number of pelvic rays, and a marlred increase over the aver- 
age value for the parents, and, to a lesser extent, over the natural stoclrs, in 
the number of scales around the body. Like first generation nevadensis, sho- 
shone F, specimens appear to have fewer caudal rays, probably because these 
rays had not become fully differentiated when the samples were preserved. 
whereas several counts for the parents average fewer than for natural 
populations, the F, is very nearly average in these characters. With the 
exception of the number of body scales (excluding from consideration the 
caudal rays), the F, and P, generations of shoshone agree very closely. 
Dorsal to Anal Scales 
















23 15  
Several generalizations appear to be warranted from the analysis to date 
of the experimental material. 
M + o . ~  
- 
8.88 + .06 
8.25 +_ .ll 
8.39 + .08 
18.50 2.11. 
18.00 + . I5 





22.19 5 .31 





4 12  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r2yq?t?:y 3 
Caudal Peduncle Scales 
2 
.... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
16 
64 
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I11 the crosses between distinct species of Cyprinodon there is a varying 
amount of fertility, or, in one cross, an apparent failure in reproductive 
capacity. No young lvere produced when salinus males were crossed with 
macularius females, but because the cross was attempted only once the 
evidence is not conclusive. When nevadensis males were mated with saliaus 
females, several generations of hybrids resulted, but comparatively few fish 
were produced. Most successful matings took place between macularius 
and nevadensis; the success of some of these combinations differed in the 
reciprocal crossings. For example, when C. nzaculariz~s males were crossed 
with C. nevadensis antargosac females, only moderate success was obtained, 
but when males of ar)za~gosae were hybridized with females of macularius, 
very good results were obtained. Some of the variations in prodnctivity 
probably have been influenced by differences such as size, temperature, and 
exposure, in the various pools used i11 the experiment. 
One trihybrid cross was attempted. Second generation hybrid males of 
C. n. nevadensis x C. salinz~s uere mated with females of C. macularius in 
late March, 1943. On April 20, 1943, the first trihybrids were discovered, 
and on June 30, 1943, when the pool was drained about 60 of these hybrids 
were present. On September 27, 1943, 3 F, hybrids were discovered when 
the pool was drained, but they were lost in handIing. No other second 
generation young were born. The first generation mias produced in inoder- 
ate numbers, but there was a greatly lowered fertility among these offspring. 
As usual in fish hybrids (Hubbs, 1940 : 205-9 ; Hubbs, Hubbs, and John- 
son, 1943), intermediacy in meristic and othcr characters is indicated by 
the results of the interspecific hybridization in Cyprinodo.n. 
I n  the hybridization between subspecies of C. nevadensis, best results 
were obtained when the 2 spring forms (nevadensis and s1zo.sltone) were 
crossed. The 2 other combinations, amargosae x nevadensis and amargo- 
sue x shoshone, involved 1 parent form (amargosae) which develops in 
nature in saline water. The experimental pools all contained fresh (Los 
Aiigeles city) water. Whether this factor may have an important bearing 
on the poor results when amargosae was used as 1 parent or whether lzevad- 
ensis and shoshone are more closely related to each other than to amargosae 
and hence cross more readily, is not yet certain. Furthermore, iu both of 
the crosses in which anzargosae was used, the pools (4 and 7) were not as 
favorable in size or location as was Pool 6, in which the nevadensis x sI~os7tone 
hybrids were raised. The production of 3 generations of nevadensis x sho- 
shone Bnring the spring, summer, and fall of 1942 may be largely the result 
of hybrid vigor. Optimum conditions of pool size, temperature, and ex- 
posure to sunlight probably influenced this high productivity and may have 
been the controlling factors. Presumably, both environmental and genetic 
factors were involved. 
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TABLE XL 
AVERAGES, W I T I ~  STANDARD ERRORS, OF CERTAIN MERISTIC CHARACTERS oa 
EXPERIMENTALLY RAISED 8 r l ' 0 ~ ~ i ~  AND WILD STOCI<S O F  THREE SUBSPECIES 
OF Cyprinodon nevadensis 
Based on Tables XXXVII-XXXIS. 
-- 
Sub- Dorsal Rays A n d  Rays 
- 





Candal Rays Lateral Scales 
Wild Stoclr F, Wild Stock 
Dorsal to Pelvic Scales Dorsal to Anal Sedes 
Pure stoclis exhibited a gradual decrease i11 vitality during the course of 
the experiments. This phenomeiioi~ was expressed by (1) a decrease in the 




duce a normal number of generations in succeeding years. The most young 
wild ~ t o c l i  1 P ) I~ 
9.23 2.05 9.17 + .I1 8.962 .07 
9.69 2 .06 9.69 -c .19 9.81 + .14 
8.88 2.06 8.25 + .I1 8.39 + .08 
Wild ~toclr  
9.96 5 .05 
10.94 5 .06 
9.39 5 .08 
Predorsnl Scales Caudal Peduncle Scales 
-. 
Wild Stoclr F, W'ild Stock 
nevadensis 17.83 + .08 17.98 2 .14 15.57 16.00 15.85 
anzargosae , 19.67 5.11 18.13 2.14 16.19 16.19 15.96 
slaoshone ..... 18.50 2.11 18.22 2 .17 15.64 15.63 15.74 
P 1 F 
10.08 .08 9.98 2 .07 
10.69 +_ .17 10.62 + .15 








28.37 1: .08 
23.25 2.17 
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were produced either as a result of the initial matings or during the spring 
niatings of the year in which the experiment was started. If 2 or more gen- 
erations were born dliriiig spring, summer, aiid fall of 1 year, there were 
fewer young in each succeeding brood. The running out of these stoclzs is 
believed to be the result of inbreeding, with the consequent attainment of 
lethal homozygotes. The artificial conditioils under which the fish were bred 
presumably also accelerated this decrease in vitality. Although the natural 
stocks have inbred inore or less closely for hundreds and probably thousailds 
of years, they have successfully maintained tlieinselves. A gradual decrease 
i11 productivity is a usual pheiiomenon in the artificial breeding of many wild 
stoclrs of animals and plants (Wright, 1922). 
Certain meristic characters of some of tlie first generation pure stoclis 
aiid their pareiits and of xvild s tohs  are compared i11 Table XL. These 
data indicate, with only few exceptions, that the F, generations retain the 
cl~aracters of their respective subspecies in nature. The noteworthy excep- 
tions are in the following counts: (1) Dorsal rays-the average for the F, 
stoclr of rbevadensis is si~iiificantly higher ( t  value over 4) than for the wild 
stoclr. Although the parents also have a greater averkge than does the wild 
stock, the difference is not significant. The difference between the I>, and 
the I?, stoclcs is also not significant. (2) Dorsal to anal scales-the average 
for the F, ol' shoshone is significantly lower tliaii the value for the wild 
' stoclrs. The pareiits have even a lo~ver average, which is also significantly 
different from the natural stoclrs. (3) Predorsal scales-the value for the 
F, of amn?.gosae has a significantly lower average than does the value for 
the wild stocks, whereas the parents average almost the same as the natural 
samples. (4) Body scales-the average for the F, generation of umargosae 
is 2 scales fewer than for the natural stocks, whereas the parents do not 
average significantly lower than do the wild samples. The shoshone F, have 
an average value reliably but not sigiiificantly lower ( t  value about 2.0) 
than the natural samples. The value for the parents is significantly lower 
( t  value nearly 3.0) than i t  is for the wild stocks. The differences between 
the natural stoclis, parents, and first generation in iiuniber of pelvic rays is 
not so trustworthy because the average number of rays in these fins is inuch 
more variable than are average values for other fills. Although the averages 
obtained for the number of caudal rays are unreliable, the values for the 
first generation of nevadens i s  and slzoslzone lie in the same direction as do 
the values of the wild samples of these 2 subspecies. The difference between 
the averages for the F1 generation of these 2 forms is greater than i t  is for 
the natural stocks. The parents of the skoshone F,, however, average higher 
than does the subspecies in nature, whereas the parents of the nevadens i s  F, 
stoclr average lower. The value for the caudal rays of the amargosae F1 is 
almost identical with, rather than higher than, the value for first generation 
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shoshone. This may be due to the fact that the values for the parents of the 
first generation of amargosae and shoshone are not significantly different. 
I n  general, the average values for the first generations of the 3 subspecies 
lie in the same direction as do the values for the natural stocks of these sub- 
species. When the subspecies i11 nature do not differ significantly in a 
particular count, the values for the PI stock lilrewise are not significantly 
different. 
I n  all of the experiments the yonng are more or less stunted. Extreme 
dwarfing took place when a pool mas very much overcrowded and fish with 
disproportionately large heads were produced when the water became foul, 
as i t  did on several occasions in Pools 5 and 7. Stunting is a rather common 
phenomenon among artificially bred wild stoclrs of fish. 
Many more experiments are needed to prove or disprove the results and 
interpretations obtained thus far, and better controlled conditions are 
needed. Much experimental niaterial is available and awaiting analysis. 
Repetition of a number of the experiments attempted is necessary before the 
results obtained in certain trial crosses can be verified. None of the many 
interesting stocks of Cyprinodom nevadensis in Ash Meadows, Nevada, have 
been utilized. There remains, therefore, much to be done before a compre- 
hensive experimental analysis of the characters of the many forms can be 
presented. 
CONSIDERATIONS O F  GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
SIZE OF POPULATIONS 
The population size of a species or other taxonomic unit has an importailt 
bearing upon the rate of evolutioii of the form. This is particularly true 
of very small and well-isolated populations, for in such groups the prob- 
ability of accidental survival of particular genes or gene combinations is 
greatly increased. In  larger populations of more widespread distribution, 
selectioii acts to prevent the random survival of nonadaptive characters. 
The chance fixation of some new mutation or recombination has been termed 
"drift" by Wright (1940a, 1940b) and the " Sewall Wright effect" by 
EIuxley (1942). In  thc words of Huxley (1942 : 59) : "The smaller the size 
of a natural population and the inore perfectly i t  is isolated the more lilrely 
is drift to proceed to its limit. . . ." The determining factor in the chance 
fixation phenomenon is the size of the ininimum effect breeding population. 
In an extremely small population the Sewall Wright effect may even fix 
deleterious mutations and thus bring about extinction. 
The Sewall Wright effect often explains why island forms show a much 
greater degree of divergence than do those of the mainland, or why isolated 
spring or lalce fishes often are much more distinct than are the same genera 
in a continuous river or drainage basin. 
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I11 the American desert there are inany exalnples of relatively rapid 
evolution among the remnant fish populations of isolated springs (Hubbs, 
1941 ; I-Irtbbs and Miller, in press). Presumably, much of this evolution may 
be attributed to chance fixation, for many of these populations compi-ise 
only a few hundred individuals. In  addition, high temperature is be- 
lieved to have also influenced the rate of evolution among these fishes (see 
"Rate of Speciation and Extent of Differentiation," page 148). 
The distinctivcness of Cypri?zodon diabolis may be largely caused by the 
Sewall Wright effect, for at  times the total breeding population is only about 
50 individuals. Any mutation or recombination which arose then, whether 
it was adaptive or not, would stand a very good chance of survival. 
As they are lrnowil to be else-where, seasonal fluctuations among the fishes 
of the Death Valley system are marked. Particnlarly striking changes are 
illustrated by the species of Cyprinodon.  For example, in June and July, 
1938, the number of individuals of C. sulinzw in Salt Creek, Death Valley, 
was enormous. The total population was then estimated as amounting to 
many millions. Yet in the following winter not a fish could be seen. This 
was due i11 part to the fact that the fish are inactive in the winter and ap- 
parently stay on the bottom or burrow into the mud, as they did in the back 
yard pools a t  Los Angeles, but the apparelit scarcity of the fish also must 
have reflected a great reduction which takes place between summer and 
fall-a decrease eorrelated with the desiccation of the stream and the preva- 
lence of natural enemies when the fish are trapped in pools discoilnected from 
the creelr. 
A similar reduction in population talies place in the Saratoga lakes fed 
by Saratoga Springs, in the southeastern arm of Death Valley. In  the 
spring and early summer iiidividuals of Cyprinodon nevadensis ?zevade7zsis 
are swarming, but they are far  fewer by late fall. Desiccation of the lake 
waters is the principal factor responsible for the reduction, but fish-eating 
birds also deplete the population. The number of fish in the main spring 
pool a t  Saratoga Springs does not vary appreciably, for the spring fish, 
active throughout the year because of the warn1 temperature (usually 27.B0 
to 28.3' C.), are not affected by desiccation and have few natural enemies. 
Their numbers are kept at  a maximum by the yearly migration of fish from 
the lakes into the spring. 
I n  the dwarfed species, C. diabolis, of Devil's Hole, Ash Meadows, 
Nevada, a very close estimate of population is possible because this species 
is confined to a single, small spring hole, and all of the fish are visible a t  1 
time. I n  December, 1938, I estimated that there were only about 50 to 75 
fish in this pool-the lowest estimate obtained during 6 visits between 1936 
and 1942. In  July, 1938, at least 400 fish were present. This species was 
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observed in late April to early May, 1939, by Sumner and Sargent (1940: 
47), who wrote: "The entire existing popalation of this forin can hardly 
exceed a few hundred individuals.'' 
The populations of Empetrichthys merriami in Ash Meadows appear to 
be even fewer than the minimum numbers of Cyprinodoon. diaholis. As 
pointed out on page 101, only 22 specimens of E .  merriami were secured over 
the 6-year period, 193642, despite the fact that special efforts were made to 
obtain more specimens. The rarity of this species is in striking contrast to 
the abundance of specimens of E .  latos of Pahrump Valley to the east, where 
we collected 426 specimens in 3 years. E .  merriami undergoes the usual 
yearly fluctuation in quantity, but E .  latos has been plentiful a t  Manse 
Ranch and fairly common a t  Pahrump and Raycraft ranches. 
Of particular interest is the maintenance of the many isolated stocks of 
Cyprinodon and Empetriclzt7~ys in the separated spring holes over surpris- 
ingly long periods of aridity. Some of the springs contaiil only a few 
hundred gallons of water and often less than 1000 fish; yet these springs 
have, with uninterrupted continuity, maintained their own existence and 
that of their fish life. Although some of the stocks, such as that of Cy-  
prinodon diaDolG, occasionally undergo such a decrease in numbers that an 
uilfavorable change i11 the environlneilt might easily mean extinction, they 
have nevertheless survived in their greatly restricted habitats for thousands 
of years. 
ISOLATION 
I n  deserts, perhaps more than anywhere else, isolatioil is a potent factor 
in the evolution of plants and animals. This is particularly true of fish life, 
since aquatic habitats in arid regions are few and far  between, and fishes are 
inseparably bound to the available waters. I t  is also generally true of ter- 
restrial animals, as attested, for example, by the great ilumber of known 
I 
geographic races of desert mammals. I11 the words of the late naturalist, . 
Joseph Orinnell (1924 : 228) : 
The production of deserts, conditioned by aridity induced by circumstances in the 
geological and climatologieal history of the Western IIcmispl~ere, lias resulted in Inany 
more subspecific, specific, generic, and possibly even family types coming into bcing than 
would have been the case llad conditions of aridity not arisen; and these new divergencies 
will have inflnence in world e\~olution in that  they are supplying a muell wider range of 
nlaterials for further selection-for preservation and improvement of, pcrllaps, new adap- 
tive structures i n  the history of life. 
I n  the Death Valley region, which inc l~~des  the Salt Creeli and Amargosa 
River drainage basins, are several distinct but closely related forms of 
cyprinodonts. I t  is estiniated that Salt Creeli has been isolated from thc 
Amargosa basin for at  least 20,000 years (page 87). The distinctiveness of 
Cyprinodon snli.izus, the species confined to Salt Creek, strongly suggests 
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such a long period of isolation. Similarly, Cyprinodon diabolis of Devil's 
Hole, Ash Meadows, has probably been separated for as long a time from 
its nearest relative, C .  nevadensi~,  in the Amargosa River drainage. I t  too 
is a very well-defined species. The close relationships between the subspecies 
and races of Cyprinodon nevudensis in the basin of Amargosa River indicate 
recency of isolation. Blackwelder (in Wales, 1930: 61) wrote (in litt.) : "I t  
would not require a large elinlatic change to connect the various Amargosa 
springs in an integrated river system. There was such a river in late 
Pleistocene time,-twenty thousand years ago, more or less. There may 
have been such a river a few centuries ago." In  winters of heavy rainfall 
in the headwater area, Ainargosa River still pours its flood waters on the 
great Death Valley salt flat, which marks the remnant of Pleistocene Lake 
Maaly, but I have Souad no evidence of intermingling between the fish 
populations of the Amargosa basin during such floods (see discussion of 
Cyprinodon nevadensis amargosae, pp. 30-33). 
The duration of time since Pahruinp Vallcy and Ash Meadows have been 
separated cannot be reliably estimated because there have been no detailed 
studies of the past hydrography of these regions. The isolation has been of 
sufficient duration to allow the differentiatioil of a species of Empetrichthys 
in each basin. I11 Pahrump Vallcy, the evolution of 3 subspecies of E. latos 
suggests that the IaBe which formerly covered the valley floor was of Pleisto- 
cene age, and the physiographic evidence supports this view. 
Isolation has obviously played a powerful role in the differentiation of 
desert fishes. Those drainage basins known to have been separated for the 
greatest length of time usually contain the largest number of endemic forms. 
I t  can, therefore, be laid down as a general rule that, for desert fishes, there 
is a positive correlation between duration of isolation and extent of differ- 
entiation (see Hubbs and Miller, in press). For the fish life in arid regions, 
geographical isolation is probably the most important isolating mechanism, 
but ecological isolation (and presumably other such mechanisms-see Dob- 
zhaiisliy, 1941 : 257) is also effective. Th-us, althongh flood waters often con- 
nect the isolated drainages, inost of the fish populations seek refuge in deep 
holes or otherwise avoid the swift curreat. Consequently, they are not 
shifted about by recurring floods and hence tend to remain isolated even 
during such environmental disturbances. 
RELATION O F  CI-IARACTERS TO ENVIEONMENT 
A close correlation between the environineiit and the characters that dif- 
ferentiate the lower systematic categories has been repeatedly demonstrated 
in studies of the systematics of fishes. These relationships have been dis- 
cussed receiitly by Hubbs (1940 : 198-205). 
I n  the present worlr, temperature and salinity have been particularly 
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open for study, especially in species of the genus Cypri~odon. The follow- 
ing discussion is confined to an analysis of the enviroilmental correlatioiis 
shown by the characters of C. saliotus, C. nevadensis, and C. diaholis, the 3 
spqcies of Cypf-inodon inhabiting the Death Valley region. 
The temperature of each of the springs studied i11 the Amargosa basin, 
from Death Valley to Ash Meadows, is remarlrably constant (Table XLI). 
The temperatnres vary froill 22.1" to 42.5" C. The highest temperature at  
which fish were found was 40.0" C. This reacling was inade with a stand- 
ardized instrument near the source of South Tecopa Hot Spring, which is 
inhabited by Cyprinodon nevaclensis calidae. To my lrnowledge this is 
the second highest recorded temperature in which fish have been talcen. 
Jordan and Richardson (1907: 321) reported a temperature of 120" F. 
TABLE XLI 
TEMPERATURE   ARIA TI ON IN CERTAIN WARY SPRINGS OF THE AMARGOSA RIVER BASIN, 
CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA 
- 
-- . - -. 
I I 
Locality 
............................. Saratoga Springs 
South Tecopa Hot  Springs 
Sourc 
Outlet ................................................. 
North Tecopa Hot  Springs 
Source ................................................. 
Outlet ............................................... 





................................ Bradford 's Sprlng 




* This "itvernqe" is thc usunl tr1nper:ltnrc o r  r:lnqe itntl does not reprcscnt the avernge of 
readings. 
f This is tllc temperature nt wl~ich fish n7t.re most nhund:tnt. 
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(48.9" C . )  for the hot spring in northeastern Lower California that is in- 
- habited by L u c a n k  browni (= Cyprinodon maczdarius) . The temperature 
of this spring was taken by Godfrey Sylres, the well-lrnowli engineer and 
authority on the dynamics of the lower Colorado ~ i v e r ,  and I have been as- 
sured (in litt.) of its accuracy by both Mr. Sykes and Dr. D. T. MacDougal, 
who was in charge of the Carnegie Iiistitution expedition engaged in study- 
ing the region. Although I do not doubt the accuracy of the reading i t  is 
questionable whether the fish were actually swimming in water of that tem- 
perature. Kniffen (1932: 213) reported a temperature range of 112' to 
I I 
22" 22- 24" 26' 27" 27" 28' 28' 30' 31' 32" 32' 33" 33" 34" 37' 
TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
F I G .  3. Correlation of body cireulnferellce scales with temperature in 2 species of 
Cyprinoclon inhabiting the Amargosa River basin, California and Nevada. Data based 
on Table XLII. 
120' F .  (44.5' to 48.9' C.) for a hot spring that may be the same as the one 
inhabited by this Cyprinodon.  
There is evidence that desert fishes have become highly adapted to ex- 
treme temperatnres. Physiological modifications in the respiratory metabo- 
lism of warm- and cool-spring populations of Cyprinodon and Crenichthys 
are discussed in the section on "Rate of Speciation and Extent of Differ- 
entiation" (pp. 1 4 8 4 9 ) .  
The correlation between temperature and certain meristic characters be- 
tween and within the Amargosa springs is discussed below. 
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VARIABILITY OF C51ARACTERS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATUIZES.-In the 11 fin- 
ray and scale counts made for populations of Cyprinodon in the Amargosa 
basin, the mean values of any given character fluctuate froin spring to 
spring. When all of the forms are considered together, there is no positive 
correlation between the characters studied and temperature. This is par- 
ticularly well deinonstrated by the number of scales around the body (Table 
XLII and Fig. 3). For example, C .  nevadensis calidae of South Tecopa 
Hot Spring, which is most abundant in water having a temperature of about 
36" or 37" C., averages 23.2 in number of body scales, whereas the race 
I I 
22" 22" 24" 26' 27' 27' 28' 28' 30' 31' 32' 32' 33' 33' 34' 37' 
TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
FIG. 4. Correlation of number of pelvic fin rays with temperature in 2 species of 
C?jp~ inodon inhabiting the Anlargosa River basin, Cnlifori~in and Ne5ada. Based on 
Tables XVII and XXIX. I~oealities arranged as in Table XLII. 
of C .  n. mionectes living in Trtbb's Spring, at  a teinperature of approxi- 
mately 24O C., averages 23.1 for the same character. If temperature affected 
the number of body scales among all forms of C. nevadensis in the same way, 
then the Tubb's Spring fish should have a much greater number than does 
C. n. calidae. The lack of correlation between meristic characters and tem- 
perature is also evident in the analysis of pelvic rays (Fig. 4) .  C .  diabolk 
of Devil's Hole, living in water of about 33" C., only very rarely develops 
pelvic fins, but C. n. pectoralis of Lovell's Spring, which also inhabits water 
nearly constantly 33' C., has pelvic fins as well developed as do some popu- 
lations inhabiting much cooler temperatures. Again, C .  n. cali&e, com- 
TABLE XLII  Q 
CORRELATION F BODY CIRCU~IFERENCE S ALES WITH TEMPERATURE IN Two SPECIES OF Cup~znodon INHABITING HE AMARGOSA 
RIVER BASIN, CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA b! 
-- 
Temper- Body Scales 
Locality No. 
1. Fairbanks Ranch 20 
2. Bradford's Spring 22 14  
3. Tubb's Spring 24 49 
4. Forest Spling 26 133 
5. Deep Sprlng 27 73 
6. Fairbanks Spllng 27 11 12 1 2  1 50 
7. Eagle Spring 28 50 
8. Hidden Spring 28 32 
9. Shoshone Spring, 84 
10. Big Spri 67 
11. Point of 3 2 91  
12. Noltli Te 3 2 40 
13. Love11 's Spring 33 89 
14. Devil's Hole* 3 3 103 
15. Shoshone Spring, Source 34 62 






M 2 on Y 
8 
24.35 k .25 
22.57 k .24 
23.12 + . I8 
21.99 2 .I1 ' 
22.09 k . l 7  
23 .90i  .28 [ 
22.26 2 .20 
21.372 .17 8 
23.25 2 .17 
23.10 2 .22 8 
20.44 i: .12 
23.13 i: . I9  $ 
24.75 2 . I9 
26.17 i: . l l  2 
21.40 i: .16 
23.062.10 2 
22.972.06 2 
* Czjprznodon dlabolzs 811 ~ t h e ~  pol~ulations are Cyprlnodon ne~adensis E 
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monly in water of 37" C., has even better developed pelvic fins than has C. n. 
pectoruli,~. 
A comparison in certain counts between the main Point of Roclrs Spring 
race of C. n. miomectes and C .  rz. pectordis, which inhabit water usually 
having a temperature of 31.4" and 33.0" C., respectively, very clearly indi- 
cates the lack of a clear-cut correlation between certaisl characters and tem- 
perature, as shown by the average values in Table XLI I I  (based on Tables 
XV-XVII, XIX-XXIV) . 
If temperature alone were responsible for the number of fin rays and 
scales, the counts for these characters should be nearly alike or lower in 
pectoralis than in the race of mionectes from Point of Rocks Spring. This 
TABLE XLII I  
CORRELATION BETWEEN CERTAIN MERISTIC CHARACTERS AND TEMPERATURE IN 
Two WARM-SPRING SAMPLES OF Cyprinodon nevadensis 
Based on Tables XV-XVII and XIX-XXIV 
I Subspecies and Locality 
Charactcr I C. n. aectoralis I C. n. mionectes 
~ovelf ' s  Spring Point of Rocks Spring 1 (33.0° 0.) / (31.4O C.) 
Anal rays 
Pectoral r . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pelvic rays .................................. 
Lateral scales ........................... 
Dorsal to pclvic scalcs ............... 
Dorsal to anal scales ............... 
Predorsal scales .......................... 
Caudal peduncle scales ............... 
Body scales 
example most strikingly illustrates the laclr of correlation between tempera- 
tnre and meristic characters, but there are other good examples that are not 
discussed here for laclr of space and time. 
Although no definite correlation between temperature and meristic char- 
acters can be demonstrated when comparing distinct populations within 1 
area or between 2 regions, a general correlation of this nature is evident. 
Thus, the average value of most of the counts for all populations of C .  .neva- 
densis in the Ash Meadows region is lower than it is for the subspecies of the 
lower Ainargosa basin (Tables XIV-XXIV). This reduction i11 meristic 
characters is presumably correlated roughly with the generally warmer tem- 
peratures of the springs in Ash Meadows. 
Within the limits of a single spring and its outlet, there seems to be a 
very definite correlation between temperature and certain meristic char- 
acters. This correlation is particularly well illustrated by the number of 
scales around the body (Table XLIV and Fig. 5). I n  the samples from the 
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spring outlets, which are always cooler than the source springs, the body 
scales are significantly greater in number than they are in the fish from the 
springs. Apparently, in each complex of spring source and outlet there is 
a distinct genetic stoclc, the inembers of which respond to differences in tem- 
perature in the same way. I t  will be noted that although the spring sources 
may have identical or nearly identical temperatures, the average number of 
body scales is usually not the same. Thus, the sample from Hidden Spring, 
whose waters appear to have nearly the same temperature as those of Eagle 
or of Deep Spring, differs significantly in average number of body scales 
27" 23" 28" 23" 28" 25" 32" 28" 34" 30" 
SOURCE OUTLET SOURCE OUTLET SOURCE OUTLET SOURCE OUTLET SOURCE OUTLET 
D E E P  E A G L E  HIDDEN P O I N T  
OF ROCKS 
SHOSHONE 
S P R I N G  S P R I N G  SPRING SPRING S P R I N G  
TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
FIG. 5. Correlation of body circumference scales in Cyprinodon nevadensis with 
the temperatures of spring sources and outlets in the Amargosa River basin. Based on 
Table XLIV. 
from the samples from either of those springs. Likewise, in the sample 
from the main Point of Rocks Spring, the average number is significantly 
lower than it is for the source sample from Shoshone Spring, despite the fact 
that Shoshone Spring is 2" C. warmer than Point of Rocks Spring. The 
Deep Spring and Eagle Spring stocks do not differ significantly in the aver- 
age number of body scales. This, perhaps, results because the fish of these 
2 springs, which are only 1 mile apart, are very closely related. 
STABILITY O F  CEIAI%ACTERS AT UNIFORRI TEMPERATURES.-W~~~~~ single 
springs, populations of Cyprinoclon are rather remarkably similar in meristic 
characters in snccessive generations. To what extent the uniformity of the 
T A B L E  XLIV 
CORRELATION OF BODY CIRCUMFERENCE SCALES IN Cyprinodon nevadensis WITH THE TEMPERATURES OF SPRING SOURCES AND OUTLETS IN 
THE AUARGOSA R,IVER BASIN 
Locality a n d  
Temperature 
S s h  I\.Ieado~vs, Nev. 
Deep Spr ing  
............................. Source 27O C. 
Outlet 23O C.* .............................. 
Eagle  Spr ing  
Source 28" C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Outlet 23O C.* ........................ 
Hidden Spr ing  
Source 280 C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Outlet 25" C.t .............................. 
Point  of Rocks Spr ing  
S o u r c e 3 2 O C  ............................ 
Outlet 28O C. ................................. 
Shoshone, Calif. 
Shoshone Spr ing  
Source 34O C. ................................. 
Outlet 30° C. ............................. 
* In thesf. instances it is very likely, but not absolu!ely certain, that  the cooler samples vere talien in the outlets of Deep and Eagle springs. 
The Deep Sprlng outlet is discussed under Isaac Ranch In the systematic section, page 48. 








9 1  
100 
62 
8 4  
+ cr~i 
s 
22.09 + .17 8 
24.31 + .15 
E8 H 
22.26 + .20 
24.46 + . I9  
5 
21.37 + .17 g 
22.96 + .21 M 
s 
20.44 + . I2 
23.35 + .14 




















..... ..... f ..... ...... ..... 5 
2 1 2  
. . .  .... ...... ..... 2 1  29 16 2 ...... 
1 4 20 30 26 13  
. . .  ..... ...... 12 20 1 5  4 
2 4 21 21 20 2 ...... 
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environment influences these characters is not known, but i t  is presumably 
an important factor. The examples best suited to illustrate constancy of 
characters are those iiivolving springs from ~vhicli samples have been col- 
lected over a period of years. Three springs of the Aivargosa basin have 
been sampled periodically, and certain nieristic characters of their fish popu- 
lations are analyzed in Tables XLV-L. , 
A study of each of these tables demonstrates that the fish from Sai-atoga 
Springs do not maintain their characters as consistently as do the fish fro11i 
the 2 springs in Ash Meadows. The average values differ signficantly in the 
Saratoga Springs samples in the following periodic counts, selected to show 
niaximuni differences: (1) anal rays-1930, 10.03 k .03, 1942, 10.32 k .07, 
t value about 3 ;  (2) caudal rays-1937, 17.08 =t .12, 1939, 17.58 f .12, t 
value nearly 3 ;  and (3) dorsal to pelvic scales-1939, 10.24 k .08, 1942, 
9.74 +- .09, t value over 4. None of the values for the characters of the races 
of C. n. m ionec tes  from Point of Rocks and Forest springs differs signifi- 
cantly between any 2 years. The greater variability in the samples of G. n. 
nevadens i s  is believed to be due to the fact that this subspecies does not spawn 
in the nearly constant temperature of its spring habitat but rather in the 
spring-fed lakes. Young born early in the spring or during a cooler season 
than normal would presuniably develop a greater number of meristic parts 
than would those born during summer or during a warm spring season. The 
remarliable constancy of fin-ray and scale counts in the Point of Rocks and 
Forest spring samples may be influenced to a considerable extent by the 
uniform temperature of these springs (Table XLI)  . 
The consistency in average values between 2 samples of G. n. s h o s l ~ o n e  
from the source of Shoshone Spring, collected in 1936 and 1942, has already 
been discussed (page 43). Experimental evidence that reduced counts in 
meristic characters result from high temperature has been given receiitly for 
P u n d u l u s  h e t e r o c l i t u s  by Gabriel (1944 : 109-18). 
STABILITY OF CHARACTERS UNDER VARYING TEMPERATURES.-A third rela- 
tionship between characters and elivironmeiit indicates the interplay of at  
least 2 influences, namely (1) genetic and (2) temperature-controlled fac- 
tors. I n  the comparison of races of C y p r i n o d o n  ncvadens i s  amargosae,  given 
in Table IV, the uniforiliity in certain fin-ray and scale counts, within 
periodic samples of a single race, is very striliing. This consistency is main- 
tained despite the fact that the tcmperatnre during. development must be 
rather variable in the stream inhabited by these populations. Thus, there is 
no significant difference between the average number of dorsal and caudal 
fin rays and the dorsal to pelvic, dorsal to anal, predorsal, and body circum- 
ference scales in these samples. There is, however, a pronounced variation 
in the average number of pelvic rays between the June, 1939, sample and the 
other 2 samples of the Death Valley race. An explanation for this variation 
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* Data from Wales (19.10 : 64). subtrnctinx 1 from his dorsal and anal  ray counts. 
t The second 1942 collection is fro111 the lake;  all of the others are from the main spring 
pool. 
T A B L E  XLV 
COMPARISON OF FIN-RAY COUNTS IN PERIODIC SAMPLES OF Cyp~.inodon nevade?~sis  
nevadensis FROM SARATOGA SPRINGS, DEATH VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 













1942 t ................................ 
-- 
Dorsal  Rays  
-. No. M + on< 
8 12 
-- 
14  10.21 2 .21  
2 200 9.98 2.04 
9 ..... 50 10.04 + .08 
3 5 6 ...... 50 9.94 5.08 
40 8 ...... 50 10.12 + .06 
...... 50 





2 40 50 
..... 34 16 50 
...... 3 1 19 50 
10.20 + .07 
10.14 + .14 
10.03 + .03 
10.16 + .06 
10.12 + .06 
10.32 + .07 
10.38 + .07 
15.64 + .13 
15.72 + .06 
15.94 + .lo 
16.10 + .07 
15.88 + .07 
16.02 + .07 
5.52 68 + .21 06 
5.49 + . lo  
5.79 + .06 
5.80 + .07 
5.90 + .03 
17.07 8 + .28 12
17.58 5 .12 
17.50 5 .13 
17.54 + .17 






1939 .............................. .... .... 2 100 
1942 ......................................... ...... 100 
1942t ................................... 1 ...... 100 
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TABLE XLVI  
COMPARISON OF SCALE COUNTS IN PERIODIC SAMPLES OF Cyprinodon, nevadensis  
nevadensis  rrtoiu SARATOGA SPRINGS, DEATH VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 
For  location of springs and discussiol~ of population see pages 25-28. 
1 Lateral Series Scales 
Year 
/ T I  26 1 27 
I Ilorsal to Pelvic Sc:~lcs 
18  27 ...... 
40 ...... 
Dorsal to  Anal Scales 





. - ,  
1929 3 .................................... . ........... 
1942 .................................. 
1942" ............................................ 
* The second 1942 collection is from the lake; all of the others are from the main spring 
pool. 












23.85 5 26 5.36 2 .21
24.86 i: .23 






Circumference of Body Scales 
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T A B L E  X L V I I  
COMPARISON o r  FIN-RAY COUNTS IN PERIODIC SAMPLES OF C y p r i n o d o ~ ~  ? evadens i s  
mi0neCtes FROM THE MAIN POOL AT POINT O F  ROCIZS SPRING, 
ASH MEADOWS, NEVADA 
F o r  location of spr ing  a n d  diseussioll of population see M a p  3 a n d  pages 50-51. 
- 
1 Dorsal  Rays I 1 
Year / 8 9 1 1 0  1 1 1  I No- / 
...... 
1 50 
A n a l  Rays  
1930" ....................... 












1939 ......................... 1 8 44 







* The 1930 data nre from Wales (1930 : 64). As mentioned previously, his counts of the 
dorsal and anal rays are 1 higher than minc. Therefore, 1 mas subtracted from his data for 
these 3 counts. 
15.50 2.05 
15.67 + .06 
15.69 + .07 
128 ...... 400 
37 ...... 106 
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TABLE XLVIII 
COMPARISON or SCALE COUNTS IN PERIODIC SAMPLES OF Cypr inodon nevadensis 
?nionecte~ PROM THE MAIN POOL AT POINT O F  ROCKS SPRING, 
ASH MEADOWS, NEVADA 
For location of spring and discussioli of population see Map 3 and pages 50-51. 
I Lateral Series Scales I I 
Year -------- 1 23 1 24 1 25 1 26 - I N o .  1 M 2 0 r  
Predorsal Scales 
'::#-?'$'+ - 12 -- . .- ...... 
Circumference of Peduncle Scales 
- 
Circumference of Body Scales 
has been given on pages 30-36. Presumably, high temperature was the 
dominant factor in causing the lower average for pelvic rays in the April, 
1939, collection. Aside from this observed variation, the average values for 
the 3 samples of this race are remarkably alike. 
The values obtained for certain meristic characters in 2 samples of 
Cyprin0do.n salinus also demonstrate that these counts have outstanding 
uuiformity (Table LI). This species inhabits Salt Creek, a stream which 
varies considerably in temperature during the spawning period. With 1 ex- 
ception the average values of each cliaracter for the 2 samples are not sig- 
nificaiitly different. The average number of lateral scales for the 1938 col- 
lection, 29.34 f .19, and for the 1942 collection, 28.44 +- .16, differs signifi- 
cailtly ( t  valne 3.6). I t  is very likely, however, that part of this difference 
is due to an error in counting, because the enumeration of lateral scales in 
specimens of C. salinus is difficult, owing to the crowded arrangement (Fig. 1). 
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I Pelvic Rays I I 
TABLE XLIX 
COMPARISON OF FIN-RAY C O ~ N T S  IN PERIODIC SAMPLES OF Cyprinodon nevadensis 
mioneetes  FROM FOREST SPRING, ASH M ~ A n o m ~ s ,  NEVADA 
For  location of spring and discussion of populatioil sce Map 3 and pages 52-53. 
* The left fin of this fish had 15 pectoral rays. 
Year - 












&f 2 ~ n r  
9.97 4 5 .06 . 7
9.98 2.08 
10.065 .04 ' 
9.94 2.04 
9.92 2.08 
Dorsal Rays - 
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TABLE L 
CO~IFARISON OF SCALE COUNTS IN P'ERIODI SAMPLES OF Cyprinodon nevadensis 
~nionectes P R O M  FOREST SPRING, ASH MEADOWS, NEVADA 
For location of spring and discussio~l of population see Map 3 and pages 52-53. 
I Lateral Series Scales I I 
1 Dorsal to Pelvic Scales I 
Dorsal to Anal Scales I - 
Predorsal Scales 
......... .................. . 1937 : 1 
1939 ............................. 1 23 ...... 
1942 ......................... 1 
Circulilference of Peduilcle Scales 
12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 
- 
I Circumference of Body Scales ( 
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TABLE LI 
VARIATION IN CERTAIN MERISTIC CHARACTERS IN TWO SAMPLES OF C?yp~inodon salinus 
FROM SALT CREEIC, DEATTT VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 
-- 
Dorsal rays 
July  18, 1938 
Sept. 29, 1942 .................. ....... ....... . 8-1 1 
Ann.1 rays 
July  1.8, 1938 ........... ................................ 
Sept. 29, 1942 ...... .... ..... ...... ...... .. 
Pcetoral rays 
1~atera.l scales 
Ju ly  18, 1938 ................. .... .... ............ 
Sept. 29, 1942 ....... .... .... ..... ..... . 
Dorsal to anal scales 
Ju ly  18, 1938 .... ..... ............................. 
Sept. 29, 1942 ... 
Predorsnl scales 
Avo. I No. ' 
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It has been rather generally established in systematic studies of fishes 
that meristic characters tend to increase in number with increasing salinity 
(Hnbbs, 1 9 2 6 ~ ) .  The present study substailtiates this generalizatioa, a t  least 
for certain scale co~xnts, particularly the number around the body, for, in 
C. snlinus, which inhabits the very saline Salt Creek in Death Valley, the 
bocly cil-ctunference scales are very niuch snialler than in any other species 
studied. Ill the Death Valley race of C. nevndensis amargosae, which in- 
habits the less saline ~vaters of Amargosa Eivcr, the count for body scales 
is greater than it  is in any other form of C. ?~evadensis. I n  the spring-fed 
lalres at Saratoga Spriiigs, where C. .~zevade~zsis nevadensis spawns, the 
waters are only moderately salty, and the average iluinber of scales around 
thc body is lower than it is at  either of the preceding localities (Table LIT). 
TABLE L I I  
CORRELATION BETWEEN BODY CIRCUNFERENCE SCALES AND SALINITY IN 
T w o  SPECIES OF Cyprinodon 
Amargosa Rivcr ...... . . .  / 23-32 480 27.44 .07 High to moderate 
Sa,rntogn Springs 
and Inlie . ................ . j 21-28 / 163 1 25.09 i . 12  / Moderate 
- -- -- 
I I -. ' - -  .! 
* Sce 'l'nble 1~111. 
What effect other chemical and physical conclitioiis in the various springs 
and creeks may have in modifying the characters of the fishes is not l r n o ~ ~ n .  
Presumably, the fish life has become highly adapted to the great variety of 
chenlical conditions in these water holes (Table L I I I ) ,  and i t  is assumed 




Number of Scales Around Body 
Species and Locality up 
development of the remnaiit populatioiis 
sa l in?~s  
Sa l t  Creelr 33-46 100 
nc.vccticnszs 
I n  an attempt to cletermine whether the characters used to differentiate 
races and subspecies of C:yprinodo.n nevadensis i11 the Death Valley region 
have a genetic basis, stoclrs of C. .n. nevadensis, C. 92. amargosae, and C. ?I,. 
shoshone were raised in out-of-door pools for 1 to 6 generations over the 
3-year period, 194043. Time has perniitted the analysis of only the first 
generation fish. The average values for the iiieristic characters of the F, 
are, with 1 or 2 notable exceptions, very similar to those obtained for re- 
M ? O X  
39.36 .24 
TABLE L I I I  
ASALYSES OF CERTAIN WATER SAMPLES FROM THE DEATH VALLEY REGION 
Made in 1932 by the R u b i d ~ u x  Laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Riverside, California. 
Location 
Sal tCreek ................... .. ............... 
Saratoga Springs, main pool 
Saratoga Springs, lake .............. 
Amargosa Rirer a t  Tecopa 
South Tecopa Hot  Springs 
North Tecopa H6t  Springs 
Shoshone Spr ing  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Point  of Roeks Spring . . . . .  
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peatecl sa~iiples of the wild stocks of these subspecies (see Tables XXXVII-  
XL). Tlie ontstaiicling exceptions are in the lower number of predorsal 
a i d  body scales in  the F, stoclr of C. n. antargosac as coiliparecl with natural 
samples. Because the Death Valley race of this subspecies inhabits water 
of high salinity, slid the experimental offspring were born i11 fresh water, 
it is suspected that a causal relation may exist bet~ileen the decrease ill the 
number o f  these scales ancl thc decrease in salinity. The average values 
of these couats, with their staiidard errors, are as follomls: (1) preclorsal 
scales-11atnral stoclrs, 19.67 & .11 (200 specimens) ; parents, 19.69 ?L .26 (16 
specimelzs) ; and F,, 18.13 k .14 (24 specinlens). (2) Body circumference 
scales-~latu~al stoclrs, 28.37 2 .08 (200 specime~is) ; parents, 27.81 2 .42 
(16 specimens) ; and F,, 26.35 -t .22 (26 specimens). These figures demon- 
strate illat whereas the values for the parents and natural stoclis are very 
close, those for the F, geiirration are very sig~lificantly lower. 
The role oP temperature is believed to be unimporta~it  because, in  all 
probability, temperatures were lower during the period wheii experimentally 
produced F, were born than they were i n  Death Valley when the fish repre- 
sented in  the wild samples passed through the critical stage of developmeat. 
As has been clemonstratecl recently for F ~ ~ n t l ~ ~ l u s  he tevoc l i t z~s  (Gabriel, 
1944: 110), cooler temperatures are correlated with a greater number of 
segments. Table XLIV and Fignre 5 clearly demonstrate that the body 
scales of Clyp~inodon nevaclensis within single springs s h o ~ i ~  a very definite 
increase i ~ r  nnmber with a decrease in  temperature. Further experinleilts 
are ileeded to sl~bstarrtiate or disprove the tentatire interpretation that this 
decrease in nnmber of predorsal a i d  body scales may be directly due, in par t  
at least, to a decrease in  salinity. 
It is evident from the studies on the species of Cyprinodon inhabiting the 
Death Vallcy region that there is a general relationship between meristic 
chararters and environment. When all of the warm-spring populatioils are 
considered as a unit, a rough correlation with teinperature is demonstrated. 
Thus, an increase i11 teniperature is generally associated with a decrease in 
ilumber of scales ancl fin rays. This correlation is more obvious within a 
single spring and outlet, where analysis demonstrates that the meristic char- 
acters decrease very marlredly with an i i~e~easc  in temperature. It is also 
evicle~it that there is a definite decrease in i lnn~ber of scales, particularly 
aroaacl tEic body, with clecreasiiig saljnity. 
Witlrin a given spring or creek, the meristic characters are remarkably 
colistailt over a period of years. I11 most of the localities, the temperature 
is also very uniform yearly and seasonally. Consequently, i t  is not 1r11ow11 
to what extent coiistallt temperature may iiifluellce the clerelopnieilt of 
ineristic characters. Ill 2 creeli habitats, holveoer, where the te i~ ipera tn~e  
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is known to flnctuate greatly, the characters nevertheless inaiiltaiil their 
uniformity over a period of time. Thus, a genetic effect is indicated. 
That the characters of the wild stoclis are very probably influenced by 
both eilviroiiment aiid heredity is strongly supported by the general stability 
of experimentally raised pure stoclis. With only 1 or 2 noteworthy excep- 
tions, the F, generation of the 3 subspecies studied retained the characters 
of the respective forms as present in nature. I t  remains to be see11 how 
these characters vary in succeeding generatioas. 
RATE OF SPECIATION AND EXTENT OF DIFFERENTIATION 
There is evideilce to indicate that at  least 4 important factors are in- 
volved in the rate at  which evolutioa talies place in desert fishes and the 
amouiit of differentiation uilclergone by them: (1) population size, (2) num- 
ber of geilerations each year, (3)  ecological conditions, and (4) duration of 
isolation. 
Population size has a definite effect on the rate of speciation. Some of 
the spring populatioas of Cypri~zodon, iilcluding the single stoclr of C .  
dioboli~, number only a few huiidred individuals. In  such small units new 
characters, whether adaptive or not, are presumed to have a greater chance 
to survive than in very large populations. The size of the population has 
no doubt played an important role in the evolntioil of many of these spring 
forms, as already suggested (pp. 126-27). 
The iluinber of generatioils produced each year also has an impoi-tant 
bearing on the rate of speciation. I11 the warm-spring populations of 
Cyprinodom there is good evidence that spawniilg talres place during nearly 
every inoi~th of the year. The limits of the breeding period Sor the streain 
stoclis, such as Cyprinodon nevadensis amargosae, are approximately from 
April to October, but in the spring forms, such as C. YZ. shosho?~c, ripe fish 
and newborn young have been taken during midwinter. Whereas in the 
streain populatioiis 2 or perhaps 2 geiierations are produced bet~veen spring 
and fall, i t  niay be surmised that 3 or even 4 times that iiuinber are produced 
each year among marl-spring stocks of Gypt,inodon. I t  is ltnown from our 
experimeiital studies that Cyprinodon ?zevadensis may reach maturity and 
produce yonng when only 2 lnonths old. As the experimental yonng are 
born ancl develop in much cooler water tliaa do the warm-spring stoclis, i t  
seems safe to assume that i11 nature such forms as C. ~zevade?zsis hoshone are 
capable of breeding when only 1 nionth or 6 weeks old. This productioii of 
nulnerous geiierations each year may greatly accelerate the time rate of 
evolution ol these warm-spring populations. 
Ecological conditions in the desert springs are also probable Sactors in 
the rate aiid extent of speciation. Such waters are extreinely varied in both 
physical a i d  chemical makelip. The effects of these conditions npon the 
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fishes have, however, received little attention. The most extensive studies 
of the physiological adjustment of fishes to desert warm springs are those of 
Sumiier and Sargent (1940) and Sumner and Lanhani (1942). These 
authors carried out field studies on the respiratory metabolism of desert fish 
of the genera Cyprinodom aiid Crenicl~thys.  Their work has shown, for ex- 
ample, that the physiology of such fish may be highly modified. Thus, cool- 
spring individuals of Crenichthys Daileyi when transferred to a warm spring 
inhabited by another race of the same species are speedily killed by the 
higher temperature. Snch studies when continued and expanded will no 
doubt have an important bearing on the interpretation of speciation in  desert 
fishes. 
There is considerable evidence that sonie desert fishes have been adapted 
to warm springs aiid that high temperature plays an important role in 
hastening the rate of speciation (Habbs, 1941). Certain inarkecl trends in 
characters are evident among warm-spring fish : (1) there is a general rednc- 
Lion in  i i~unber of meristic segments; (2) the dorsal fin is ofteii more 130s- 
terior; (3 )  the head and eye, and, in general, the anterior parts of the body, 
are enlarged; (4) the fins are more expansive; (5) the size is ofteii smaller, 
and other niodificatioiis have been observed (Hubbs and T<nhne, 1937 : 12-16, 
20). Siniilar results are clenlonstratecl by our more recent and more exten- 
sive studies (Hubbs and Miller, in press). The greater differences between 
warm- and cool-spring or creek fish probably involves both the rate of change 
and the amount of change. These factors are clifficult to separate. 
The salt coiitci~t appears to have a direct effect on meristic character5 
(p. 145) and very likely also has sonie parallel genetic effect. Thus, 
the very high nuinber of scales in the Salt Creek form, Cyprinodon sal in t~s ,  
is probably clue not alone to the direct effect of the high salinity, but also 
to a genetic factor indirectly correlated with the enviro~lmeat. This assump- 
tion, however, xrnains to be clearly proved by experiment. 
SUMMAEY 
The Death Valley systeni forlns a complex of now isolated basins lyinc 
in the arid desert region of eastern California and southwester11 Nevada, in 
the southern par t  of thc Great Basiii. Physiographic evidence indicates that 
most of these basins were hydrographically connectecl cluriiig the latter par t  
of' Pleistoceile time. I t  is highly plansible that the sgsteiii was also con- 
nected in soinc way, cluriiig the Pleistocene, with the basin of Lake T~ahontall 
to the north. Perhaps as early as late time the large inflow of 
water iiito the system led to a discharge through a river-lake series of con- 
uectiiig troughs iiito what is now the lower Colorado niver basin. By stream 
capture, the old drainage system is also believed to have once been joiiiecl 
\\lit11 what is now Las Vegas Wash, a tributary of the Coloraclo 12iver. 
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Studies of both the liecent ancl the fossil fish fauna of the ancicwt systeni 
substantiate these view~s 011 the former hydrography of the region. The 
relict popnlations 11o\v inhabitiiig the clisrnptecl basins testify to the fornier 
conti~luity of the system. 12elationships bet~veeii the Death Valley fishes and 
those ol' the snrronnding drainages denialid tlie postulated \vater\vays, or 
similar ones. ltecent and fossil nic~nbers of the genus Cyprinodo~z are rep- 
resented in the Death Vallcy system, but are rmk~lown elsewhere froni the 
Great Basin. This genas, ho~vever, is widespreacl in the lover Colorado 
River d~.ai~lage basin, and the species of tlie Death Valley systeni were ob- 
vionsly derived from an a~lcestral form in the Colorado basin. The n~innow 
Siphateles, present i n  Mohave and O\vens rivers both as a Recent and as a 
fossil iuc~mber, is niikiiown in either living or fossil form from the Colorado 
River system. The geiriis is aba~ldalit  in the Lahontan basin and in draiii- 
ages to the north and west. I t s  presence in the Death Valley systeni very 
strongly suggests that a waterway once n~l i ted the draiaages of the Lahoatan 
and Death Valley basins. Thus, therc is agreement bet~veen the physio- 
graphic inforniatioil and the data on the distribution, origin, and relation- 
ships of tlie living and fossil fish fauna of the Death Valley systelli. 
The cyprinodo~rt fish fauna of the systeiil comprises 2 living genera, 
Cyp~i?~odor? and Empetrichihys, and fossil representatives of the genus 
Pzsndzrlvs, treated by Miller (1945). Four species of Cypriotod.071-neva- 
clc?lsis, diabolis, sali7zus, and radiosus-are recognized, the last 1 desci-ibed 
as new. Differe~itiatioii n Cypri~zodo~t nevadensis has led to the recognition 
of 6 subspecies, all of tlieiii new except the typical form. Most of these 
subspecies show a t  least racial differentiation, particularly C. n. ??tioncctes, 
which inhabits the namel.ous isolated springs in  Ash Meadows, Nevada. 
Most of the forms of C'yprilzodon are spring inhabitants, although 1 sub- 
species, C. nevadcnsis aw~a~.gosae, is confined to the lowcr Amargosa River 
near and in Death Valley. The springs inhabited by these fishes vary in 
temperature from 20" to 40" C., usually not iilucll above 34" C. Two species 
of Ernpet?.icktltys, merrianti and latos, are I-ecogiiized, each of which inhabits 
an  isolated, adjoining region. E. latos of Pahrump Valley is described as 
new, and the 3 isolated springs in which this species occurs coiitai~i forms 
distinct enough to warrant subspecific recognition. Although the fauna is 
limited in number of species it is highly e~~denl ic  and rich in material for 
cvolntioiiary studies. Some of the local subspecies have very slnall ranges, 
which magT be closely approxiniateil. Sollie of tlie fornis have an extremely 
snlall population, with effective breeding sizes as low as 50. One full spe- 
cies, Cyprinodon di~~bolis, is coilfilled to a single small spring in which its 
total numbers flnctnate from about 50 to 400. 
Experiineatal work on certain species of Cyp~.ilzodon was initiated in 
LOS Angeles it1 1940. 111 these experinients fish fro111 the natural popula- 
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tioils were reared in out-of-door pools under conclitions of water and tern- 
1)eratnre ua1il;e those it1 their native habitats. The pools were roughly 
similar in  size and exposure, and all coiltailled city water. Despite the 
greatly altered environment, I?, generations of pure stocks have essentially 
the same meristic characters as clo the natural populations. Oiie or 2 excep- 
lions, however, inclicate that altered environmeiit, as well as heredity, is a 
factor deterniining the liuillber of parts. The viability of the pure stoclis 
was greatly reduced after the first geiierations were born in  1940. This 
common phelloliieliol~ is expressed by a decrease in ntuiliber of successive 
generations a i d  in  the lower iilxniber of fish produced i11 sacceeding broods. 
Experiineiltal hybriclizatioa betweelz species of Cyp~.irzodon has generally 
resnlted in  lowered fertility, particularly in certain reciprocal crosses. The 
characters of the hybrids, as studied thus far, have pro~led to be generally 
interlliecliate bet~veen the 2 pareuts-a pheiloilieiioll now definitely established 
as the rule for iilterspecific hybrids in fishes. 
Speciatioa has apparently been rather rapicl anlong the relict fishes of 
thc Death Valley system. Differelitiatioil probably has beell largely iaiti- 
ated by geographical isolation, but ecological and perhaps other types of 
isolatioii have also been operative. It may be generally stated for desert 
fishes that the longer the period of isolation of populations the greater the 
amount of their differri~tiation. Some local fonus remaill isolated from 
each other despite the floods that  often coniiect tlir isolated springs 01- sepa- 
rated drainages, because such floods are generally ineffectual i11 lnixiilg the 
fishes 01- extencliilg the 1-ange of a species. Pop~llatioii size, number of gen- 
erations each year, and high temperature have apparently playecl an impor- 
tant role in  the erolntion of the fish fauna. Slnall breecling populations 
appcJar to have led to speciatioll through the chance fixation of "drift" or 
the " Sewall Wright eff'ect. ' ' I11 the warm springs, ~vhere breeding is nearly 
c~ontinnons throughout the year, the production of nunierous generations 
may greatly accelerate the time rate of evolution in these populations. 
An increase in teiiiperat~lre generally is associated with a decrease ill 
i ~ u n b e r  of meristic segniellts. The correlatioil is only rough and irregular 
~v i th ia  species as a whole. Witliili single races of Cyprinodon nevadensis, 
however, a very clefiuite negative correlatioil between temperature and fin-ray 
or scale counts is demonstrated. Warm-spring fish have enlarged anterior 
parts (head, eye, etc.), a reduced number of meristic segments, a more pos- 
tei-ior dorsal fin, and deeper bodies than clo those of cool waters. A11 in- 
crease i a  salinity seelils to have had about the saine sp~eciatioaal effect as a 
decrease in temperature. Fishes inhabiting waters of high salinity have a 
greater liumber of scales than clo those of the same or different species or 
subspecies in less salty water. A direct, eiiviroilinental influence is indi- 
cated, bnt it is thought that the observecl clifferences are due in part  to 
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genetic adaptations that parallel those due to the direct effect of the sur- 
roundings. 
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ROBERT R,. MILLER 
PLATE I 
Cyprinodon nevadensis nevadensis Eigenmann and Eigenmann. 
FIG. 1. Adult male, U.M.M.Z. No. 133159, 43 n ~ m .  long, from .main pool a t  Saratoga 
Springs in Death Valley, San Bernardino County, California. 
FIG. 2. Adult femalc, 41 mm. long, from same locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flatcn. 
PLATE I 
ROBERT R. MILLER 
PLATE I1 
Enlarged scale center of C. n. nevadensis. x 90. 
Pl~otographed by William C. Beekman. 
PLATE I1 
ROBERT R. MILLER 
PLATE I11 
Cyprinodom fievadensis amargosae, new subspecies 
FIG. 1. Adult male, U.M.M.Z. No. 132939, 38 mm. long, from Amargosa River in ' 
Death Valley, San Bernardino County, California. 
FIG. 2. Adult female, 39 mm. long, from same locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flaten. 
PLATE IT1 
PLATE IV 
Cyprinodon nevadensis shoshone, new subspecies. 
FIG. 1. Adult male paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 132936, 42 inln. long, from outlet of 
Xhoslione Spring, Inyo County, California. 
FIG. 2. Adult female paratype, 38 mm. long, from same locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flaten. 
PLATE I V  
PLATE V 
Cypr i nodon  nevadensis mionectes, new subspecies. 
FIG. 1. Adult male, U.M.M.Z. 132902, 38 mm. long, from Forest Spring, Ash 
Meadows, Nye County, Nevada. 
FIG. 2. Adult female, 35 mm. long, from same locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flaten. 
PLATE V 
r 
PLATE V I  
Cyprinodon nevadensis pectoralis, new subspecies. 
FIG. 1. Adult male paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 132908, 32 mm. long, from Lovell's 
Spring, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada. 
FIG. 2. Adult female paratype, 29 mm. long, from same locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flaten. 

PLATE V I I  
Cyprinodofi diabolis Wales. 
FIG. 1. Adult inalo, U.M.M.Z. No. 134803, 18  nun. long, from Devil's Role, Ash 
Meadows, Nye County, Nevada. 
FIG. 2. Adult female, 18 mm. long, from same locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flaten. 
PLATE VII  
PLATE VIII  
Cyprinodom salinus Miller. 
FIG. 1. Adult male holotype, U.M.M.Z. No. 132940, 42 inm. long, from Salt  Creek, 
Death Valley, Inyo County, California. 
FIG.  2. Adult female paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 132941, 40 mm. long, from same 
locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flaten. 
PLATE V I I I  
PLATE I X  
Cyprimdon radiosus, new species. 
FIG. 1. Adult male paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 124843, 35 mm. long, from the north- 
western spring head of Fish Slough, O~vens River drainage basin, Mono County, California. 
loeality. 
FIG. 2. Adult female holotype, U.M.M.Z. No. 146653, 34 min. long, from same 
locality. 
Photographed by Clarence Flaten. 

PLATE X 
Two species of Empetrichthys. 
FIG. 1. E. merriami Gilbert. Immature male, U.M.M.Z. No. 140467, 20 mm. long, 
from Eagle Spring, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada. 
FIG. 2. 8. Zatos, new species. Immature male paratype, U.M.M.Z. NO. 140489, 20 
mm. long, from main spring pool on Manse Ranch, Pahrump Valley, Nye County, Nevada. 
Drawn by Grace Eager. 

PLATE XI 
Four forms of Empetrichthys. 
Top to bottom: 
E. nzerriami Gilbert. Adult male, U.M.M.Z. No. 140467, 34 mm. long, from Eagle 
Spring, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada. 
E. latos concavus, new subspecies. Adult male paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 140491, 34 
mm. long, froin spring on Raycraft Ranch, Pahrump Valley, Nye County, Nevada. 
E. latos pulzvump, new subspecies. Adult male paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 140490, 32 
inm. long, from spring-fed ditch on Pahruinp Ranch, Pahrump Valley, Nye County, 
Nevada. 
E. latos lutos, new subspecies. Adult male paratype, U.M.M.Z. No. 140489, 34 mm. 
long, from main spring pool in Manse Ranch, Pahrump Valley, Nye County, Nevada. 
Photographed by F. W. Ouradnik. 
PLATE ST 
PLATE XI1 
FIG. 1. North Tecopa Hot Spring (right) and South Tecopa Hot Spring, looking 
west. 'Photographed September 26, 1942. 
F I G .  2. Big Spring, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada, looking north. I n  the left 
foreground is the outlet ditch. Photographed September 27, 1942. 
PLATE S T 1  
PLATE XI11 
FIG. 1. Devil's Hole, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada. Close-up view of spring 
hole, showing the shallow platform in the foreground which comprises the habitat  over 
which 90 per cent of the population of Cyprinodon diabolis occurs. Photographed June  5, 
1937. 
FIG. 2. Devil's Hole, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada. View vertically down- 
ward from rim, about 50 feet above. The shallow platform (Fig.  1) lies near the lower 
end of the pool. Photographed June  5, 1937. 

PLATE XIV 
FIG. 1. Fairbanks Spring, Ash Meadows, Nye County, Nevada, looking northeast. 
I11 the left  center is  the spring head from which the outlet ditch leads eastward. I n  the 
background are dissected lake beds. Photographed September 27, 1942. 
FIG. 2. Concrete pools in Los Angeles used for  experimental studies of C y p ~ i s o d o n .  
At the bottom is most of Pool 6 ;  directly behind is Pool 8 ;  Pool 1 is a t  the lef t ;  Pool 2 
is  in the center distance; and Pool 4 is  in the upper left-hand corner of the picture. 
Photographed October 1, 1942. 
PLATE S I V  
PLATE XV 
Salt Creek, Death Valley, Inyo County, California. 
F I G .  1. The headwater area on Mesquite Flat, looking northeast. Photographed in 
January, 1938. 
FIG.  2. A typical pool in the clumps of salt grass near the head of the callyon 
just south of Mesquite Flat, looking northwest. Photographed June 25, 1938. 
PLATE XV 
ROBERT R. MILLER 
MAP 1 
Pleislocene Lalce , 
Lalre Tulare 
Walker Lake arm of 
Lake Lahontan 
Lake Moiio 




















Blake, 1857 (last map a t  end of geological report) 
Russell, 1885 
Russell, 1889 
Mayo, 1934 ; Jenkins, 1938 ; original observatioi~s 
Original observations, 1938, 1942; Miller, 1946 




Noble, 1931 ; Thompson, 1929, P1. VI I I  ; Blackwelder, 1936 ; 
Jenkins, 1938 ; original observatiol~s 
Waring, 1920; original observations (see tes t )  
Jenkins, 1938 
Waring, 1920 ; Jenkins, 1938 
Thompson, 1921, 1923; Bode, 1935 
Thompson, 1921, 1929 ; Jenkins, 1938 ; original observations 
Buwalda, 1914; Blaekwelder and Ellsworth, 1936; Jenltins, 
1938 ; original observations 
Jenkins, 1938 
Thompson, 1929, P1. VIII. 
Thompson, 1929; Jenltins, 1938; Miller, 1946 
Thompson, 1929 ; Jenkins, 1938 
Thompson, 1929 ; Jenkins, 1938 
Bailey, 1902; Blake, 1907; U. S. G. S. Salton Sink Quad- 
rangle; Mesicail part  after  Syltes, 1937, modified by 
Rogers, 1939; Hubbs and Miller, in press. 
~ I A P  I. hl:~sin~runr c s t c ~ l ~ t  of t l ~ c  Pleistoccnc ~ ~ n t e r s  of the sol~tllcrn Great l3:~sin and  adjacent  :Il.cns. 'l'l~e 
\vitlcr 11ol11itl:ri.y li11c1 ~ i i :~~ . lcs  the scl)al~:~tioll l~c~trnccn eonsl:1l :r11d interior 01. Colorado Riutlr d r :~ i l~agcs .  The 11:11- 
I Y I \ \ ~ ( ~ I .  l i ~ ~ e  i~~t l ic . :~ tcs  t l ~ r  o l ~ t l i l ~ e  of t l ~ e  l)c:~1,11 V:rllcg stel11 (scc i\7:11, 2, inset) .  
ROBERT R. MILLER 
MAP 2 
I. Kern and Buena Vista lalres 
2. Tulare Lake 
3. Walker Lake 
4. Mono Lake 
5. Owens River 
6. Owens Lake 
7. Death Valley 
8. Amargosa River 
9. Mohave River 
10. Colorado River 
11. Salton Sea 
Kern, Buena Vista, and Tulare lakes are mapped as  they existed in 1876. These 
lakes are now dry basins. 
MAP 2. llcccnt il;yd~~gS':lj~~ly of tlre so~~t l lern  Great 13asin and a d j a c ~ ~ t  areas. The wider boundary line 
m:nlts thc scl)nrntion bctmccsi coastal and interior or Colorado River drainages. For comparison with tire 
I'lc~stoccne waters sec Map 1. Inset map: Dc:~tli V:~lley system and cnelosed basius. 
Z E L L C Y ' S  U P P E R  W E L L  
Mar 3. Ash Meadows and vicinity. Area betwccil 3G0 15' and 36" 30' Lat., and l l G O  15' and l l G O  30' 
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